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General Introduction

The human immune system functions to monitor tissue homeostasis, protect cells from 
foreign infection and eliminate damaged or stress-induced cells (1). In recent decades, 
the role of immune cells has been uncovered as one of the defense mechanisms against 
cancerous/neoplastic cells. Thus, cancer immunotherapy has been widely applied as 
one of the therapeutic options against different malignancies.

T cells play an important role in cellular immunity with antigen-specific effector function 
and able to develop long-term immunity from memory responses (2). The main subset 
of T cells carries T-cell receptor (TCR) consisting of α- and β-chain heterodimer, known 
as αβT cells, that recognize their cognate antigen in specific peptide-major histocom-
patibility complex (pMHC) dependent manner.

Ideally, target antigens for αβT cell therapies should be selectively expressed on tumor 
cells but not in healthy tissues (3). Also, target antigens should elicit immune responses, 
in this context, specifically evoke αβT cell response. Following target antigen selection, 
another critical factor is to obtain antigen-specific TCR with good functionality. αβT cell 
function is determined by its αβTCR affinity and avidity. TCR affinity affects the binding 
strength of the receptor to its cognate antigen, while TCR avidity governs the ability of 
receptor clustering between cells.

Adoptive T cell therapy (ACT)

The first known cancer immunotherapy approach is adoptive T cell therapy (ACT), in 
which tumor-infiltrating T lymphocytes (TILs), consisting of mainly αβT cells, found in 
the tumor are isolated, ex vivo expanded, and subsequently re-infused back to patients 
after lymphodepletion (Figure 1A) (4). Despite their potential, the translational effort 
of tumor-specific αβT cells is rather challenging as the number of TILs that could be 
isolated from cancer patients is limited. On the other hand, most tumor-associated 
antigens (TAAs) are “self-antigens” that generate low-affinity αβTCRs and render and 
incompetent immune response against cancer due to the elimination of self-reactive 
immune cells during central and peripheral tolerance mechanisms (5, 6). Furthermore, 
neoantigens derived from somatic mutation of cancer cells mainly found in tumor with 
higher tumor mutational load and limiting potential immunogenic target(s) in several 
tumor types, such as acute myeloid leukemia (AML) (7). As alternatives, αβTCR-engi-
neered αβT cell and chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) therapies are developed method-
ologies to circumvent the limitation of TILs therapy by introducing highly-tumor reactive 
αβTCR that recognize antigens expressed by tumor cells (3, 5).

αβTCR-engineered αβT cell therapy

αβTCR-engineered αβT cell therapy allows the introduction of allogenic αβTCR into 
patient’s αβT cells, follows by ex vivo expansion prior to re-infusion, and thereby 
circumvent the limited amount of autologous tumor-reactive T cells (Figure 1B). Clini-
cal studies collectively demonstrate significantly favorable outcomes, including tumor 
regression (8), in the majority of patients with several malignancies, such as multiple 
myeloma (9), metastatic melanoma (10), and colorectal carcinoma (11).

1
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Despite their clinical benefits, αβTCR-engineered therapies only benefit for a certain 
percentage of patients who express targetable tumor antigen in an MHC-restricted 
manner. This also holds through for ACT with allogeneic T cells, where HLA-match 
donor becomes a limiting factor to avoid possible graft-versus-host-disease (GvHD) (12). 
Moreover, tumor cells could develop resistance by downregulation of MHC molecules or 
antigens expression, leading to unsustainable clinical responses in patients (3).

Figure 1 Cellular T cell immunotherapy approaches for cancer patients. (A) Tumor-infiltrating T cells 
(TILs) found on tumor biopsy of cancer patients can be ex vivo expanded prior to reinfusion to patients 
to elicit better T cell response against tumor cells. (B) Alternatively, gene transfer of identified anti-
gen-specific αβTCR into αβT cells could be used as therapeutic approach to circumvent the limited TILs 
in patients. (C) Chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) introduced into αβT cells redirect their tumor reactivity 
in antigen-specific and pMHC-independent manner. (D) Introduction of highly tumor-reactive γδTCR into 
αβT cells redirect tumor-reactivity against early metabolic changes occur in tumor cells, overcoming the 
proficient deficiency of unmodified γδT cells as well as their broad diversity repertoires.
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Chimeric antigen receptor (CAR)

An alternative approach for cellular therapy is the introduction of chimeric antigen 
receptor (CAR) to T cells to redirect αβT cell anti-tumor specificity and enhance the 
efficacy of adoptive T cells in patients (Figure 1C) (13). CAR T cells are designed with 
extracellular domain of single-chain variable fragment (scFv) from immunoglobulin mol-
ecules, hinge region that important for flexibility and CAR dimerization, transmembrane 
domain, and intracellular signaling domain consisting of CD3ζ (1st generation CARs) and 
co-stimulatory molecules (2nd and 3rd generation CARs) that are important for T cell 
activation and persistence (13-15).

Studies with CAR T cells directed towards CD19/CD20 antigens have shown remarkable 
clinical responses in patients with hematological malignancies (16-18); subsequently 
leads to FDA- and EMA-approved products, including Axicabtagene ciloleucel (19, 20) 
and Tisagenlecleucel (21-23). Nevertheless, there are still some concerns regarding the 
side effects of CAR T cell therapy, including tumor lysis syndrome, on-target off-tumor 
toxicity, cytokine release syndrome (CRS), neurotoxicity, and lymphopenia. CAR T cells 
induce tonic signaling leading to high risk for CRS and promoting T cell exhaustion, hence 
the ineffective anti-tumor efficacy and possible off-target toxicity (15).

Following the unprecedented success of CAR T cell therapy for hematological malig-
nancies, clinical studies with CAR T cells directed towards antigens express in solid 
malignancies have been initiated (24-30). Unlike hematological malignancies that are 
dispersed, solid tumor masses developed in specific organs and resulted in the growth of 
immunosuppressive cells that causes lower penetration of CAR T cells into solid tumor 
masses (31, 32). Furthermore, the high heterogeneity of solid malignancies hampers 
the therapeutic effect of cancer immunotherapy, including CAR T cells.

γδT cells-based cellular therapy

Up to 1-10% of circulating CD3+ human T cells carry a TCR heterodimer with γ-chain 
and δ-chain and known as γδT cells. The unconventional γδT cells share the property 
of innate and adaptive immunity that allows recognition of infected, stress-induced, 
and malignantly-transformed cells and undergo clonal expansion and memory forma-
tion (33, 34). The role of γδT cells in cancer immunosurveillance first observed in γδT 
cell-deficient mice that increased the chance of cutaneous tumor development (35, 
36) and spontaneous adenocarcinoma growth (37) compared to wild-type mice. The 
potential application of unconventional γδT cells in cancer immunotherapy increases 
as intratumoral γδT cells have been associated with favorable prognosis for patients 
across different malignancies (38, 39).

Similar to αβT cells, γδT cells able to exert cytotoxic capacity against their target 
antigens and elicit immune responses, either directly via perforin and granzyme or 
indirectly via cytokines production (40). γδT cells do not require antigen presentation 
in pMHC complex for their target recognition, and also do not require CD4 and CD8 
co-receptor binding for proper γδTCR signaling (41), which allow antigen recognition 

1
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across a broad range of malignancies, also irrespective of their tumor mutational load. 
γδT cells could recognize its target in a γδTCR-independent manner via natural cyto-
toxicity receptors, such as NKG2D, DNAM-1, NKp30, and NKp44, contributing to their 
diverse repertoire (42, 43).

γδT cells are classified into two major subsets, Vδ2+ and Vδ2- T cells. Vδ2+ cells exclu-
sively interact with Vγ9+ chain and subsequently known Vγ9δ2+ T cells mainly reside 
in peripheral blood, whereas the Vδ2- subset, i.e., Vδ1+, Vδ3+ cells, primarily reside 
in epithelial tissues or mucosal membranes (44, 45). Vδ2+ cells recognize metabolic 
changes in infected or malignantly-transformed cells by sensing accumulation of in-
tracellular metabolite antigens, known as phosphoantigens (pAgs). pAgs are produced 
by bacterial pathogens with the non-mevalonate pathway for isoprenoid synthesis (46, 
47). In malignantly-transformed cells, dysregulated mevalonate pathway is associated 
with high accumulation of intracellular isopentenyl pyrophosphate (IPP) compared to 
healthy cells, promoting the recognition by Vδ2+ T cells (48, 49).

Vδ2- cells are known for their diverse stress-induced ligands, including MHC-associated 
antigens MICA/B protein (50-52), lipid antigens presented by CD1d molecules (53), 
UL16-binding protein (ULBP) family members (54-56), endothelial protein C receptor 
(EPCR; (57)), and Annexin A2 (58). However, the exact ligands and their mode-of-acti-
vation are yet to be elucidated. Vδ1+ cells, one of the major Vδ2- subsets, also exert 
cytotoxic capacity against infected and tumor cells, yet their activation is phosphoanti-
gen-independent. Recent studies have shown the antitumor efficacy of Vδ1+ cells against 
hematological and solid malignancies (59-62), suggesting their promising potential in 
cancer immunotherapy alongside Vδ2+ cells.

γδT cells have a diverse repertoire in function and receptor expression, complex biol-
ogy, and tissue-specific tropism that may impede their application in adoptive cellular 
therapy (63-65). Therapeutic application of γδT cells in cancer immunotherapy mainly 
focuses on Vδ2+ cells, for which clinical studies are conducted against different types 
of cancer (39, 66-70). These studies are mainly executed with adoptive transfers of 
ex vivo expanded unmodified γδT cell, either autologous or allogeneic. Unfortunately, 
naturally elevated IPP levels in cancer cells does not promote sufficient antitumor re-
sponse of Vδ2+ cells (71). Therefore, most clinical studies are performed together with 
the administration of aminobiphosphonates (i.e., Zoledronate, pamidronate), which 
increase the accumulation of IPP, and interleukin-2 (IL-2) to promote tumor recognition 
by VD2+ cells. These clinical studies showed a favorable safety profile of γδT cell-based 
therapy, including the absence of GvHDs in MHC mismatch background (72). Yet, clinical 
responses are still marginal.

New kid on the block: αβT cells Engineered to express defined γδTCR (TEGs)

Considering the major downsides of autologous γδT cell therapy, our group developed 
the concept of metabolic targeting of cancer with TEGs: αβT cell engineered to express 
a defined γδTCR, which utilizes the superior proliferative capacity of αβT cells while 
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retaining antitumor efficacy of γδTCR (Figure 1D) (73-75). Introduction of highly tu-
mor-specific γδTCR into αβT cells bypasses the needs of MHC-restricted αβT cell recog-
nition and could efficiently target a broad range of hematological and solid malignancies 
(73, 74, 76, 77). Additionally, TEGs uncouple γδTCR from its innate-like environment, 
such as the interplay of NK receptors, that are not present in αβT cells (78). In this 
way, TEGs also mitigates the underestimated diversity of γδTCR, both in function and 
receptor expression (63, 64).

One of the main advantages of TEG cells is the absence of TCR mispairing between 
γδTCR and αβTCR chains and do not produce unwanted TCRs with unknown specificities. 
In addition, the successful gene transfer of γδTCR into αβT cells leads to downregu-
lation of the endogenous αβTCRs on the cell surface and thus decreases alloreactivity 
and facilitates the depletion of non-engineered T cells (73, 74). Our group successfully 
develop an untouched GMP-ready strategy using clinical-grade anti-human αβTCR an-
tibody to purify TEG cells without cross-reactivity against γδTCR chains and therefore 
able to segregate between engineered- and non-engineered cells by negative selection 
procedures. This production process allows expansion of sufficient TEG-based cellular 
therapy from apheresis products from cancer patients and readily translated for clinical 
use (75, 79). TEG format allows efficient production of αβT cells expressing a highly 
tumor-specific γδTCR, either from Vδ2+ or Vδ2- subsets. Moreover, TEGs also retain CD4+ 
and CD8+ effector cell functions.

OUTLINE OF THE THESIS

Before clinical implementation, efficacy and safety profiles of cellular therapy, including 
TEGs, have to be evaluated carefully. The efficacy profile of T cells could be determined 
by in vitro co-culture with tumor target, both cell lines and primary patient materials, 
and assessed for their cytotoxicity by cytokines production and direct killing capacity. 
The safety profile of T cells is evaluated with the same method with the co-culture of 
healthy cell lines or hematopoietic compartments to assess possible off-target toxicity 
(80). Furthermore, 3D models can be used to evaluate efficacy and toxicity profile in a 
closer physiologically-relevant tumor microenvironment, such as interplay with stromal 
and epithelial cells in the bone marrow (81). The major limitation for γδT cells trans-
lational research is the evolutionary difference between humans and mice, commonly 
used as preclinical model for cellular therapy. Distinct γδT cell repertoire exclusively 
presents in human and non-human primates, but not in their mice counterparts (82, 
83). Thus, preclinical assessment of efficacy and safety profile of cellular therapy is 
mainly performed in vivo using transgenic mice or immunodeficient mice model trans-
planted with human tumor cells followed by adoptive transfer of human T cell therapy. 
Therefore, this thesis aims to evaluate efficacy and safety profiles of TEG products, 
particularly TEG001 and TEG011, in relevant preclinical models and thereby highlighting 
their therapeutic potential prior to further clinical testing.

1
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Chapter 2, published in J ImmunoTher Cancer 2019;7:69 (doi:10.1186/s40425-019-
0558-4), describes the efficacy-safety balance of TEG001 in more physiological relevant 
environments, with primary tumor tissues as well as primary healthy cells. Using a 
humanized mouse model, we were able to assess the activity of TEG001 against estab-
lished leukemia in patient-derived xenograft (PD-X) mice and toxicity against complete 
hematopoietic compartment by engrafting healthy cord blood-derived CD34+ progenitor 
cells in healthy donor-derived (HD-X) mice. We provide supporting evidence for TEG001 
in vivo therapeutic potential against primary AML without harming healthy hematopoi-
etic compartments and bestow a rationale for the first-in-human study.

Chapter 3, published in Blood Adv. 2019;3(19):2870-2882 (doi: 10.1182/bloodadvanc-
es.2019032409), elucidates the antitumor reactivity of an allo-HLA-A*24:02-restricted 
Vγ5Vδ1TCR and CD8α-dependent (derived from clone FE11) against both solid and hema-
tological tumor cells, while sparring their healthy counterparts. When applied into TEG 
format, subsequently referred to as TEG011, this TCR retains the tumor-specific activity 
and the ability to differentiate between healthy and malignant cells in HLA-A*24:02-re-
stricted manner. Importantly, we focused on the in vivo assessment of TEG011 efficacy in 
a transgenic mouse model expressing human HLA-A*24:02 and highlighting its promising 
therapeutic application.

Chapter 4, published in J Leukoc Biol. 2020;1–11 (doi: 10.1002/JLB.5MA0120-228R), 
extends the assessment of TEG011 safety profile in vivo as well as its pharmacokinet-
ics in non-tumor bearing and tumor-bearing humanized HLA-A*24:02 transgenic NSG 
(NSG-A24:02) mice, where no off-target toxicity observed. Furthermore, we describe 
the association between TEG011 persistence and tumor control, emphasizing that the 
kinetics of adoptive transferred TEG011 is crucial to sustain long-term efficacy.

Chapter 5 describes the introduction of transgenic CD8α receptor to improve TEG011 
efficacy further. As shown in Chapter 3, TEG011 is critically dependent on CD8α co-re-
ceptor and lacks support by antigen-specific CD4+ T cells. Thus, co-expression of both 
FE11 γδTCR and CD8α receptor on T cells (referred to as TEG011_CD8α) is deemed a 
good strategy to enhance TEG011 antitumor efficacy and T cell infiltration. This chapter 
was submitted for publication to Frontiers in Immunology, August 2021.

Chapter 6 summarizes the major findings in chapters mentioned earlier and puts the 
crucial aspects of preclinical model development within the context of γδTCR-engi-
neered T cell immunotherapy, specifically for TEG-based therapy, and in comparison to 
other immunotherapeutic platforms.
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ABSTRACT

γ9δ2T cells, which express Vγ9 and Vδ2 chains of the T cell receptor (TCR), mediate 
cancer immune surveillance by sensing early metabolic changes in malignant leukemic 
blast and not their healthy hematopoietic stem counterparts via the γ9δ2TCR targeting 
joined conformational and spatial changes of CD277 at the cell membrane (CD277J). 
This concept led to the development of next generation CAR-T cells, so called TEGs: 
αβT cells Engineered to express a defined γδTCR. The high affinity γ9δ2TCR clone 5 has 
recently been selected within the TEG format as a clinical candidate (TEG001). However, 
exploring safety and efficacy against a target, which reflects an early metabolic change 
in tumor cells, remains challenging given the lack of appropriate tools. Therefore, we 
tested whether TEG001 is able to eliminate established leukemia in a primary disease 
model, without harming other parts of the healthy hematopoiesis in vivo.

Separate sets of NSG mice were respectively injected with primary human acute my-
eloid leukemia (AML) blasts and cord blood-derived human progenitor cells from healthy 
donors. These mice were then treated with TEG001 and mock cells. Tumor burden and 
human cells engraftment were measured in peripheral blood and followed up over 
time by quantifying for absolute cell number by flow cytometry. Statistical analysis 
was performed using non-parametric 2-tailed Mann-Whitney t-test. We successfully 
engrafted primary AML blasts and healthy hematopoietic cells after 6-8 weeks. Here 
we report that metabolic cancer targeting through TEG001 eradicated established pri-
mary leukemic blasts in vivo, while healthy hematopoietic compartments derived from 
human cord-blood remained unharmed in spite of TEGs persistence up to 50 days after 
infusion. No additional signs of off-target toxicity were observed in any other tissues. 
Within the limitations of humanized PD-X models, targeting CD277J by TEG001 is safe 
and efficient. Therefore, we have initiated clinical testing of TEG001 in a phase I first-
in-human clinical trial (NTR6541; date of registration 25 July 2017).
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INTRODUCTION

Adoptive cell therapy with engineered immune cells targeting hematological malignan-
cies entered clinical practice (1). Reprogramming immune cells has been achieved so 
far with chimeric antigen-reactive receptors (2) and tumor-specific αβT cell receptors 
(TCRs) (3, 4). However, the CAR-T concept frequently targets ubiquitously expressed 
antigens like CD19 for B cell malignancies (5), or FLT-3 (6) for acute myeloid leukemia 
(AML), as well as stress antigens like NKG2D (natural-killer group 2, member D) for a 
broader range of cancers (7), raising the question of whether such strategies result as 
collateral damage in either the long-term deletion of essential hematopoietic subsets 
or within the context of physiological or therapeutic stress like irradiation to self-reac-
tivity. Given the low mutational load of AML (8), the targeting of neo-antigens has not 
been successful, and targeting of minor antigens like HA-1 allows only the inclusion of 
a minority of patients (9). Thus, novel strategies are needed to attack myeloid malig-
nancies within the context of engineered immune cells.

One very attractive and so far, not well-explored alternative to mediate tumor-specific 
TCR derives from unconventional γ9δ2T cells subsets (10). γ9δ2T cells sense molecular 
stress signatures via the accumulation of intracellular phosphoantigens level on infected 
and malignant cells (11). This cell subset has the ability to kill tumor cells originating 
from hematological and solid malignancies in vitro, making it a promising immunother-
apeutic option (10, 12). While several clinical trials have been conducted using ex vivo 
expanded and adoptively transferred autologous γ9δ2T cells in patients with advanced 
malignancies including AML, the results showed scarce activity (13). One major obstacle 
has been the limited proliferative capacity of γ9δ2T cells in advanced cancer patients 
(14), as well as the underestimation of the substantial molecular and functional diversity 
within this subset (15, 16). Therefore, alternative strategies are needed for the clinical 
translation of the strong antitumor reactivity of receptors expressed on γ9δ2T cells (15).

To override the major weakness of γ9δ2T cells for its defective proliferative capacity and 
underestimated diversity, our group demonstrated that αβT cells engineered to express a 
defined γδTCR, so-called TEGs, solves the proliferation deficiency and diversity of γ9δ2T 
cells by utilizing one defined γ9δ2TCR with strong antitumor reactivity and the strong 
proliferative capacity of αβT cells. Furthermore, by utilizing αβT properties, we retain 
both CD4+ and CD8+ effector cell functions in our TEGs. The first clinical candidate of 
TEGs derived from clone 5 (TEG001) has been shown to mediate the highest antitumor 
reactivity against a broader panel of tumor cells in vitro and in cell line-derived xeno-
graft mouse models and to outperform natural γ9δ2T cells (10, 12, 17, 18). However, 
the assessment of the true activity of TEG001 against primary leukemia as well as 
potential toxicity in physiologically more relevant models has not been assessed so far, 
but is essential prior to entering a first-in-human clinical trial. Low toxicity of natural 
γ9δ2T cells in many clinical trials (13) cannot be used as an argument for safety, given 
also their lack of activity in men, mainly orchestrated through many NK-like immune 
inhibitory receptors expressed at the cell surface of natural γ9δ2T cells (16). The major 
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driver of the activity of TEG001, but also its potential risk of toxicity, is derived from the 
concept of utilizing a highly active γ9δ2TCR out of the context of the natural brakes of 
a γ9δ2T cells, which have been also the pitfalls for their successful clinical translation 
to date. Thus, the key obstacle of clinical translation of TEG001 remains the assessment 
of its bare activity against primary leukemia as well as potential side effects against e.g. 
healthy hematopoietic compartments. Classical concept of efficacy and safety testing 
fail for this novel type of tumor-specific antigen, given that a joint conformational and 
spatial change of CD277 (later referred to as CD277J) mediated through early metabolic 
changes in cancer cells is recognized by the utilized γ9δ2TCR (12, 19, 20) and no tools 
are available to directly assess CD277J. To date, only cellular re-localization of RhoB can 
serve as a surrogate marker of CD277J (12). Antibodies used for detecting CD277 rather 
induce or inhibit the conformational and spatial changes of CD277J (21, 22), thus they 
do not have the intrinsic ability to sense these alterations. Soluble γδTCR have been 
suggested to sense CD277J (23), however a more comprehensive analysis of such tools 
could not confirm their suitability, most likely due to the low affinity of the γ9δ2TCR 
(J Kuball unpublished observation). To remove these obstacles before clinical testing, 
we developed models which allow us to assess efficacy and toxicity of TEG001 in more 
physiological relevant environments, with primary tumor tissues as well as primary 
healthy cells. One example is the recently established 3D bone marrow model which 
enabled us to determine the efficacy of TEG001 against primary multiple myeloma cells, 
and to simultaneously exclude toxicity against stroma and endothelial cells in the bone 
marrow niche (24). However, limited information is available when assessing activity of 
TEG001 against established leukemia, and toxicity against the complete hematopoietic 
compartment. Therefore, we utilized in this report an in vivo patient-derived xenograft 
(PD-X), and a healthy donor-derived xenograft (HD-X) model for assessing the efficacy of 
TEG001 against primary leukemic blasts and toxicity against the complete hematopoietic 
compartment, to provide a rationale for first-in-human testing of TEG001.

MATERIALS & METHODS

Functional T cell assay

IFNγ ELISPOT was performed using anti-human IFNγ mAb1-D1K(I) and mAb7-B6-1 (II) 
(Mabtech) in accordance with the manufacturer’s protocol. Effector and target cells 
(E:T 1:3) were incubated for 24 hours with or without pamidronate (10 or 100 µM; Cal-
biochem) as indicated. Pamidronate was added in all our in vitro experiment in order 
to enhance TEGs activation as previously reported (10).

RhoB distribution analysis using confocal microscopy

Human CD34+ progenitor cells from a healthy donor were subjected to different con-
ditions as follows: 1) untreated; 2) overnight stimulation with 50 IU/ml IL-2 or 3) 
1000 IU/ml IFNγ; 4) overnight incubation in the presence of 5mM Cyclophosphamide 
(Cy, Sigma-Aldrich Chemie NV, South Holland), or 5) 20µM Fludarabine-phosphate (Flu, 
Sigma-Aldrich Chemie NV, South Holland), or 6) Cy/Flu combination. Primary AML, B 
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cells, T cells, and monocytes were exposed to 100 µM pamidronate and all cells were 
subsequently loaded to poly-L-lysine-coated coverslips. Attached cells were fixed, per-
meabilized and stained with a rabbit polyclonal anti-RhoB antibody (AbCam) followed 
by a secondary Goat anti-Rabbit IgG AlexaFluor488-conjugated antibody (Jackson Im-
munoResearch). Cells were also stained with DAPI for nuclear staining. Intracellular 
RhoB distribution was visualized by confocal microscopy. RhoB signal ratios between 
intra-nuclear and extra-nuclear compartments were quantified using ImageJ software 
as described previously (12).

Animal models

NOD.Cg-PrkdcscidIl2rgtm1Wjl/SzJ (NSG) and NOD.Cg-PrkdcscidIl2rgtm1Wjl Tg(CMVIL3,CSF2,KITL-
G)1Eav/ MloySzJ (NSG-SGM3) mice originally obtained from Jackson Laboratory (Bar 
Harbor, ME, USA) were bred and housed in the specific pathogen-free (SPF) breeding 
unit of the Central Animal Facility of Utrecht University. Experiments were conducted 
according to Institutional Guidelines under acquired permission from the local Ethical 
Committee and per current Dutch laws on Animal Experimentation. Mice were housed in 
sterile conditions using an individually ventilated cage (IVC) system and fed with sterile 
food and water. Irradiated mice were given sterile water with antibiotic ciproxin for 
the duration of the experiment. Mice were randomized with equal distribution by sex 
and divided into 5 mice/group (for efficacy study) or 10 mice/group (for safety study).

Adult mice (10-14 weeks old) received sublethal total body irradiation (1.75 Gy) on Day 
0. On Day 1, NSG mice were injected intravenously with 5x106 CD3-depleted primary 
AML blast from donor p25 (efficacy study as PD-X model) or 0.25x106 healthy human 
CD34+ cells from six different donors (safety study as HD-X model). Engraftment and 
tumor burden were followed up in the peripheral blood as described in the subsection 
below. When the arbitrary threshold of 500 cells/ml was reached, treatment was initi-
ated. Mice received 2 injections of 107 therapeutic TEG001 cells or TEG-LM1 mock cells 
(non-functional γδTCR-transduced T cells that carries length mutation of on the com-
plementary determining region 3 (CDR3) region of the δ2-chain (18)). For second PD-X 
model for efficacy study, adult NSG-SGM3 mice received 2 injections of 107 therapeutic 
TEG001 cells or TEG-LM1 mock cells at Days 8 and 16. All mice received 0.6x106 IU of 
IL-2 (Proleukin; Novartis) in IFA subcutaneously together with the first T cell injection 
and every 21 days until the end of the experiment. Pamidronate (10 mg/kg body weight) 
was injected intravenously together with the first T cell injection, and every 21 days 
until the end of the experiment. Pamidronate was added in all our in vivo experiment 
in order to enhance TEGs activation as previously reported (10). Mice were routinely 
monitored at least twice a week for weight loss and symptoms of disease (sign of pa-
ralysis, weakness, and reduced motility).

Cytology staining and analysis

Cytopathologic evaluation of mouse bone marrow cytospin was performed by May-Grün-
wald Giemsa staining. Each sample was qualitatively and semi-quantitatively evaluated 
based on the following criteria: 1) cellularity (1= high; 2= moderate; 3= low); 2) pres-
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ence of megakaryocytes; 3) presence of all cell lineages; 4) presence of all stages of 
maturation for each cell lineage; 5) description of the cell types present for each cell 
lineage.

Histology staining and analysis

Histopathologic evaluation was performed by hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining 
for the following mouse tissues: liver, spleen, small (duodenum, jejunum, ileum) in-
testine. Each organ was semi-quantitatively evaluated based on the following criteria: 
1) histologic lesions were semi-quantitatively assessed (grade: 0=absent; 1=minimal; 
2=mild; 3=moderate; 4=marked); 2) the inflammation was evaluated considering the 
distribution (focal, multifocal, multifocal to coalescing, diffuse), severity (grade 1-4) 
and cell type (lymphocytes, plasma cells, macrophages, neutrophils); 3) the presence 
of leukemic cell infiltrate.

Statistical analysis

Data were analyzed using GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Software Inc.) and represented 
as mean ± standard deviation (SD) or standard error of mean (SEM) with * P<0.05; ** P 
< 0.01; and *** P < 0.001. Differences between groups were assessed using a two-way 
ANOVA, non-parametric 2-tailed Mann-Whitney t-test or Kruskal-Wallis test and Dunn’s 
multiple comparison test where indicated. Cell lines, primary human materials, retro-
viral transduction and depletion of non-engineered T cells, CFU assays, flow cytometry 
analysis, assessment for human cell engraftment and preparation of single cell suspen-
sions are described in Supplementary Methods.

RESULTS

In vitro and in vivo activity of TEG001 against primary AML

Approximately 50% of the primary AML blasts tested so far are susceptible to TEG001 ((17) 
and unpublished observation). We first confirmed activity of TEG001 against the primary 
AML blasts from multiple donors (Supplementary Table 1) by performing an IFNγ ELIspot 
assay in the presence or absence of 10μM pamidronate (PAM) while the negative control 
(healthy T cells) was not recognized. Aminobiphosphonate compounds, including clinically 
used pamidronate, further accumulate intracellular phosphoantigens level (11). Based on 
our previous study (10), the application of therapeutic concentrations of PAM enhances 
γ9δ2TCR recognition, including TEG001. Daudi served as a positive control. Most of the 
primary AML blasts could induce significant IFNγ production by TEG001 in the presence of 
PAM (Figure 1A). Furthermore, we tested the cytolytic activity of TEG001 against primary 
AML blasts from donor p2. Primary AML blasts were incubated with either bulk αβT cells 
(as mock control) or with TEG001 cells in the presence of PAM on the methylcellulose 
matrix for the colony formation assay. Colonies were counted 8 days later. TEG001 showed 
a superior reduction of AML blast as shown by less colony formation in comparison to mock 
T cells (Figure 1B). This result aligns with our previous data in which γ9δ2TCR-transduced 
αβT cells inhibited colony forming unit (CFU) of primary AML blast (10).
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Figure 1 In vitro and in vivo efficacy profile of TEG001. (A) Antitumor reactivity of TEG001 towards 
patient-derived primary AML blasts in vitro. Effector cells TEG001 and primary AML blasts from multiple 
donors (E:T ratio is 1:3) were incubated for 24 hours with or without 10 µM PAM as indicated. Daudi and 
healthy T cells were included as positive and negative target controls, respectively. IFNγ secretion was 
measured by ELISPOT. IFNγ spots per 15,000 T cells are shown as mean ± SD of at least 3 independent 
replicates for each target. Fifty spots/15,000 cells were considered as a positive antitumor response and 
indicated by the black horizontal line. Statistical significances were calculated by two-way ANOVA; *, P 
< 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001; ****, P < 0.0001; (B) Bulk αβT cells (as mock T cells) or TEG001 cells 
were incubated with primary AML blast from donor p2 for 5 hours at E:T ratio 10:1. Then cells were plated 
in methylcellulose-based medium and, after 8 days, colony formation was quantified using an inverted 
microscope. Shown is the number of CFU formed. Data is the result of a single experiment from single 
primary AML donor; (C) Schematic overview of in vivo experiment. NSG mice were irradiated at day 0 
and engrafted with primary AML cells at day 1. AML cells were followed-up in the peripheral blood by 
flow cytometry. When the average AML cells were >500 cells/ml, treatment was initiated. Mice received 
2 injections of therapeutic TEG001 or TEG-LM1 mock in the presence of PAM (at week 7 and 9) and IL-2 
(at week 7); (D) Tumor burden for primary AML was measured in peripheral blood by quantifying for ab-
solute cell number by flow cytometry. Data represent mean ± SD of all mice per group (n = 5). Statistical 
significances were calculated by non-parametric 2-tailed Mann-Whitney t test; *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; 
***, P < 0.001; ****, P < 0.0001.
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From this screening, we selected AML blasts from patient 25 (p25) because of its initial 
susceptibility to TEG001, as well as its availability in sufficient numbers for further 
testing in mice. Next, we injected CD3-depleted primary AML blasts from p25 into 
irradiated mice intravenously (Figure 1C). Engraftment and leukemia outgrowth were 
detected by measuring specific AML markers huCD45+CD13+CD33+ in peripheral blood by 
flow cytometry (Figure S2). When 500 AML cells/ml were detected in peripheral blood, 
treatment was initiated. Mice received two injections of TEG001 or TEG-LM1 mock in 
the presence of PAM and IL-2 (for the first TEGs injection) to support TEGs activation 
and proliferation in vivo.

TEG-LM1 carries γ9δ2TCR with length mutation of on the CDR3 of the δ2-chain, which 
abrogates its function (18) and therefore chosen as a suitable mock control. γδTCR ex-
pression for both TEG001 and TEG-LM1 mock is comparable, which subsequently infused 
into the mice (Figure S1). In the peripheral blood of the TEG001-treated mice, primary 
AML cells were no longer detectable five weeks after TEGs infusion, but remained mea-
surable in mock-treated mice (Figure 1D), suggesting that in the described PD-X model 
TEG001 specifically eliminates primary AML blasts over time. We further addressed 
the influence of microenvironment to TEG001 recognition against primary AML blasts 
and developed a separate PD-X model using the same p25 AML in NSG-SGM3 mice that 
express human cytokines (i.e. IL-3, granulocyte/macrophage colony-stimulating factor 
(GM-CSF), and stem cell factor (SCF)) that support better engraftment of AML blast in 
vivo (25). Similarly, mice received two injections of TEG001 or TEG-LM1 mock in the 
presence of PAM and IL-2 (for the first TEGs injection) at Day 8 and Day 16 (Figure S3A). 
While we did not see elimination primary AML blasts over time, TEG001-treated mice 
consistently showed lower AML burden in comparison to mock-treated mice as measured 
in peripheral blood (Figure S3B). This result demonstrates antitumor activity of TEG001 
against primary AML blasts in vivo as shown in two independent PD-X models.

Assessing the activity of TEG001 against healthy hematopoiesis in vitro

Next, we aimed to assess the toxicity of TEG001 against the hematopoietic compart-
ment in vitro. Therefore, TEG001 and mock transduced T cells were incubated with the 
physiological hematopoietic target of γδT cells, namely CD14+ monocytes, activated 
T cells as well as non-activated and activated B cells in the absence and presence of 
PAM. Similar to the efficacy study, we include the presence of PAM to enhance TEG001 
recognition as previously shown (10). Daudi served again as a positive control. In an 
IFNγ ELIspot assay cytokine secretion was only observed against the positive control 
and CD14+ monocytes in the presence of PAM, while other T and B cells did not induce 
IFNγ production (Figure 2A).
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Figure 2 In vitro safety profile of TEG001. (A) Comparable recognition profile of Daudi tumor cells versus 
healthy hematopoietic cells. Effector cells TEG001 and target cells (E:T ratio 1:3) were incubated for 
24 hours in the presence of 10 µM PAM. IFNγ secretion was measured by ELISPOT. IFNγ spots per 15,000 
T cells are shown as mean±SD of at least 3 independent replicates for each target. Fifty spots/15,000 
cells were considered as a positive recognition response and indicated by the black horizontal line. (B) 
RhoB distribution for healthy hematopoietic cells upon irradiation as analyzed by confocal microscopy in 
the presence of 10 µM PAM. Data is shown as fold-changed of RhoB distribution between irradiated cells 
(cellular stress condition) compared to non-irradiated cells from average ratio of at least ten different 
cells; (C) CD34+ progenitor cells from a healthy donor were treated with either 50 IU/ml IL-2, 1000 IU/
ml IFNγ, 5mM Cy, 20µM Flu or combination of Cy/Flu. As positive control primary AML blast from donor 
p25 was treated with PAM. All cells were analyzed for intracellular distribution of RhoB using confocal 
microscopy. White bars represent healthy CD34+ progenitor cells, while black bar indicate primary AML 
blast (p25 AML). The RhoB signal ratio between nuclear and extranuclear cellular compartments was 
measured using ImageJ image analysis software. Graphs show average ratios of at least ten different 
cells ±SEM. Statistical significance compared to untreated CD34+ progenitor cells was determined by using 
Kruskal-Wallis test and Dunn’s multiple comparison test; (D) Comparable recognition profile of healthy 
hematopoietic cells in non-stressed (left panel) and stressed (irradiated, right panel) conditions. Effector 
cells TEG001 and target cells (E:T ratio 1:3) were incubated for 24 hours in the presence of 100 µM PAM. 
IFNγ secretion was measured by ELISPOT. IFNγ spots per 15,000 T cells are shown as mean ± SD of at least 
3 independent replicates for each target.

Translocation of RhoB towards the cell membrane has been described as a key step 
for the recognition of a potential target by a γ9δ2TCR (12). This insight allowed us to 
test whether an additional stress of hematopoietic cells would activate this key step 
in the mode of action and thereby facilitate recognition of healthy compartments. 
As “stress” we have chosen irradiation, which is well known to activate many innate 
danger signals like MHC-like molecules (26), and is frequently used as preconditioning 
before the transfer of immune cells (27). Therefore, we assessed the translocation of 
RhoB towards the cell membrane in T cells, B cells and CD14+ monocytes in the absence 
and presence of irradiation. No significant increase in translocation of RhoB to the cell 
membrane could be observed (Figure 2B) for the tested healthy hematopoietic cells. We 
also assessed the RhoB localization in healthy CD34+ progenitor cells upon stimulation 
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with cytokines, such as IL-2 and IFNγ, as well as the presence of chemotherapy agents 
Cy/Flu and compared to primary AML blast from donor p25. While there is a significant 
increase in RhoB localization towards cell membrane in p25 AML blast, there are no 
significant increased for the healthy CD34+ progenitor cells in all conditions (Figure 
2C). Furthermore, the recognition profile by TEG001 of the same cell subsets after 
irradiation was assessed by cytokine secretion. Recognition of a priori non-recognized 
cells was not induced and recognition of CD14+ monocytes was slightly reduced after 
irradiation (Figure 2D). Overall, our results suggest that TEG001 does not attack subsets 
of healthy hematopoiesis in the absence or presence of stress. Only CD14+ monocytes 
can be recognized in the presence of PAM as reported also for natural γ9δ2T cells (10).

In vivo pharmacology and toxicology of TEG001

Assessment of different hematopoietic subsets by TEGs in vitro is very restricted due 
to the limited sub-fractions available for testing. In addition, it does not allow for as-
sessment of whether early precursors are affected. Therefore, we established a HD-X 
model with human cord-blood derived CD34+ progenitor cells from six healthy donors 
repopulated in irradiated mice to further assess the safety profile of TEG001 against the 
hematopoietic compartment (Figure 3A). Engraftment of human leukocytes (huCD45+) 
and other hematopoietic cellular subsets in peripheral blood was measured by flow cy-
tometry (Figure S4A and S4B). When 500 huCD45+ cells/ml were detected in peripheral 
blood, treatment was initiated with either TEG001 or TEG-LM1 mock in the presence of 
PAM and IL-2 (for the first TEGs injection) to support TEGs activation and proliferation 
in vivo. While we observed a reduction of tumor burden by TEG001 (Figure 1D), no sig-
nificant differences in engraftment of healthy hematopoietic cells between treatment 
groups were observed up to 50 days after infusion when assessed by huCD45+ (Figure 
3B). TEG001 as well as TEG-LM1 cells could be detected after injection until the end of 
the study period in the peripheral blood of mice (Figure 3C).

Next, we investigated the reconstitution of diverse hematopoietic cellular subsets in 
vivo in more detail in the peripheral blood of mice. In particular, we were interested 
in the impact on monocytes given that in vitro natural γ9δ2T cells as well as TEG001 
can recognize primary monocytes. Interestingly, neither CD14+ monocytes, nor CD19+ B 
cells, CD3+ T cells, or CD34+ progenitor cells were impaired in outgrowth when comparing 
mice injected with TEG001 or TEG-LM1 (Figure 4A-D). At the end of study period, we 
also obtained single cell suspension from spleen and bone marrow from three mice for 
both the TEG001 and TEG-LM1 mock group to analyze the reconstitution of similar cell 
subsets in more detail in primary tissues (Figure 5A-E). In line with our observations 
in peripheral blood, we could observe all relevant subsets, namely CD14+ monocytes, 
CD19+ B cells, CD3+ T cells, and CD34+ progenitor cells.

We next collected bone marrow cytospin samples from the same mice for a more de-
tailed cytopathology analyses. All of the bone marrow samples from both treatment 
groups showed a pleomorphic population of cells derived from erythroid and myeloid 
lineages, with all the maturation stages (Figure 6A). In almost all samples (5/6) eosin-
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ophilic differentiation was also evident. Beside normal blasts, an immature population 
with altered morphology (dysplastic immune cells), consistent with granular blasts was 
detected in both TEG001 and TEG-LM1 treated mice as well as cells with blast-like phe-
notypes with an indented nucleous, consistent with promonocytes (4/6), but no leukemic 
features were observed. Importantly, we did not observe any apparent differences in 
their outgrowth between treatment groups indicating that TEG001 do not harm the 
reconstitution of healthy hematopoietic compartments in vivo.

Figure 3 In vivo safety profile of TEG001. (A) Schematic overview of the safety experiment in healthy 
donor-derived xenograft (H DX) model. NSG mice were irradiated at day 0 and engrafted with healthy 
cord blood-derived CD34+ progenitor cells on day 1. Engraftment was followed up in peripheral blood by 
flow cytometry and when >500 huCD45+ cells/ml were present, mice received 2 injections of therapeutic 
TEG001 or TEG-LM1 mock in the presence of PAM (at week 6 and 8) and IL-2 (at week 6); (B-C) In vivo 
safety profile of TEG001 towards healthy human hematopoietic cells. Healthy human cells engrafted in 
NSG mice (B) with long term persistence of TEGs in peripheral blood (C). Data represent mean ± SD of 
all mice per group (n = 10).
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Figure 4 In vivo reconstitution of healthy human hematopoietic compartments in peripheral blood. 
Comparable profile between TEG001 and TEG-LM1 mock group of reconstituted healthy human hemato-
poietic cellular subsets, including CD14+ monocytes (A) B cells (B), T cells (C), and CD34+ progenitor cells 
(D) as measured by flow cytometry. Data represent mean ± SD of all mice per group (n = 10).

To evaluate off-target toxicity of TEG001 towards healthy tissues not related to the 
known mode of action which is absent in mice (21), we collected further mouse spleen, 
liver and intestine from three mice for each TEG001 and TEG-LM1 mock group and 
performed histopathology analyses. Spleen tissues showed non-neoplastic, lympho/
histiocytic proliferative lesions in all the examined samples, of both treatment groups 
(Figure 6B). Similarly, no significant histological features of toxicity or other relevant 
abnormalities were observed in liver or intestine in all samples (Figure 6C-D). Most 
of the samples showed extramedullary hematopoiesis, mainly involving the erythroid 
lineage (extramedullary erythropoiesis) with scattered megakaryocytes sometimes ev-
ident, as a possible consequence of the engrafted human CD34+ progenitor cells in this 
mouse model. Overall, our data indicate there are no significant differences in histology 
features and notably, there are no off-target toxicities observed in all healthy tissues 
upon TEG001 treatment.
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DISCUSSION

TEG001 has been selected as the first candidate for clinical testing (NTR6541) based 
on its superior recognition of hematological malignancies against both cell lines and 
primary AML in vitro and its ability to limit the tumor outgrowth in cell line-derived 
xenograft mouse models (10, 17, 18). Within this study, we have been able, for the 
very first time, to assess therapeutic efficacy towards primary AML blasts in a clinically 
relevant model with established leukemic load in vivo, while excluding toxicity against 
other hematopoietic stem cell compartments. Our current observation that primary AML 
can be eliminated in an in vivo model by TEG001, without affecting the hematopoietic 
compartment, is in line with our previous observation that an alteration in the RhoB-
CD277J axis, the putative ligand of γ9δ2TCR, is selectively observed in the leukemic 
but not healthy hematopoietic stem cell (12).

A major challenge a priori clinical testing of novel cell-based and gene therapy prod-
ucts remains to assess efficacy and toxicity in relevant pre-clinical models in order to 
avoid unwanted toxicities like those reported for different CAR-T (28) or αβTCR gene 
therapy programs (29). This reflects the quite different characteristics of cell-based 
gene therapy medicinal products in comparison to conventional synthetic drugs. Thus, 
classical clinical considerations of therapeutic efficacy and safety assessments might 
no longer apply for these ‘living’ medicinal products.

Figure 5 In vivo reconstitution of healthy human hematopoietic compartments in tissues. Comparable 
profile between TEG001 and TEG-LM1 mock group of reconstituted healthy human hematopoietic cellular 
subsets in spleen and bone marrow, including total human CD45+ leukocytes (A), CD14+ monocytes (B), 
B cells (C), T cells (D) and CD34+ progenitor cells (E) as measured by flow cytometry. Shown in the data 
from individual mouse (represented by different symbols) of both TEG001 (filled symbol) and TEG-LM1 
mock (open symbol) group (n = 3 mice/group).

2
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Figure 6 Cytopathology analysis of bone marrow and histopathology analysis of mouse vital organs 
(spleen, liver, intestine). (A) Representative picture of May-Grünwald Giemsa staining for bone marrow 
cytospin from both treatment groups (TEG001 and TEG-LM1 mock) with pleomorphic population of cells 
with all maturation stages including numerous blasts (B), promyelocytes (Pr), dysplastic immature cells 
(DiC), megakaryocytes (Mk) and a mixed population of myeloid and erythroid (E) lineages; (B) Represen-
tative pictures for H&E staining of mouse spleen for both treatment group (TEG001 and TEG-LM1 mock) 
with non-neoplastic, lympho/histiocytic hyperplastic lesion with mitotic figure (arrows), apoptotic bodies 
(arrowhead) and erythroid precursors (*). Magnification: 40X; (C) Representative pictures for H&E staining 
of mouse liver for both treatment group (TEG001 and TEG-LM1 mock) with small focus of extramedullary 
hematopoiesis (arrows) in all samples, which could be due to the mouse model with engraftment of 
human CD34+ progenitor cells. Magnification: 20X; (D) Representative pictures for H&E staining of mouse 
intestine for TEG001 treated group (left) showing multifocal lymphocytic infiltration of lymphoid cells 
(arrows) in a small tract of the small intestine (background lesion) and TEG-LM1 mock-treated group 
(right) with normal jejunum. Magnification: 10X. Shown are representative pictures from an individual 
mouse of both TEG001 and TEG-LM1 mock group (n = 3 mice/group) with no significant differences in 
overall cytopathology and histology features between treatment groups.
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With TEG001, a next level of complexity is introduced due to the nature of the target. In 
contrast to, e.g., CD19-directed CAR T gene therapy, which targets a very well-defined 
protein expressed on cancer cells and B cells (5), TEG001 is targeting metabolic changes 
in stressed and malignant cells, driven by a dysregulated mevalonate pathway (11). 
Although transfer of conventional γ9δ2T cells has not been reported to associate with 
substantial toxicity (13), the TEG concepts express an activating γ9δ2TCR outside the 
context of its natural brakes, through a plethora of killer immunoglobulin-like receptor 
(KIR) inhibitory receptors usually operational in natural γ9δ2T cells. Therefore, Dutch 
authorities have required additional safety tests for TEG001 prior to clinical testing. 
However, dysregulated metabolic pathways do not allow for high throughput evaluations 
of the ligand in all tissues through, e.g., gene expression or transcriptome analyses 
(30). Consequently, following the advice of the Dutch authorities, our group developed 
different strategies to test the efficacy and safety of TEG001 in models where healthy 
and malignant cells are present either simultaneously or sequentially. One such model 
is a 3D bone marrow model where primary multiple myeloma cells grow out along with 
healthy stromal cells into an artificial bone marrow niche. Upon TEG001 injection, this 
model confirmed the activity of TEG001 against the malignant fraction, but not healthy 
bystander cells present in the bone marrow niche (24). However, the 3D bone marrow 
niche is also limited, as it does not allow for engrafting of the complex hematopoietic 
system and or assessing toxicity against all cellular compartments usually generated 
from a hematopoietic stem cell.

To study the interaction between tumor and immune cells, we have to consider also 
their interaction within the same microenvironment. Xia and colleagues (31) develop 
humanized mice model with human hematopoietic system and autologous leukemia in 
the same individual mouse. This model is developed by transducing CD34+ fetal liver 
cells with retroviral vector containing mixed-lineage leukemia MLL-AF9 fusion gene, 
which allows recapitulation of human leukemic diseases (31, 32). Although it would be 
interesting to develop a similar humanized mouse model in which healthy human he-
matopoietic cells and primary leukemic blasts presence in the same individual mouse, 
the availability of healthy human CD34+ progenitor cells from the very same leukemia 
patient is a limiting factor. Hence, we develop two separate mice models and thereby 
avoiding limiting criteria of HLA-matching between healthy CD34+ progenitor cells and 
primary AML donors.

In order to test the efficacy of TEG001, we utilized a mouse xenograft model, which 
has been widely used to study therapeutic responses in heterogeneous diseases such 
as cancer. PD-X models, considered to closely mimic human diseases, are established 
by engrafting primary patient material into immunodeficient mice (33). Assessment 
of AML burden in mouse xenograft models is commonly performed by measuring the 
percentage of human leukemic cells in bone marrow at the end of study period. In this 
study, we developed a stringent treatment model where we infused TEG001 upon the 
onset of the disease (represented by an arbitrary threshold of 500 AML cells/ml detected 
in peripheral blood). Moreover, we developed an elegant method that allowed us to 
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follow the disease progression for a longer period as well as the treatment effect to 
reduce tumor burden over time by measuring AML cells in peripheral blood. Nonethe-
less, we acknowledged some limitations in our method, such as variable engraftment 
rates commonly observed in PD-X model (34) and a low level of AML engraftment in 
peripheral blood of adult NSG mice as reported previously (35). In spite of these lim-
itations, we were able to detect a significant reduction of AML cells in peripheral blood 
of TEG001-treated mice in comparison to the mock-treated group. Furthermore, we 
developed a separate PD-X model using NSG-SGM3 mice using the same primary AML 
blast from donor p25 to assess the influence of microenvironment towards TEG001 effi-
cacy profile. NSG-SGM3 mice express human cytokines, including IL-3, GM-SCF, and SCF, 
and thereby supporting primary AML engraftment and their survival in vivo (25). Here 
we demonstrate that TEG001-treated group showed significantly lower AML burden in 
comparison to mock-treated group, despite the lack of tumor clearance. This could be 
due to the more protective microenvironment poses by NSG-SSGM3 mice, which could 
hamper T cell access to target cells and therefore limit the ability of TEG001 to clear 
primary AML burden over time. Based on the overall data and thus as proof-of-principle 
we have demonstrated the efficacy profile of TEG001 against primary human AML in 
two independent models.

In order to assess the toxicity of TEG001 against the hematopoietic compartment in 
the very same model we engrafted NSG mice with CD34+ progenitor cells derived from 
healthy human cord blood donors. Reconstitution of hematopoietic cellular compart-
ments when assessed in the peripheral blood occurred at different stages, in which CD14+ 
monocytes and CD19+ B cells significantly increased two weeks after progenitor cell 
injection, whereas CD3+ T cells reconstituted relatively slower, however no differences 
could be observed between TEG001 and mock-treated mice. Furthermore, we investi-
gated whether TEG001 does affect hematopoietic compartments in different tissues, 
specifically spleen and bone marrow, at which progenitor cells should reside (36, 37). 
While we could find all equivalent cell subsets with comparable reconstitution for both 
treatment groups also in spleen and bone marrow, there were differences in the prev-
alence for CD14+ monocytes and CD19+ B cells in different tissues, however again with 
no difference between TEG001 and mock treated mice. Monocytes were found in higher 
numbers in the peripheral blood when compared to bone marrow and spleen, whereas B 
cells were prevalently observed in the periphery and spleen. This observation is in line 
with previous studies showing that the reconstitution of human hematopoietic stem cells 
in host mice is commences predominantly with erythroid and myeloid cells, followed 
by lymphoid progenitor and lastly mature lymphocytes (38). Also, neither induction 
of cellular stress by irradiation nor exposure to inflammatory cytokines (i.e., IL-2 and 
IFNγ), or the presence of chemotherapy agent Cy/Flu alter RhoB translocation towards 
the cell membrane for healthy CD34+ progenitor cells, and thus no alteration of TEG001 
recognition pattern. In addition, our data confirm that different tissue compartments 
are comprised of different types of immune cells; and show that TEG001 treatment did 
not influence this pattern. Thus TEG001 most likely does not affect homing of hemato-
logical subsets nor mediate hematopoietic toxicity, as suggested by our previous work 
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demonstrating that the mode of action is mainly observed in tumor cells and not in the 
healthy hematopoietic compartment (12, 19). The only physiological target of γ9δ2TCRs 
are professional antigen presenting cells (APC) like monocytes and dendritic cells in the 
presence of PAM (18), as also demonstrated in this study in the in vitro experiments. 
However, as reported previously, this recognition apparently fosters the maturation of 
APC and potentially broadens an adaptive immune response through epitope spreading 
(39) rather than promoting elimination of APC. In line with this assumption, we could 
still detect CD14+ monocytes reconstitution in vivo after transfer of TEG001.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, our data suggest antitumor reactivity of TEG001 against primary AML blasts 
in vivo. While we concur that the absence of evidence is not equal to the evidence 
of absence and within the limitation of our current models where off-target activities 
cannot be excluded entirely, there are no data indicating an increased safety risk spe-
cific for TEG001. A GMP-compliant production of TEG001 has now been established (17, 
40), and will be used in an ongoing phase I open-label dose escalation study to explore 
toxicity and activity of TEG001 in patients with primary refractory or relapsed acute 
myeloid leukemia, as well as patients with multiple myeloma.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cells and cell lines

Daudi and Phoenix-Ampho were obtained from ATCC (authenticated by short tandem 
repeat profiling/karyotyping/isoenzyme analysis). Daudi cells were cultured in RPMI 
media supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (FCS) and 1% Pen/Strep. Phoenix-Ampho 
cells were cultured in DMEM media supplemented with 10% FCS and 1% Pen/Strep. All 
cells were passaged for a maximum of 2 months, after which new seed stocks were 
thawed for experimental use. Furthermore, all cell lines were routinely verified by 
growth rate, morphology, and/or flow cytometry and tested negative for mycoplas-
ma using MycoAlert Mycoplasma Kit. Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were 
isolated using Ficoll gradient centrifugation methods from buffy coats obtained from 
Sanquin Blood bank (Amsterdam, The Netherlands).

Primary materials

Primary AML blasts were obtained from biobank of University Medical Center Utrecht 
in accordance with good clinical practice and Declaration of Helsinki regulations. All 
patients gave their consent prior to storage in the biobank (TCBio 16-088). For in vivo 
experiments, apheresis material from primary AML material from donor p25 was deplet-
ed for CD3+ cells using human CD3 Microbeads (Miltenyi Biotech) per the manufacturer’s 
protocol. Human CD34+ derived from cord blood of six healthy donors were isolated using 
anti-CD34 magnetic beads separation (Miltenyi Biotec), and are obtained as a kind gift 
from Dr. Maud Platinga (University Medical Center Utrecht).

Retroviral transductions of T cells

TEGs were produced as previously described (10). Briefly, packaging cells (Phoenix-Am-
pho) were transfected with helper constructs gag-pol (pHIT60), env (pCOLT-GALV) and 
pMP71 retroviral vectors containing both γδTCR chains separated by a ribosomal skip-
ping T2A sequence, using FugeneHD reagent (Promega). Human PBMCs from a healthy 
donor were pre-activated with anti-CD3 (30 ng/mL; Orthoclone OKT3; Janssen-Cilag) 
and IL-2 (50 IU/mL; Proleukin, Novartis) and subsequently transduced twice with viral 
supernatant within 48 hours in the presence of 50 IU/mL IL-2 and 6 mg/mL polybrene 
(Sigma-Aldrich). TCR-transduced T cells were expanded by stimulation with anti-CD3/
CD28 Dynabeads (500,000 beads/106 cells; Life Technologies) and IL-2 (50 IU/mL). There-
after, TCR-transduced T cells were depleted of the non-engineered T cells.

Depletion of non-engineered T cells

Depletion of non-engineered T cells was performed as previously described (17). Briefly, 
γδTCRs transduced αβT cells were incubated with a biotin-labeled anti-αβTCR antibody 
(clone BW242/412; Miltenyi Biotec) and subsequently incubated with an anti-biotin an-
tibody coupled to magnetic beads (anti-biotin MicroBeads; Miltenyi Biotec). Thereafter, 
the cell suspension was loaded onto an LD column and αβTCR+ T cells were depleted by 
MACS cell separation per the manufacturer’s protocol (Miltenyi Biotec). After depletion, 
TEGs were expanded using T cell REP.

2
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CFU assay

Colony formation unit assay: 0,125 × 106 primary AML blasts from donor p2 were pre-in-
cubated with medium only with 1,25 × 106 TEG001 or bulk αβT cells (as mock T cells) 
in the presence of 100 µM pamidronate (PAM) for 5 hours at 37°C prior to plating in 
Methylcellulose-based medium with recombinant cytokines (MethoCult™ H4434 Classic, 
StemCell Technologies). Cultures were incubated in 37°at 5% CO2 for 8 days and colonies 
were counted using an inverted microscope.

Flow cytometry analysis

The following antibodies were used for flow cytometry analysis: huCD45-PB (clone 
HI30, Sony Biotechnology), mCD45-APC (clone 30-F11, Sony Biotechnology), CD13-PECy7 
(clone WM15, Sony Biotechnology), CD33-BV711 (clone WM33, Sony Biotechnology), pan-
γδTCR-PE (clone IMMU510, Beckman-Coulter), CD3-AF700 (clone UCHT1, Biolegend), 
CD8-PerCPCy5.5 (clone RPA-T8, Biolegend), CD8-FITC (clone TPA-T8, BD Biosciences), 
CD4-FITC (clone TPA-R4, Biolegend), CD34-BV650 (clone 581, BD Biosciences), CD19-Per-
CPCy5.5 (clone HIB19, BD Biosciences), CD14-APCeFluor780 (clone 61D3, eBioscience). 
To exclude non-viable cells from the analysis, Fixable Viability Dye eFluor506 was used 
(eBioscience). All samples were analyzed on BD LSRFortessa using FACSDiva Software 
(BD Biosciences).

Assessment for human cell engraftment

Peripheral blood samples were obtained via cheek vein (max. 100-200µl/mouse) every 
1-2 weeks. Human cells in peripheral blood were quantified using Flow-count Fluoro-
spheres (Beckman Coulter). Red blood cell lysis was performed for blood samples using 
1X RBC lysis buffer (Biolegend) before cell staining. Blood samples were stained with a 
mixed of antibody panels as listed above. Engraftment and tumor burden was measured 
in peripheral blood by quantifying for absolute cell number by flow cytometry using 
specific markers huCD45+CD13+CD33+ for primary AML blasts and huCD45+ for healthy 
progenitor cells, respectively. An arbitrary threshold of 500 cells/ml was chosen to 
represent established human cell engraftment.

Preparation of single cell suspensions

At the end of the study, bone marrow (mixed from tibia and femur) and spleen sections 
were isolated and processed into single cell suspension. Femur and tibia from the hind 
legs were collected; bone marrow cells were collected by centrifugation of the bones 
at 10,000 rpm for 15 seconds and resuspension of the cells in RPMI media. Bone marrow 
cells were also used to make cytospin slides (1 million cells per slide per mouse) for 
further cytopathology analysis. A small section of the spleen was minced and passed 
through a 70µm cell strainer (BD); cells were washed in PBS and resuspended in RPMI 
media. A total of 500,000 cells were stained and analyzed for human hematopoietic 
cellular compartments by flow cytometry analysis (BD LSRFortessa). Human cells from 
spleen and bone marrow were measured by quantifying absolute cell number from total 
500,000 cells using Flow-count Fluorospheres (Beckman Coulter) for each hematopoietic 
cellular compartment.
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Supplementary Figure S1 γδTCR expression of TEG001 and TEG-LM1 mock. A representative flow cy-
tometry plot γδTCR expression of TEG001 and TEG-LM1 mock after transductions, after aβTCR depletion 
and prior to infusion into mice after 2 weeks expansion.

Supplementary Figure S2 Gating strategy for flow cytometry analysis of primary AML burden. A rep-
resentative flow cytometry plot of murine peripheral blood. Tumor load was measured by quantifying 
absolute cell number of viable huCD45+CD13+CD33+ of the primary AML blast and representative plot for 
TEG001 and TEG-LM1 mock group.
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Supplementary Figure S3 In vivo efficacy profile of TEG001 in PD-X model of primary blast in NSG-
SGM3 mice. (A) Schematic overview of in vivo experiment. NSG-SGM3 mice were irradiated at day 0 and 
engrafted with primary AML cells at day 1. AML cells were followed-up in the peripheral blood by flow 
cytometry. Mice received 2 injections of therapeutic TEG001 or TEG-LM1 mock in the presence of PAM (at 
Day 8 and 16) and IL-2 (at Day 8); (B) Tumor burden for primary AML was measured in peripheral blood by 
quantifying for absolute cell number by flow cytometry. Data represent mean ± SD of all mice per group 
(n = 5 mice/group). Statistical significances were calculated by non-parametric 2-tailed Mann-Whitney t 
test; *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001; ****, P < 0.0001.

Supplementary Figure S4 Gating strategy for flow cytometry analysis of healthy hematopoietic com-
partments. A representative flow cytometry plot of murine peripheral blood. (A) Engraftment was de-
termined by quantifying absolute cell number of viable huCD45+ of healthy stem cells; (B) Hematopoietic 
cellular compartments outgrowth were determined by quantifying absolute cell number for CD19+ B cells, 
CD3+ T cells, and CD14+ monocytes. Also, persistence of TEGs were determined by quantifying absolute 
cell number for γδTCR+ cells.
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ABSTRACT

γδT-cells are key players in cancer immune surveillance due to their ability to recognize 
malignant transformed cells, which makes them promising therapeutic tools in the treat-
ment of cancer. However, the biological mechanisms of how γδT-cell receptors (TCR) 
interact with their ligands are poorly understood. Within this context we describe a 
novel allo-HLA-restricted and CD8α-dependent Vγ5Vδ1TCR. In contrast to the previous 
assumption of the general allo-HLA reactivity of a minor fraction of γδTCRs, we show 
that classical anti-HLA-directed γδTCR mediated reactivity can selectively act towards 
hematological and solid tumor cells, while not harming healthy tissues in vitro and in 
vivo. We identified the molecular interface with close proximity to the peptide-binding 
groove of HLA-A*24:02 as the essential determinant for recognition and describe the 
critical role of CD8 as co-receptor. We conclude that allo-reactive γδT-cell repertoires 
provide therapeutic opportunities either within the context of haplo-transplantation or 
as individual γδTCRs for genetic engineering of tumor reactive T-cells.
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INTRODUCTION

Human immunity is organized by interacting innate and adaptive immune subsystems 
that elicit a fast or durable response respectively. γδT-cells are situated between the 
innate and adaptive immune systems as they share properties of both systems, illus-
trated by their ability to recognize malignant transformed (1), or infected (2) cells, 
to clonally expand, and to form memory (3). Recently, the important biological role 
of γδT-cells in cancer immune surveillance has been further highlighted by the fact 
that γδT-cells infiltrate various tumors (4, 5). However, the biological understanding 
of cancer immune surveillance and potential clinical applicability of γδT-cells, or their 
individual receptors, is substantially hampered by the lack of well-defined γδT-cell 
receptor (TCR) ligands as well as their precise molecular requirements for recognition 
(6). γδT-cell ligands that have been identified so far are mostly associated with met-
abolic changes in stressed cells, e.g. Vγ9Vδ2 T-cells, the major subset of γδT-cells in 
the periphery, are activated by cells with an increase of intracellular phosphoantigens 
caused by a dysregulated mevalonate pathway due to transformation or infection (7, 
8). γδT-cell that do not express a Vδ2-chain, collectively called Vδ2-negative γδT-cells, 
are mainly found in tissues and are activated by stress-related ligands such as EPCR 
(9), MICA (10), and Annexin A2 (11). Furthermore, CD1c and CD1d can present self and 
foreign lipid antigens to Vδ2-negative γδT-cells in a classical αβT-cell HLA-like fashion 
(12). Since ligands of both Vδ2-positive and Vδ2-negative γδT-cells are to some extend 
constitutively expressed on healthy cells, it remains unclear how exactly the balance 
between self and tumor or infection is orchestrated. Recent data suggests that recep-
tors, such as Vγ9Vδ2TCRs, modulate the delicate line between healthy and diseased 
tissue by sensing spatial and conformational changes of membrane expressed CD277, 
which occurs in transformed cells (8, 13). To exploit γδT-cells or their receptors as ther-
apeutical tools, the understanding of the localization and structure of the ligands during 
stress or transformation needs to be understood. Furthermore, identifying new γδTCR 
ligands restricted to stressed or transformed cells is valuable for developing therapies 
for unmet medical needs. Within this context, we aimed to identify a potential ligand 
of a Vδ1-positive γδT-cell clone, which has been classified as reactive against different 
tumor cell types, as well as to understand the molecular interaction of this receptor 
with its ligand (2).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cells lines and Flow cytometry (see supplementary methods)

Generation of γδT-cell clone FE11

Clone FE11 was generated as described in a previous publication (2).

3
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Cloning NEF134-144 and WT1126-134 -specific αβTCRs

The HLA-A*02:01 restricted WT1126-134-specific αβTCR (14) and HLA-A*24:02 restricted 
NEF134-144 αβTCR (Clone C1-28 (15)) were codon-optimized, synthesized at BaseClear 
(Leiden, The Netherlands) and subcloned into the retroviral pBullet vector.

Retroviral transduction of TCRs

Details are provided in supplementary methods and our previous publication (16).

Retroviral transduction of HLA

Phoenix-ampho retroviral packaging cells were transduced with pLZRS-A*02:01-IRES-NG-
FR or pLZRS-A*24:02-IRES-NGFR and the retroviral packaging plasmids gag-pol (pHIT60) 
and env (pCOLT-GALV) using Fugene-HD. The HLA plasmids were kindly provided by 
Marieke Griffioen (Leiden University Medical Centre, the Netherlands).

CRISPR/Cas genome editing

The β2m gene-specific regions of the gRNA sequence (GAGTAGCGCGAGCACAGCTA) was 
designed by the CRISPR design tool from the Zhang lab (http://crispr.mit.edu/). As con-
trol gRNA, the eGFP gene was targeted (GGAGCGCACCATCTTCTTCA). The pSicoR-CRIS-
PR-Cas9 vector used was a kind gift from Robert Jan Lebbink (University Medical Center 
Utrecht, The Netherlands). LCL-TM cells were transduced with the viral supernatants, 
knockdown of β2M was confirmed by flow cytometry.

Functional T cell assays

IFNγ ELISA and ELISPOT were performed as previously described (2, 16) and in supple-
mentary methods.

Flow cytometry FRET

To study dimerization of HLA, cells were labelled with Alexa594-conjugated α-HLA-A 
(donor) and Alexa647-conjugated α-HLA-A (acceptor), respectively. The donor fluo-
rescence was measured using a FACS LSRFortessa flow cytometer (BD) where donor 
fluorescence of the double-labeled healthy samples was compared with that of the 
double-labeled malignant samples. FRET efficiency was calculated from the fractional 
decrease of the donor fluorescence in the presence of the acceptor, using the equations 
as described by Sebestyen and colleagues (17). Correction factors for the spectral over-
lap between the different fluorescence channels were obtained from data measured on 
unlabeled and single-labeled cells.

Animal model

The NOD.Cg-PrkdcscidIl2rgtm1WjlTg(HLA-A24)3Dvs/Sz (NSG-A24) mice (18) were kindly pro-
vided by Leonard D. Shultz (The Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, ME, USA). C57BL/6 
mice were purchased from Janvier (Le Genest-Saint-Isle, France). All mice were bred 
and housed in the specific pathogen-free breeding unit of the Central Animal Facility 
of Utrecht University. Experiments were conducted according to institutional guidelines 
after acquiring permission from the local ethical committee and in accordance with 
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current Dutch laws on animal experimentation. NSG-A24 mice received sublethal total 
body irradiation on day -1 followed by intravenous injection of 0,1x106 K562-HLA-A*24:02 
luciferase tumor cells on day 0, after which they were treated with 1x107 TEG011 or 
Mock TCR transduced T-cells on days 1 and 6. IL-2 (6x105 IU in 100µl incomplete Freund’s 
adjuvant) was administered subcutaneously once every 3 weeks.

Statistical Analyses

Differences were analyzed using indicated statistical tests in GraphPad Prism 7 for 
Windows (GraphPad Software Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA).

RESULTS

Tumor specificity of Vγ5Vδ1T-cell clone can be transferred to αβT-cell by transfer 
of the γδTCR only.
To confirm the tumor reactivity of the recently identified tumor specific γδT clone FE11 
(2), the clone was co-incubated with SW480 (colorectal adenocarcinoma), EBV-LCL (Ep-
stein-Barr virus-transformed lymphoblastoid cell line), and healthy PBMCs, leading to 
recognition, as measured by interferon (IFN)γ ELISpot, of the 2 tumor cells lines but not 
the healthy PBMCs (Figure 1A). Next, both the γ and δ chain of γδT-cell clone FE11 were 
sequenced, identified as a Vγ5Vδ1 TCR, and cloned into pBullet retroviral vector and 
subsequently introduced into αβT-cells as previously described (16). Taking the γδTCR 
out of the innate-like environment enabled us to study the functioning of the receptor 
without interference of NK-receptors, which are not present on αβT-cells (19, 20). This 
strategy we have recently described as TEGs (T-cells engineered to express a defined 
γδT-cell receptor (19, 21, 22)). Introduction of FE11 γδTCR in αβT-cells (later referred 
to as TEG011) resulted as reported in a strong expression of the introduced FE11 γδTCR 
and a substantial downregulation of the endogenous αβTCR with many cells becoming 
single positive for the expression of the introduced γδTCR (Supplementary Figure 1). This 
led to a comparable recognition of target-cells when comparing TEG011 to the original 
clone FE11 (Figure 1B), indicating that tumor-reactivity is mediated by the γδTCR and 
independent of (epi)genetic factors exclusively present in the original T cell clone.

3
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Figure 1 Introduction of FE11 γδTCR in αβT-cells can re-establish tumor cell recognition of clone 
FE11. (A) To assess tumor reactivity, FE11 cells were incubated with SW480 or EBV-LCL tumor targets. 
IFNγ secretion was measured by ELISPOT. Healthy PBMCs served as negative control targets. (B) The 
TCR γ and δ chains of clone FE11 were sequenced and retrovirally transduced into αβT-cells. Transfer 
of γδTCR-mediated tumor-reactivity was tested by co-incubating γδTCR- or mock-transduced T-cells 
with indicated target-cells in an IFNγ ELIspot. (C) The effect of blocking with FE-11 like hybridoma 
supernatant on the recognition of SW480 and LCL-TM by FE11 γδTCR transduced T cells. (D) LABScreen 
Single Antigen HLA class I beads were incubated with antibodies purified from hybridoma 6 (mAb 6) or 
antibodies purified from hybridoma 12 (mAb 12) and secondary α-mIgG-PE and measured using Luminex. 
Error bars represent SD (n≥1).
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Hybridoma-derived antibodies indicate a role for classical HLA molecules.

The observation that the FE11 γδTCR by itself recognizes multiple tumor cell lines but 
not healthy PBMCs, was highly interesting. We aimed to identify the ligand of the FE11 
γδTCR by generating TCR-like antibodies by the immunization of C57BL/6 mice with 
complete tumor cell lines SW480 and LCL-TM that were recognized in vitro by TEG011. 
From the hybridomas generated, 19 clones were isolated that produced antibodies that 
specifically bound FE11 γδTCR reactive tumor cells in an antibody binding screen. To 
further determine the ligand specificity of the antibodies, the FE11 targets SW480 and 
LCL-TM were pre-incubated with supernatants from these hybridomas and subsequently 
used in co-cultures to stimulate TEG011. 13 out of the 19 antibodies (i.e. hybridoma 
supernatants) blocked the activation of the TEG011 substantially, as measured by IFNγ 
ELISpot (Figure 1C). These data suggest that the majority of the raised antibodies were 
able to partially or completely prevent the binding of the FE11 γδTCR to its ligand. In 
contrast, none of the 19 hybridomas produced an antibody that could block the recog-
nition of WT1126-134 (HLA-A*02:01) peptide loaded SW480 by αβT-cells engineered with a 
WT1126-134 -specific αβTCR (Supplementary Figure 2A), suggesting that the blocking was 
not induced via binding to other molecules expressed on an αβT-cell than the introduced 
γδTCR (23). From the 19 hybridomas, one antibody that completely blocked activity 
(clone 6) and one that partially blocked activity (clone 12) (from here on named mAb6 
and mAb12) were arbitrarily selected for the array of options for antibody production 
and purification. These purified antibodies were coupled to streptavidin beads and 
subsequently used for ligand-immunoprecipitation in cell lysates of either SW480 or 
LCL-TM cells. Mass spectrometry analysis resulted in the identification of a panel of 
mostly classical HLA molecules (Supplementary Table 1) suggesting that, in contrast 
to the general assumption, classical HLA molecules may be involved in recognition of 
tumor cells by this particular γδTCR. To confirm that raised antibodies are specific for 
classical HLA, we incubated LABScreen Single Antigen HLA class I beads (24) with mAb6 
and mAb12 and measured the beads by Luminex to determine HLA-specificity. Figure 1D 
shows that mAb6 has a reactivity to a defined subgroup of HLA-A alleles, while mAb12 
displayed no specificity, reacting towards all HLA class I alleles, including HLA-B and 
HLA-C, present on the LABScreen beads.

Target cell recognition by the FE11 γδTCR is critically dependent on HLA-A*24:02.

The raised antibodies were able to bind a broad range of different HLA types. To further 
narrow down the type of HLA recognized by γδTCR-FE11, we made use of the library of 
cell lines from the Centre d’Etude du Polymorphisme Human (CEPH), which contains a 
large collection of EBV-transformed B-cell lines (EBV-LCLs) obtained from several family 
pedigrees with a large variety of HLA haplotypes (25). TEG011 was co-incubated with 
7 different CEPH EBV-LCLs, covering multiple possible HLA molecules as suggested by 
the LABScreen beads (Figure 1D), Daudi and LCL-TM, and reactivity was assessed by 
measuring IFNγ-release. Correlating reactivity of TEG011 to the different HLA types from 
a large panel of LCL line covering many frequent HLA types suggested that uniquely 
the HLA-A*24:02 haplotype, but not HLA-A*02:01 or HLA-A*03:01 (Figure 2A and Sup-
plementary Table 2), was involved in the recognition. To formally confirm HLA-A*24:02 
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mediated recognition we retrovirally introduced either HLA-A*24:02 or HLA-A*02:01 (as 
control) into the HLA negative cell lines COS-7 and K562. In both cell lines, introduction 
of HLA-A*24:02, but not HLA-A*02:01, resulted in strong activation of TEG011 (Figure 
2B). Additionally, we found that the density of the ligand HLA-A*24:02 on target-cells 
was associated with the activity of TEG011, since reactivity of TEG011 was higher against 
cell lines homozygous for HLA-A*24:02 than against heterozygous cell lines (Figure 2C).

Figure 2 Activation of FE11 γδTCR transduced T-cells is dependent on expression of HLA-A*24:02. (A) 
Activation of T-cells, transduced with FE11 γδTCR by EBV-LCLs with different HLA genotypes. (B) Activa-
tion of T-cells, transduced with FE11 γδTCR by HLA-A*24:02 or HLA-A*02:01 target-cells. (C) Activation 
of T-cells, transduced with FE11 γδTCR by EBV-LCLs with different either homozygous or heterozygous 
HLA-A*24:02 expression. (D) Total HLA class I expression of HLA-A*24:02 positive and negative EBV-LCLs 
compared to TEG011 recognition (E) The effect of β2m KO of HLA-A*24:02 target-cells on the activation of 
FE11 γδTCR transduced T-cells. (F) Activation of T-cells, transduced with FE11 γδTCR by K562 HLA-A*24:02 
cells untreated or overnight monensin incubation. (G) Activation of Jurma cells, transduced with FE11 
γδTCR or αβTCR WT1126-134 (control) by LCL-TM or A2 restricted WT1126-134 pep. loaded T2 cells. CD3 
crosslinking by plate-bound α-CD3 mAb clone OKT-3 served as positive control. Recognition was assessed 
by measuring IFNγ secretion using ELISA. Error bars represent SD (n≥1).
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Major differences in HLA expression could therefore contribute to the differential recog-
nition between healthy cells and tumor cells. Therefore, HLA class I expression was mea-
sured of multiple HLA-A*24:02 heterozygous and negative LCLs as well as HLA-A*24:02 
positive PBMC. However, no correlation was observed for small variations between the 
total HLA class I expression and TEG011 targeting within these LCLs indicating that only 
the expression levels of HLA-A*24:02 are associated with TEG011 targeting (Figure 2D). 
Also no substantial differences in HLA expression between PBMCs and recognized LCL 
have been observed. A partial CRISPR/Cas9 KO of β2-microglobulin within recognized 
LCLs, reduced activation of TEG011 (Figure 2E and Supplementary Figure 2B) as expect-
ed. In addition, a substantial reduction of HLA expression on the cell membrane by mo-
nensin, a protein transport inhibitor, resulted in a decreased recognition of target-cells 
(Figure 2F). TEGs have been reported to lose allo-reactivity due the down regulation 
of the endogenous αβTCR due to dominance of the introduced γδTCR (21). However, in 
order to formally exclude any activity of endogenous αβTCR within the TEG format, we 
introduced either FE11 γδTCR or αβTCR- WT1126-134 (as control) into the TCRβ-negative 
Jurma cell line. The transduced Jurma cells were then co-incubated with WT1126-134 pep-
tide loaded T2 or LCL-TM tumor cells, and target-specific activation of Jurma cells was 
determined by measuring the activation marker CD69 by flow cytometry. As anticipat-
ed, FE11 γδTCR transduced Jurmas were only activated by the HLA-A*24:02 expressing 
LCL-TM, while the αβTCR-WT1126-134 transduced Jurmas were only activated by WT1126-134 

loaded T2 cells (Figure 2G). In conclusion, target cell recognition by the FE11 γδTCR is 
critically dependent on and restricted to HLA-A*24:02.

The FE11 γδTCR selectively recognizes HLA-A*24:02 expressed in malignant but 
not healthy cells.
Allo-HLA reactivity is usually a phenomenon restricted to HLA on all cells of an individual 
(26). To assess if recognition is limited to HLA-A*24:02-positive transformed cells, we 
co-incubated TEG011 with healthy primary T-cells which were either positive or nega-
tive for HLA-A*24:02. In contrast to HLA-A*24:02-positive tumor cells, healthy primary 
cells were not recognized by TEG011, even when they were positive for HLA-A*24:02. 
B-cells isolated from multiple, healthy donors were not able to activate TEG011 even 
after being stressed by irradiation or by combination treatment of cyclophosphamide 
and fludarabine. Activation of these B-cells by administration of either LPS or CD40L 
and IL-4 also did not led to recognition by TEG011. This indicates that the expression of 
HLA-A*24:02 allele in combination with a malignant transformation is essential for the 
activation of TEG011 (Figure 3A and Supplementary Figure 3A). To further exclude rec-
ognition of healthy tissues in the absence or presence of stress or infection in epithelial 
tissues , HLA-A*24:02 positive fibroblasts were co-cultured with either TEG011 or T-cells 
transduced with the HLA-A*24:02 restricted NEF134-144 αβTCR.15 TEG011 did not recognize 
the HLA-A*24:02 fibroblast being stressed by either irradiation or administration of cy-
clophosphamide and fludarabine. In addition, CMV infection of these fibroblasts did not 
induce activation of the TEG011 while the NEF134-144 αβTCR transduced T-cells were able 
to recognize the fibroblasts in all conditions (Figure 3B and Supplementary Figure 3B). 
To finally confirm that malignant transformation is essential for recognition by TEG011 
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in an autologous system, HLA-A*24:02-positive B-cells were immortalized by using EBV 
transformation and did activate TEG011, while the non-transformed PBMCs of the very 
same donor were not recognized (Figure 3C).

Figure 3 Activation of FE11 γδTCR–transduced T cells is limited to HLA-A*24:0+ malignant cells. (A) 
Activation of TEG011 cells by malignant and healthy hematological cells. B cells from multiple HLA-
A*24:02+ donors were activated or stressed before the TEG011 cell coculture. (B) TEG011 or NEF134-144 
αβTCR–engineered αβ T-cell recognition after coculture with HLA-A*24:02+ healthy tissues. When using 
NEF134-144 αβTCR–engineered αβ T cells, 10 mM NEF134-144 was added. (C) Healthy donor B cells (HD1) were 
EBV transformed and cocultured with TEG011. Recognition was assessed by measuring IFN-γ secretion 
using ELISA. Error bars represent the SD (n ≥ 2). *P < .05. Cyclo, cyclophosphamide; Fluda, fludarabine.
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Figure 4 Activation of FE11 γδTCR–transduced T cells is dependent on the presence of a specific 
HLA-A*24:02-restricted peptide. (A) Activation of TEG011 by HLAA* 24:02-positive or -negative target 
cells. (B) The differences between HLA-A*02:01 and HLA-A*24:02 mapped on the structure of HLA-A*24:02 
(Protein Data Bank: 3wl9), the 2 nonhomologous amino acids between HLA-A*24:02 and HLA-A*24:03 are 
show in the red circle (top). Alignment of HLA-A*24:02, 02:01, 24:03, and 25:01 with the 2 nonhomologous 
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amino acids in red (bottom). (C) Activation of T cells, transduced with γδTCR-FE11, 
by HLA-A*24:02-transduced, TAP-deficient T2 cells not loaded or loaded with the A*24-restricted viral 
peptides NEF134-144 or CMV341-349 (pp65 341-349). (D) WT1126-134 tetramer, NY-ESO1157-165 pentamer, and CMV341-

349 pentamer binding to WT1126-134-specific TCR, NY-ESO1157-165-specific TCR, and FE11 TCR–transduced T 
cells. (E) The effect of bortezomib treatment of HLA-A*24:02–transduced target cells COS-7 (left) and 
K562 (right) on the activation of FE11 γδTCR–transduced T cells. (F) Homodimerization was assessed on 
HLA-A*24:02+ cells, recognized and not recognized by flow cytometry FRET. (G) Activation of TEGs (left) 
or T cells transduced with the WT1126-134-specific αβTCR (control) (right), by HLA-A*24:02-transduced COS-7 
and K562 cells or HLA-A*02:01 (control). *Out of range. (H) Proximity Ligation Assay (PLA) was performed 
on HLA-A*24:02+ fibroblasts and the SW480 cell line. Cells were stained for 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole 
and PLA signal. Where indicated, target cells were fixed before coincubation; target cells were coincu-
bated with WT1126-134. Error bars represent the SD (n ≥ 1).

Identification of a putative binding-site of the FE11 γδTCR.

In order to further map the putative binding site of FE11, CEPH EBV-LCLs expressing 
HLA alleles from different supertypes were tested (i.e. HLA-A*25:01 from supertype 
HLA-A01 and HLA-A*02:01 from supertype HLA-A02) (27). Additionally, CEPH EBV-LCLs 
expressing an HLA allele within the same supertype as HLA-A*24:02 (supertype HLA-
A24; HLA-A*24:03) was tested. Reactivity of TEG011 could only be observed towards 
the HLA-A*24:02-positive cells, not towards the strong homologous HLA-A*24:03 present 
on EBV-LCL-71 (Figure 4A). Sequence alignment (Figure 4B, lower part) revealed that 
the two amino acids on the α2 helix at position 168 and 169 (asparagine and glycine 
respectively) are non-homologous between HLA-A*24:02 and the non-recognized HLA 
alleles, indicating that these residues are key for recognition of HLA-A*24:02 by TEG011. 
Structural analyses of the putative binding sites at position 168 and 169 indicated a very 
close proximity to the peptide binding groove (Figure 4B, upper part).

Promiscuous peptides are necessary for HLA-A*24:02 recognition by γδTCR-FE11.

Due to this close proximity of the putative binding site to the peptide binding groove, 
we explored the role of a peptide in the recognition of HLA-A*24:02 by the FE11 γδTCR. 
The cell line T2, which is deficient in TAP-dependent endogenous peptide processing 
and presentation in HLA molecules, was transduced with HLA-A*24:02 and HLA-A*02:01 
(control) and loaded with HLA-A*24:02 restricted NEF134-144 and HLA-A*02:01 restricted 
WT1126-134 peptides respectively. In order to confirm the successful loading of HLA mol-
ecules with peptides, stabilization of HLA on the surface of T2 cells was assessed by 
flow cytometry (Supplementary Figure 4A). HLA-A*24:02 transduced T2 cells externally 
loaded with NEF134-144 or CMV341-349 did not lead to activation of TEG011, indicating that the 
presence of HLA-A*24:02 alone is not sufficient when expressed on T2 cells, but that the 
presentation of an endogenously processed peptide could be key to establish reactivity 
(Figure 4C). In order to confirm this hypothesis, we co-incubated TEG011 with a CMV341-

349 HLA-A*24:02 restricted pentamer. Whereas the controls, WT1126-134 and NY-ESO1157-165 
αβTCR-transduced T-cells with their respective tetramer or pentamer stained positive 
(Figure 4D), TEG011 was not stained by the HLA-A*24:02 pentamer. These data suggest 
that the observed recognition is not caused by classical alloreactivity and most likely 
involves either promiscuous peptides to stabilize the complex or a specific peptide as 
a critical determinant for recognition.

Figure 4 (Continued)
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To further assess whether endogenously processed peptides are essential for reactivity, 
we interfered with the cellular peptide processing machinery by inhibiting the prote-
asome of recognized tumor cells by pre-treatment with Bortezomib (28). Bortezomib 
treatment lead to a strong decrease in recognition of both HLA-A*24:02 transduced 
COS-7 and K562 cells (Figure 4E) by TEG011, suggesting that peptides are at least needed 
for stabilization of the complex. To explore if transformation-associated peptides are 
involved in recognition, we selected 15 transformation-associated peptides (29-35) to 
load HLA-A*24:02 transduced T2 cells (Supplementary Figure 4B and Supplementary Table 
2) and assessed the recognition by TEG011. None of the 15 peptides lead to activation 
of TEG011 (Figure 5A). Vice versa, we outcompeted the putative endogenous peptide 
recognized by TEG011 with NEF134-144 WT peptide and NEF134-144 mutants. NEF134-144 mu-
tants were designed by changing the four amino acids which are facing out of the HLA 
binding groove (Figure 5B). The four amino acids were substituted for the negatively 
charged amino acid glutamic acid (E), the positively charged amino acid arginine (R), 
and the smallest amino acid; glycine (G). At least part of these modified peptides could 

Figure 5 Recognition of LCL-TM cells cannot be outcompeted by peptides. (A) T2 cells were transduced 
with HLA-A*24:02 and loaded with 10 mM of 15 different transformation-associated peptides (supple-
mental Table 1), after which they were coincubated with TEG011 cells. Activation of TEG011 cells was 
assessed by measuring IFN-γ production. (B) The 4 residues of NEF134-144 that are pointed out of the pep-
tide binding groove of HLA-A*24:02 are indicated. (C) Ten micromoles of the generated NEF134-144-derived 
mutant peptides were loaded on LCL-TM cells, after which they were coincubated with TEG011 cells. 
(D) HLA-A*24:02-transduced K562 cells were loaded with 10 mM NEF134-144 before loading with increasing 
concentrations of an HLA-A*24:02-restricted MiHA peptide (K.F., unpublished data). The peptide-loaded 
loaded cells were coincubated with TEG011 cells, αβT cells engineered with an HLA-A*24:02-restricted 
NEF134-144-specific TCR or a MiHA specific αβT cell clone. T-cell activation was assessed by measuring IFN-g. 
Error bars represent the SD (n ≥ 2).
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be loaded on LCL-TM cells (Supplementary Figure 5). Next, WT NEF134-144
 peptide and all 

different NEF134-144
 mutants were loaded on LCL-TM after which they were co-incubated 

with TEG011, followed by measurement of IFNγ. None of the peptides were able to 
decrease the recognition, indicating that the recognition mechanism is more elaborate 
than a standard αβTCR peptide-HLA interaction (Figure 5C) implying that recognition 
is not mediated by a specific peptide, but rather promiscuous peptides are involved as 
stabilizer of the complex. In order to assure that peptide loading truly outcompetes 
HLA-A*24:02 bound peptides, HLA-A*24:02 transduced K562 cells were first loaded 
with WT NEF134-144

 peptide and subsequently loaded with different concentrations of an 
HLA-A*24:02-restricted minor histocompatibility antigen (MiHA) peptide (unpublished 
data, K. Fuchs). Peptide loaded cells were then co-incubated with TEG011, αβT-cells 
engineered with an HLA-A*24:02-restricted NEF134-144-specific or a T cell clone expressing 
a defined HLA-A*24:02 restricted MiHA-specific αβTCR. With increasing concentrations of 
MiHA peptides, αβT-cells engineered NEF134-144-specific TCR showed a reduced cytokine 
release while TEG011 activity was not affected against the very same target (Figure 5D).

Conformational change as additional distinguishing factor for recognition.

The hypothesis that promiscuous peptides are involved as stabilizer of the complex was 
supported by the observations that HLA-A*24:02 was also recognized within the context 
of another species (monkey, COS-7 cell line). In addition, as usually small amounts of en-
dogenously processed and presented peptides are sensed by TCRs, doubling the amount 
of HLA in a homozygous as compared to heterozygous target should not substantially 
affect recognition. However, increased amounts of HLA in homozygous individuals nearly 
doubled functional activity of TEG011, suggesting that rather the HLA-complex than 
individual peptide-HLA combination was recognized. Therefore, we hypothesized that 
an additional key-spatial or structural conformational change in HLA-A*24:02 occurs 
as a result of transformation of a healthy cell into a tumor cell. To elaborate on this 
hypothesis we used Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) based flow cytometry as 
described before (17), to determine if HLA-A*24:02 clusters in the membrane of tumor 
cells. In line with this assumption, FRET analysis suggested different behavior of HLA in 
tumor and healthy tissues with HLA-A*24:02 homodimers on PBMCs and monomers on 
tumor cells (Figure 4F). In order to formally test if membrane mobility of HLA-A*24:02 
is key for recognition by γδTCR-HLA but not αβTCR-HLA, we assessed the effect of para-
formaldehyde fixation on the sensing of target-cells. Whereas the recognition of αβTCR 
WT1126-134 transduced T-cells and WT1126-134 peptide loaded target-cells was not affected 
by fixation, the interaction by TEG011 cells and HLA-A*24:02 transduced target-cells 
was completely abolished, indicating that there are differences requirements for TCR 
activation (Figure 4G). Altered HLA clustering on tumor cells as compared to healthy 
cells was also supported by a proximity ligation assay of HLA class I molecules which 
showed reduced HLA clustering in SW480 cells compared to HLA-A*24:02 fibroblasts 
(Figure 4H). In summary, our data support the notion that malignant transformation 
of cells leads to alterations in HLA clustering on the cell surface, which might be an 
additional factor sensed by TEG011.
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FE11 γδTCR critically depends on the CD8 co-receptor for tumor recognition.

To further support the idea that indeed the γδTCR-HLA interaction differs from classical 
HLA-αβTCR interactions, we investigated the potential role of co-receptors. One obvi-
ous candidate, due to HLA class I restriction, was CD8αα. First, we formally confirmed 
CD8 expression on the original clone in line with previous reports ((2) and Figure 6A). 
Next, we assessed whether TEG011 is dependent on the co-expression of CD8, like the 
original clone, by sorting TEG011 on CD4 and CD8 expression before co-culturing with 
SW480, LCL-TM or PBMCs (Figure 6B). In contrast to the γδT-cell clone FE11, most αβT-
cells express CD8 as a heterodimer of CD8α and CD8β for providing co-stimulation. The 
role of the CD8αβ heterodimer on TEG011 was assessed by using blocking antibodies 
for either the CD8α or CD8β chain. Not only CD8α, but also CD8β blocking antibodies 
completely inhibited recognition of SW480 (Figure 6C), indicating that either CD8αα 
or CD8αβ is essential for recognition. These data have also been confirmed by com-
paring CD8-positive and CD8-negative Jurma cells expressing FE11 γδTCR (Figure 6D) 
or αβTCR WT1126-134 (control, Figure 6E). For co-stimulation of HLA class I-restricted 
αβTCRs, CD8αβ can play two different roles; it serves as an adhesion molecule that 
stabilizes the TCR-HLA interaction and it can play an activating role by signaling via 
LCK (36). On the other hand, CD8αα on αβT-cells has been described as a corepressor 
rather than a coreceptor by competing with CD8αβ for the LCK signaling molecule (37). 
To investigate the role of CD8αα for TEG011, we utilized a truncated variant of CD8α 

Figure 6 The FE11 γδTCR critically depends on the CD8 coreceptor for tumor recognition. (A) CD8α or 
CD8β expression on clone FE11 cells and FE11 γδTCR–transduced αβ T cells. (B) CD4+ and CD8+ αβT cells 
transduced with the FE11 γδTCR were sorted and cocultured with mock (left) and TEG011 (right) target 
cells. (C) TEG011 T-cell activation was assessed by IFN-γ ELISPOT. CD4+ and CD8+ αβT cells expressing the 
FE11 γδTCR were coincubated with SW480 target cells as in panel B, but in the presence of a control 
antibody or blocking antibodies against CD8α or CD8β. (D) αβT cells were transduced with WT CD8α or 
α truncated, signaling-deficient CD8α variant (CD8α’), alongside the γδTCR-FE11, after which the CD4+, 
CD8+, CD4+CD8α+, and CD4+CD8α’+ T-cell populations were sorted. Recognition of healthy PBMCs and 
SW480 tumor target cells was assessed by measuring IFN-γ secretion using ELISPOT. Error bars represent 
the standard error of the mean (n ≥ 1). *P < .05; **P < .01; ***P < .001.
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which is signaling deficient due to its inability to bind LCK (38). After introducing both 
FE11 γδTCR and truncated CD8α (CD8α’) in CD4+ αβT-cells we co-cultured the TEGs with 
SW480. A decrease in the amount of IFNγ spots of the CD8α’ variant compared to the 
CD8α wild type variant was observed (Figure 6F), indicating that CD8αα indeed plays a 
co-stimulatory role in TEG011.

Figure 7 TEG011 treatment leads to efficient tumor control of K562-HLA*A24 tumors, whereas it 
shows no toxicity in vivo in NSG-A24 transgenic mice. NOD.Cg-PrkdcscidIl2rgtm1Wjl Tg(HLA-A24)3Dvs/Sz 
(NSG-A24:02) mice were injected with 1×105 K562 HLA-A*24:02 Luciferase cells on day 0 followed by 1×107 
TEG011 or LM1 transduced T cells on days 1 and 6 (n = 10 per group). In parallel, non-tumor–bearing mice 
also received 1×107 TEG011 or LM1 transduced T cells on days 1 and 6 (n = 5 per group). Overall survival 
of treated K562-HLA*A24 luciferase tumor-bearing mice for monitoring efficacy (A) and overall survival of 
non-tumor–bearing mice for monitoring toxicity (B) was recorded for 57 days. Data represent the mean ± 
SD of all mice in each group. Statistical significance was calculated by log-rank (Mantel-Cox) test; *P < .05.

Improved overall survival by TEG011

To determine safety and effectivity of TEG011 in vivo we set up a humanized HLA-
A*24:02 transgenic NSG mouse model for adoptive transfer of TEG011. The irradiated 
mice were injected with luciferase labelled HLA-A*24:02 transduced K562 and either 
TEG011 or LM1 transduced T-cells as control. Mice were taken out of the study when 
the human endpoint was reached. A significantly increased overall survival as observed 
in TEG011 treated group when compared to mice treated with LM1 transduced T cells 
(Figure 7A). TEG011 treated mice had also a significantly lower tumor burden when 
assessed by Bioluminescent imaging (Supplementary Figure 6). Importantly, surviving 
TEG011-treated tumor-bearing mice showed no further signs of discomfort. Performing 
pathology in three selected tumor bearing mice treated with TEG011 showed no histo-
logical features of toxicity of TEG011, altogether indicating that HLA-A*24:02 positive 
tumor cells but not healthy cells were targeted by TEG011. Lack of toxicity of TEG011 
in vivo in a HLA-A*24:02 host was further substantiated by injecting non-tumor bearing 
mice with TEG011 and LM1 engineered transduced T cells in humanized HLA-A*24:02 
transgenic NSG mice, which stayed alive during the whole observation time without 
showing any signs of discomfort (Figure 7B).
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DISCUSSION

The major finding of the study is that we identified an allo-reactive γδTCR which is 
able to distinguish between healthy and tumor tissues. Furthermore, we elucidated the 
molecular interface of the investigated Vγ5Vδ1TCR clone FE11 and provide evidence 
that, although the binding site is close to the peptide binding groove of HLA-A*24:02, 
transformation-associated HLA peptides do not dictate recognition between healthy 
and cancer tissues. Most likely, other key-conformational changes within the membrane 
selectively occurring to HLA on tumor cells but not on healthy tissues in vitro and in 
vivo, are responsible for the differential recognition between tumor and healthy cells.

Allo-HLA type of recognition by γδTCRs has been suggested both for HLA-A*02 (39), 
HLA-A*24 (40), and B*27 (41). These data suggest that our observation reflects a broader 
phenomenon, however might be linked to unique γδTCR sequences as we could not find 
back the sequence used for TEG011 in many HLA-A*24:02 positive and negative donors 
(n= 7 HLA-A*24:02, total n=23, data not shown). The underlying molecular mechanism 
has not been defined so far, in contrast to allo-reactivity of αβTCRs (42-44). Considering 
this, a γδTCR selectively recognizing tumor cells in an allo-HLA context seems to be 
plausible, however, our data suggests that the mode of action differs between allo-re-
active αβTCRs. We characterized the essential contact residues of FE11 γδTCR with 
HLA-A*24:02, which appeared to be in close proximity to the peptide binding groove. Our 
data suggests that the FE11 γδTCR is able to recognize amino acids 168 and 169 on the 
α2-helix of HLA-A*24:02, since these are the only non-homologous amino acids between 
recognized HLA-A*24:02 and non-recognized HLA-A*24:03 (45). Differences in recognition 
of the same peptide presented by HLA-A*24:02 and HLA-A*24:03 by CD8+ αβT-cells has 
been observed before (46). Thus, not only αβTCRs, KIRs, LILRs, and CD8 molecules (47), 
but also γδTCRs can bind to a specific part of HLA class I. However, our data also imply 
that, in contrast to recognition of HLA by an allo-peptide reactive αβTCR, promiscuous 
peptides are involved in mediating recognition by γδTCR-FE11. This assumption would 
also be an explanation for the activity of TEG011 against a very broad range of tumor 
cells, even though being a rare TCR sequence in humans.

Our HLA membrane topology data suggests that, instead of a defined tumor-derived 
peptide, another key spatial or conformational change like differences in clustering of 
HLA-A*24:02-molecules between tumor cells and healthy cells plays a role in mediating 
tumor-specificity. HLA clustering has mainly been studied within the context of HLA class 
II on antigen presenting cells, which does not necessarily depend on the presence of a 
T-cell (48). Clustering of HLA has been reported to be essential for the recognition of 
HLA-B*27 recognition through leukocyte immunoglobulin-like receptors B2 and killer cell 
immunoglobulin-like receptors 3DL2 (49, 50). HLA behavior on tumor cells has mainly 
been studied within the context of tumor immune escape by loss or downregulation of 
HLA class I expression (51). The here suggested preferential monomeric form of HLA at 
the cell membrane of tumor cells could be part of classical tumor escape mechanisms 
for αβT-cells, which can however be sensed by the here described allo-reactive γδTCR.
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A major concern for using the allo-reactive FE11 γδTCR in a therapeutic scenario would 
be that, through the nature of promiscuous peptides as part of the recognition complex, 
safety is difficult to assess. To partially address this concern, we performed tumor con-
trol experiments in HLA-A*24:02 transgenic mice. In histological analyses we could not 
observe pathological evidence for auto-immunity in the investigated organs. Our obser-
vation is also supported by the clinical observation that αβT-cell depleted haplo-trans-
plantations associate with very good tumor control and limited toxicity (52-54). Though 
for therapeutic scenarios the administration of TEG is more feasible because generating 
high numbers of TEGs for patients is superior over using expanded allo-reactive γδT 
cell clones, the new wave of haplo-transplantations (55) most likely benefits from a 
better understanding of allo-tumor reactive γδT-cell immune repertories as described 
here. This knowledge would allow e.g. the development of cellular vaccines expressing 
tumor-HLA to boost tumor-allo-reactive γδT cell clones in vivo.

In summary, we report on the very interesting nature of allo-reactivity of a γδTCR which 
is able to distinguish between healthy and malignant cells. This observation extends the 
use of γδTCR for the TEG concept as next generation of CAR T as it opens an avenue to 
a complete new set of tumor targets seeing conformational and spatial changes at the 
cell membrane (8, 56). This observation emphasizes that γδT-cells, within the context 
of haplo-transplantation, not only possess classical antitumor reactivity but also benefit 
from allo-tumor reactivity (20). In addition, such γδTCR, within the context of TCR gene 
therapies, can be an interesting addition to tumors expressing HLA-A*24:02.
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SUPPLEMENTARY METHODS

Cells lines

CEPH EBV-LCL lines (CEU population panel) were a kind gift from Tuna Mutis (VU Uni-
versity Medical Center, Amsterdam, The Netherlands) or ordered from the Coriell Biore-
pository (Camden, New Jersey, USA). Daudi, K562 (WT), T2, SW480, HEK293, and Phoe-
nix-Ampho cell lines were obtained from ATCC. HEK293FT was obtained from Thermo 
Fisher Scientific (Breda, The Netherlands). K562 and COS-7 (African green monkey kidney 
fibroblast-like) transduced with HLA-A*02:01 or HLA-A*24:02 were kindly provided by 
Fred Falkenburg (Leiden University Medical Centre, the Netherlands). The TCRβ-/- Jurma 
cell line (a derivate of Jurkat J.RT3-T3.5 cells cells (1), was kindly provided by Hooi-
jberg (VU Medical Center, Amsterdam, The Netherlands), OPM2-Luciferase (OPM2-Luc) 
was kindly provided by Anton Martens (University Medical Center Utrecht, Utrecht, the 
Netherlands). LCL-TM (an EBV-LCL line separate from the CEPH panel) was kindly pro-
vided by Phil Greenberg (Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center, Seattle, U.S.A.). All 
cell lines were authenticated by short tandem repeat profiling/karyotyping/isoenzyme 
analysis and were passaged for a maximum of 2 months, after which new seed stocks 
were thawed for experimental use. All cell lines were routinely verified by growth rate, 
morphology, and/or flow cytometry and tested negative for mycoplasma using MycoAlert 
Mycoplasma Kit (Lonza, Breda, The Netherlands). HLA-A*24:02 Fibroblasts, HEK293, 
Phoenix-Ampho, SW480, and COS-7 cells were cultured in DMEM supplemented with 1% 
Pen/Strep (Invitrogen) and 10% FCS (Bodinco, Alkmaar, The Netherlands). All other cell 
lines were cultured in RPMI with 1% Pen/Strep and 10% FCS. Primary fresh PBMCs were 
isolated by Ficoll-Paque (GE Healthcare, Eindhoven, The Netherlands) from buffy coats 
supplied by Sanquin Blood Bank (Amsterdam, The Netherlands). Monocytes and B-cells 
were isolated from PBMCs by MACS-sorting using CD14 and CD19-microbeads (Miltenyi 
Biotec) respectively, according to the manufacturers protocol.

Functional T cell assays

IFNγ ELISA and ELISPOT were performed as previously described (2, 3). Briefly; FE11 
TCR-transduced, NEF134-10 -specific αβTCR or mock-transduced T-cells and target-cells 
were cocultured for 18 hours in nitrocellulose-bottomed 96-well plates (Millipore) 
pre-coated with α-IFNγ antibody (clone 1-D1K, Mabtech). Plates were washed and in-
cubated with a second biotinylated anti-IFNγ antibody (clone 7-B6-1, Mabtech) followed 
by streptavidin-HRP (Mabtech). IFNγ spots were visualized with TMB substrate (Sanquin) 
and the number of spots was quantified using ELISPOT Analysis Software (Aelvis). Alter-
natively, TEG011 and target-cells were cocultured as above in round-bottom 96-well 
plates, and IFNγ levels in supernatants were measured by ELISA. For testing stimulation 
of WT1126-134-specific αβTCR-transduced T-cells, the HLA-A*02-positive target cells were 
pulsed with 10 µM WT1126-134 (RMFPNAPYL) peptide. For testing stimulation of TEG011, 
HLA-A*24:02-positive target cells were pulsed with 10 µM CMV341-349 (pp65, QYDPVAALF), 
NEF134-10 (RYPLTFGWCF), NEF134-144-derived peptide mutants, or transformation associated 
peptides as indicated in the supplements.
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Flow cytometry

Antibodies used for flow cytometry included: γδTCR-PE (clone IMMU510, Beckman 
Coulter), CD4-PE-Cy7 (clone RPA-T4, BD), CD8α-APC (clone RPA-T8, BD), CD8α-Per-
CP-Cy5.5 (clone RPA-T8, Biolegend), CD8α-FITC (clone G42-8, BD), CD8αβ-PE (clone 
2ST8.5H7, BD), CD69-APC (Clone FN50, Sony Biotechnology) HLA-A/B/C-FITC (clone 
W6/32, Biolegend). NY-ESO1157–165 (HLA-A*02:01 SLLMWITQV) R-PE labelled Pro5 MHC 
Pentamer (ProImmune, Oxford, United Kingdom) and CMV341-349 (HLA-A*24:02 QYDPVAALF) 
R-PE labelled Pro5 MHC Pentamer (ProImmune) were used according to the manufactur-
er’s instructions. Samples were measured with FACSCanto II and LSRFortessa cytometers 
(BD) and analyzed with FACSDiva software (BD) or FlowJo software (BD).

Retroviral transduction of TCRs

The Vγ5Vδ1TCR FE11, an HLA-A*02:01 restricted WT1126-134-specific αβTCR (4) and an 
HLA-A*24:02 restricted NEF134-10-specific αβTCR were transduced into αβT cells as de-
scribed (2, 5). In brief, Phoenix-Ampho packaging cells were transfected with gag-pol 
(pHIT60), env (pCOLT-GALV) and pBullet retroviral constructs containing TCRγ/β-chain-
IRES-neomycine or TCRδ/α-chain-IRES-puromycin, using Fugene-HD (Promega, Leiden, 
The Netherlands). PBMCs preactivated with α-CD3 (30 ng/ml) (clone OKT3, Miltenyi 
Biotec) and IL-2 (50 U/ml) were transduced twice with viral supernatant within 48 hours 
in the presence of 50 U/ml IL-2 and 4µg/ml polybrene (Sigma-Aldrich). Transduced T 
cells were expanded by stimulation with α-CD3/CD28 Dynabeads (0,5x106 beads/106 
cells) (Invitrogen) and IL-2 (50 U/ml) and selected with 800 µg/ml geneticin (Thermo 
Fisher Scientific) and 5 µg/ml puromycin (Sigma-Aldrich) for one week. CD4+ TCR-trans-
duced T cells were isolated by MACS-sorting using CD4-microbeads (Miltenyi Biotec). 
Following transduction, transduced T cells were stimulated biweekly according to the 
REP protocol. Where indicated, CD4+, CD8+, CD4+CD8αα+, CD4+CD8αβ+ and CD8α’ (trun-
cated (6)) TCR-transduced T-cells were sorted using a FACSAria II (BD) flow cytometry to 
>99% purity. Following selection, TCR-transduced T cells were stimulated biweekly using 
the REP protocol. Transgenic TCR expression was routinely assessed by flow cytometry.

Target cell activation and stress induction

HLA-A*24:02 B-cells and fibroblasts were stressed by either overnight incubation with 
5mM cyclophosphamide and 10μM fludarabine or 3500cGy irradiation one day prior to 
T cell administration. Activation of the HLA-A*24:02 B-cells was induced by adminis-
tration of 20µg/ml LPS or 20ng/ml IL-4 combined with 1μg/ml CD40L 24 hours before 
T cell co-culture.

Generation of FE11-like mAbs

FE11-like mAbs were generated by immunization of C57BL/6 mice with SW480 and 
LCL-TM after which standard fusion of spleen cells was performed to generate hybrid-
omas. Monoclonality was achieved by cloning by limiting dilution twice after which 
isotype determination was determined by flow cytometry using α-mIgG1 APC (Thermo 
Fisher Scientific), α-mIgG2b RPE (Jackson ImmunoResearch), α-mIgG2c dylight 405 
(Jackson ImmunoResearch), and α-mIgG3 PerCP (Jackson ImmunoResearch). For mAb 
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production, hybridomas were cultured 5-8x105 cells/ml for 1 week in serum-free hybrid-
oma medium. mAbs were purified using protein G HP SpinTrap columns (GE healthcare) 
following the manufacturer’s instructions.

Protein separation and digestion

Samples were run on a 4-12% Bis-Tris 1D SDS-PAGE gel (BioRad) for 2.5h and stained with 
colloidal coomassie dye G-250 (Gel Code Blue Stain Reagent, Thermo Scientific). The 
lane was cut as three bands, which were treated with 6.5 mM dithiothreitol (DTT) for 1 
hour at 60°C for reduction and 54 mM iodoacetamide for 30 minutes for alkylation. The 
proteins were digested overnight with trypsin (Promega) at 37°C. The peptides were 
extracted with 100% acetonitrile and dried in a vacuum concentrator.

Mass spectrometry: RP-nanoLC-MS/MS

Samples were reconstituted in 10% formic acid and analyzed by nano-LC-MS/MS on a 
Orbitrap Q-Exactive Plus (Thermo Fisher Scientific) coupled to an Agilent 1290 Infinity 
System (Agilent Technologies, Middelburg, The Netherlands) operating in reverse phase 
(C18) equipped with a Reprosil pur C18 (Dr. Maisch, Ammerbuch-Entringen, Germany) 
trap column (100µm x 2 cm, 3 µm) and a Poroshell 120 EC C18 (Agilent Technologies) 
analytical column (75 µm x 50 cm, 2.7 µm). After trapping with 100% solvent A (0.1% 
FA in H2O) for 10 min, peptides were eluted with an step gradient consisting of 35 
min from 13% to 40% and, 3 min from 40% to 100% solvent B (0.1% FA, 80 % ACN). The 
Q-Exactive Plus was operated in data-dependent acquisition mode using the following 
settings: full-scan automatic gain control (AGC) target 3e6 at 35 000 resolution; scan 
range 375–1600 m/z; Orbitrap full-scan maximum injection time 10 ms; MS2 scan AGC 
target 5e4 at 17 500 resolution; maximum injection 120 ms; normalized collision energy 
25; dynamic exclusion time 10s; isolation window 1.5 m/z; 10 MS2 scans per full scan.

Mass spectrometry data analysis

Raw files were processed using Proteome Discoverer 1.4 (version 1.4.1.14, Thermo 
Fisher Scientific). Raw files of the 3 bands per sample were combined in one search 
against a Uniprot database (Homo Sapiens, April 2015). The following parameters were 
used: carbamidomethylation of cysteines was set as a fixed modification and oxidation 
of methionine was set as a variable modification. Trypsin was specified as enzyme and 
up to two miss cleavages were allowed. A false discovery rate of 0.01 was used. Data-
sets processed by Proteome Discoverer were submitted to the Contaminant Repository 
for Affinity Purification (CRAPome) and proteins identified were sorted by Significance 
Analysis of INTeractome (SAINT) score, and the fold change scores FC-A or FC-B. The 
controls used were taken from the control immunoprecipitations performed with un-
specific antibodies in each cell line. Proteins with SAINT probability greater than 0.9 
were considered high-scoring interactions (7).

Proximity Ligation Assay

HLA-A*24:02+ fibroblasts and SW-480 cells were grown onto coverslips and fixed in 1% 
Paraformaldehyde for 15 minutes. Subsequently, cells were stained using the Duolink 
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PLA kit (Sigma Aldrich). Briefly, the PLUS and MINUS probes were both conjugated to 
the HLA class I antibody clone w6/32 (Cedarlane). Cells were blocked for 60min at 37°C 
and washed twice with PBS. The conjugated probes were incubated for 60min at 37°C. 
Afterwards, cells were washed three times in PBS before detection of the probes with 
the in situ PLA detection kit (Duolink, Sigmaaldrich). Cells were stained with DAPI and 
analyzed with a 20× objective on a Zeiss confocal laser scanning microscope LSM 700. 
Data analysis was performed using Volocity software (PerkinElmer).

Supplementary Table 1. Immunoprecipitation with FE11- like antibodies 6 & 12 indicates that classical 
HLA molecules are part of the ligand. Antibodies produced by hybridoma 6 and hybridoma 12 were 
used for immunoprecipitation and subsequent mass spectrometry. Hits with a probability score of 
1.0 are displayed.

Sample Antibody Accession ID Gene

LCL-TM 12 P30498 HLA-B

LCL-TM 12 Q29963 HLA-C

LCL-TM 12 P04439 HLA-A

LCL-TM 12 P30508 HLA-C

LCL-TM 12 Q95604 HLA-C

LCL-TM 12 P30499 HLA-C

LCL-TM 12 P05534 HLA-A

LCL-TM 12 P18463 HLA-B

LCL-TM 12 P04222 HLA-C

LCL-TM 12 P01892 HLA-A

LCL-TM 12 P61769 B2M

LCL-TM 12 P30511 HLA-F

LCL-TM 6 P05534 HLA-A

LCL-TM 6 P01892 HLA-A

LCL-TM 6 P04439 HLA-A

LCL-TM 6 Q95604 HLA-C

LCL-TM 6 P30508 HLA-C

LCL-TM 6 Q29963 HLA-C

SW480 12 P05534 HLA-A

SW480 12 P01892 HLA-A

SW480 12 P10321 HLA-C

SW480 12 P01889 HLA-B

SW480 12 P18464 HLA-B

SW480 12 Q95604 HLA-C

3
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Sample Antibody Accession ID Gene

SW480 12 P04222 HLA-C

SW480 12 P17693 HLA-G

SW480 12 P30511 HLA-F

SW480 12 P16403 HIST1H1C

SW480 12 P10412 HIST1H1E

SW480 6 P05534 HLA-A

Supplementary Table 2. Transformation-associated peptides

# AA Name Reference

1 DYCNVLNKEF BRLF1(EBV) (8)

2 DYNFVKQLF BMLF1(EBV) (9)

3 FYTVIPHNF PARP3 poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase family, member 3 (10)

4 IYNGKLFDL KIF2C kinesin family member 2C (10)

5 KFAEEFYSF CDCA7L cell division cycle associated 7-like (10)

6 KYPLNLYLL TMBIM4 transmembrane BAX inhibitor motif containing 4 (10)

7 LYELHVFTF CTDP1 CTD phosphatase, subunit 1 (10)

8 NYGIYKQDL HSP105 (11)

9 RYQLDPKFI EpCAM (12)

10 RYSIFFDYM EBNA3A (EBV) (9)

11 TYGPVFMCL LMP2 (EBV) (13)

12 TYPVLEEMF BRLF1(EBV) (9)

13 TYSAGIVQI EBNA3B (EBV) (14)

14 VFTLKPLEF HLA-DMA major histocompatibility complex, class II (10)

15 VYKENLVDGF NELFE negative elongation factor complex member E (10)

Supplementary Table 3. HLA-typing of CEPH EBV-LCL lines

LCL HLA-A HLA-B HLA-C

66 A*020 A*0201 B*0702 B*0801 C*0702 C*0701

68 A*0201 A*0201 B*0801 B*1302 C*0701 C*060

69 A*2402 A*0201 B*0702 B*0702 C*0702 C*0702

82 A*0301 A*2402 B*07xx B*55xx C*0702 C*0702

86 A*0301 A*0201 B*- B*- C*0702 C*0702

87 A*0101 A*2402 B*0801 B*55xx C*0701 C*0702

89 A*2402 A*2402 B*3701 B*35xx C*0602 C*0401

93 A*-2402 A*-2501 B*-1801 B*-3701 C*- C*-
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES

Supplementary Figure 1. A representative FACS staining of FE11 γδTCR transduced T-cells. γδTCR, αβTCR, 
CD4 and CD8 expression was determined by flow cytometry.

Supplementary Figure 2. (A) The effect of blocking with FE11 like hybridoma supernatant on the rec-
ognition of SW480 loaded with WT1126-134 peptide by T cells transduced with a WT1126-134-specific αβTCR 
transduced T cells. (B) LABScreen Single Antigen HLA class I beads were incubated with antibodies purified 
from hybridoma 6 (mAb 6) or antibodies purified from hybridoma 12 (mAb 12) and secondary α-mIgG-PE 
and measured using Luminex. Error bars represent SD.

3
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Supplementary Figure 3. (A) B-cells were isolated from HLA-A*24:02+ PBMCs of a healthy donor. Activation 
was achieved by either LPS administration or a combination of CD40L and IL-4. Activation was measured 
by CD69 expression via flow cytometry. (LPS administration: 42% CD69+, CD40L + IL-4: 92,5% CD69+ and 
untreated 0,01% CD69+.(B) HLA-A*24:02+ fibroblasts were inoculated with the TB40 HCMV-eGFP strain. 
CMV infection was measured by GFP expression via flow cytometry on the day of T-cell administration (6 
dpi) (CMV treatment: 47,8% GFP+ and untreated 0,2% GFP+).

Supplementary Figure 4. (A) HLA-A*24:02-transduced T2 cells were loaded with CMV341-349 or NEF134-144 
HLA-A*24:02-restricted peptides to assess stabilization of HLA on the surface of the T2 cells, as measured 
by flow cytometry. (B) HLA-A*24:02 transduced T2 cells were loaded with 15 HLA-A*24:02-restricted, 
transformation associated peptides after which stabilization of HLA on the surface of the T2 cells was 
measured by flow cytometry.
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Supplementary Figure 5. LCL-TM cells were loaded with 10µM of the WT peptide and the glutamic acid 
(E)-modified peptides. These loaded cells were coincubated with T-cells engineered with a NEF134-144-spe-
cific αβTCR after which activation was assessed by measuring IFNγ production.

Supplementary Figure 6. In vivo efficacy of TEG011 against K562-HLA*A24 luciferase. Tumor burden 
was assessed in vivo by bioluminescence imaging (BLI) measuring integrated density of the entire area 
of mice with abdomen facing up. Data represent mean ± SD of all mice per group (n = 10). Statistical 
significances were calculated by a mixed-effects model with repeated measure; *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; 
***, P < 0.001; ****, P < 0.0001

3
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ABSTRACT

γδT cells play an important role in cancer immunosurveillance and are able to distinguish 
malignant cells from their healthy counterparts via their γδT cell receptor (γδTCR). 
This characteristic makes γδT cells an attractive candidate for therapeutic application 
in cancer immunotherapy. Previously, we have identified a novel CD8α-dependent tu-
mor-specific allo-HLA-A*24:02-restricted Vγ5Vδ1TCR with potential therapeutic value 
when used to engineer αβT cells from HLA-A*24:02 harboring individuals. αβT cells 
engineered to express this defined Vγ5Vδ1TCR (TEG011) have been suggested to rec-
ognize spatial changes in HLA-A*24:02 present selectively on tumor cells but not their 
healthy counterparts. However, in vivo efficacy and toxicity studies of TEG011 are still 
limited. Therefore, we extend the efficacy and toxicity studies as well as the dynamics 
of TEG011 in vivo in a humanized HLA-A*24:02 transgenic NSG (NSG-A24:02) mouse 
model to allow the preparation of a first-in-men clinical safety package for adoptive 
transfer of TEG011. Mice treated with TEG011 did not exhibit any GvHD-like symptoms 
and extensive analysis of pathologic changes in NSG-A24:02 mice did not show any 
off-target toxicity of TEG011. However, loss of persistence of TEG011 in tumor-bearing 
mice was associated with the outgrowth of extramedullary tumor masses as also ob-
served for mock-treated mice. In conclusion, TEG011 is well-tolerated without harming 
HLA-A*24:02+ expressing healthy tissues, and TEG011 persistence seems to be crucial 
for long term tumor control in vivo.
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INTRODUCTION

The presence of γδT cells in various tumor types suggests their essential role in cancer 
immunosurveillance (1-3). However, the biological mechanism and ligand recognitions 
for γδT cell activation remain to be elucidated. The most prevalent γδT cell subset 
found in human peripheral blood expresses a γ9δ2T cell receptor (TCR). γ9δ2T cells 
mediate antitumor reactivity against hematological and solid malignancies by sensing 
early metabolic changes through joint spatial and conformational changes in CD277 
partially mediated by RhoB (CD277J) (4-7). On the other hand, very little is known about 
the antitumor properties of γδT cells harboring γδTCRs from other subfamilies (non-
γ9δ2 γδT cells). One of the non-γ9δ2 γδT cell subset, Vδ1+ T cells, which mainly reside 
in tissues, are known to recognize stress-induced ligands, including MHC associated 
proteins MICA and MICB, CMV associated glycoprotein UL16, and foreign lipid antigens 
presented on CD1c and CD1d in classical HLA-like manner, which are often upregulated 
on stressed or malignant cells (8-12). Several studies have also shown the cytotoxic 
activity of Vδ1+ T cells against leukemia and solid tumors (13-15), thereby revealing 
their therapeutic potential.

Despite the therapeutic potential of γδT cells, their successful clinical implementation 
remains challenging. For examples, adoptive transfer of in vitro expanded γ9δ2T cell 
failed to show clinical responses to date (3, 16) while adoptive transfer of ex vivo 
expanded non-γ9δ2T cells (17) remain to be tested in the clinic. Major remaining hur-
dles encompass diversity in function and receptor expression as well as differences in 
products when generated from different donors (for review (3)). To partially overcome 
these obstacles, we introduced the concept of TEGs, αβT cells engineered to express a 
defined γδTCR. TEGs allow the production of αβT cells-transduced with highly tumor-re-
active γδTCR from both Vδ2+ (18-20) and Vδ2- (21-23) subsets and thereby engineering 
strong tumor reactivity against a broad panel of malignancies. Within this context, we 
previously identified an allo-HLA-restricted and CD8α-dependent Vγ5Vδ1TCR. When 
this particular receptor was utilized for the TEG concept (later referred as TEG011), 
selective reactivity towards HLA-A*24:02 expressing tumor cells, but not healthy tissues 
was observed (24). However, safety studies have been so far very limited and also in vivo 
persistence and expansion profiles have not been assessed but are crucial before first-
in-men studies. To further enrich the preclinical safety and efficacy studies needed for 
regulatory approval, we describe now a more detailed safety profile as well as pharma-
cokinetics of TEG011 after infusion in non-tumor bearing and tumor-bearing humanized 
HLA-A*24:02 transgenic NSG (NSG-A24:02) mice and their association with tumor control.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Retroviral transductions of T cells

TEGs were produced as previously described (5). Briefly, Phoenix-Ampho cells were 
transfected with gag-pol (pHIT60), env (pCOLT-GALV), and pMP71 retroviral constructs 
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containing both γδTCR chains separated by a ribosomal skipping T2A sequence, using 
FugeneHD reagent (Promega, Leiden, The Netherlands). Human PBMCs from a healthy 
donor were pre-activated with 30 ng/mL anti-CD3 (Orthoclone OKT3; Janssen-Cilag, 
Breda, The Netherlands) and 50 IU/mL IL-2 (Proleukin, Novartis, Arnhem, The Nether-
lands) and subsequently transduced twice with viral supernatant within 48 hours in the 
presence of 50 IU/mL IL-2 and 6 µg/mL polybrene (Sigma-Aldrich, Zwijndrecht, The 
Netherlands). TCR-transduced T cells were expanded by stimulation with anti-CD3/
CD28 Dynabeads (500,000 beads/106 cells; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Breda, The Neth-
erlands) and 50 IU/mL IL-2. Thereafter, TCR-transduced T cells were depleted of the 
non-engineered T cells.

Depletion of non-engineered T cells

Depletion of non-engineered T cells was performed as previously described (19). Brief-
ly, TCR-transduced T cells were incubated with a biotin-labeled anti-αβTCR antibody 
(clone BW242/412; Miltenyi Biotec, Leiden, The Netherlands) and incubated with an 
anti-biotin antibody coupled to magnetic beads (anti-biotin MicroBeads; Miltenyi Biotec). 
Thereafter, the cell suspension was loaded onto an LD column and αβTCR+ T cells were 
depleted by MACS cell separation per the manufacturer’s protocol (Miltenyi Biotec). 
After depletion, TEGs were expanded biweekly with 1μg/mL PHA-L (Sigma-Aldrich), 
50U/mL IL-2, 5ng/mL IL-15 (R&D Systems), and irradiated allogeneic PBMCs, Daudi and 
LCL-TM cells. IL-2 and IL-15 was added twice a week as reported also for the T cell rapid 
expansion protocol (REP) (5).

Animal model

The NOD.Cg-Prkdcscid Il2rgtm1Wjl Tg(HLA-A24)3Dvs/Sz (NSG-A24:02) mice (25) were bred 
and housed in the breeding unit of the Central Animal Facility of Utrecht University as 
previously reported (24). Experiments were conducted under institutional guidelines 
after permission from the local Ethical Committee and in accordance with the current 
Dutch laws on Animal Experimentation. Mice were housed in sterile conditions using an 
individually ventilated cage (IVC) system and fed with sterile food and water. Irradiated 
mice were given sterile water with antibiotic ciproxin for the duration of the experi-
ment. Mice were randomized with equal distribution by sex and divided into 5 mice/
group (for non-tumor bearing model) or 9-10 mice/group (for tumor-bearing model). 
For the non-tumor bearing mouse model, adult NSG-A24:02 mice (8-11 weeks old) re-
ceived sublethal total body irradiation (1,75 Gy) on day -1 followed by two injections 
of 1x107 TEG011 or TEG expressing a non-functional γδTCR (TEG-LM1) (6) on day 1 and 
day 6. Mice were monitored at least twice a week for weight loss and graft-versus-host 
disease (GvHD) symptoms (scoring parameter included hunched appearance, activity, 
fur texture, skin integrity, and diarrhea). The GvHD scoring system is listed in Sup-
plementary Table S1. Humane endpoint (HEP) was reached when mice experienced a 
20% weight loss from the initial weight (measured on day -1) and in the case of GvHD 
score 2 was reached for an individual GvHD parameter or a total GvHD score of 4. For 
the tumor-bearing mouse model, adult NSG-A24:02 mice (8-11 weeks old) received 
sublethal total body irradiation (1,75 Gy) on day -1 followed by intravenous injection 
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of 1x105 K562 HLA-A*24:02 luciferase tumor cells on day 0, and received 2 injections 
of TEG011 and TEG-LM1 mock on day 1 and 6 as previously reported (24). All mice re-
ceived 0,6 × 106 IU of IL-2 (Proleukin; Novartis) in 100µl incomplete Freund’s adjuvant 
(IFA) subcutaneously together with the first TEGs injection and every 3 weeks until the 
end of the experiment. Mice were monitored at least twice a week for weight loss and 
clinical appearance scoring (scoring parameter included hunched appearance, activity, 
fur texture, and piloerection). The clinical appearance scoring system is listed in Sup-
plementary Table S2. HEP was reached when mice experienced a 20% weight loss from 
the initial weight (measured on day -1), showed symptoms of disease (sign of paralysis, 
weakness, and reduced motility), extramedullary tumor masses (if any) reached 2 cm³ 
in volume and in the case of clinical appearance score 2 was reached for an individual 
parameter or a total score of 4.

Flow cytometry analysis

The following antibodies were used for flow cytometry analysis: huCD45-PB (clone 
HI30; Sony Biotechnology, Surrey, UK), mCD45-APC (clone 30-F11, Sony Biotechnology), 
αβTCR-FITC (clone IP26; Biolegend, London, United Kingdom), pan-γδTCR-PE (clone 
IMMU510; Beckman-Coulter, Woerden, The Netherlands), CD8-PerCPCy5.5 (clone RPA-T8, 
Biolegend), CD4-PeCy7 (clone TPA-R4, Biolegend), and Vδ1-FITC (clone TS8.2, Thermo 
Fisher Scientific, Landsmeer, The Netherlands). To exclude non-viable cells from the 
analysis, Fixable Viability Dye eFluor506 was used (eBioscience, Thermo Fisher Sci-
entific). All samples were analyzed on a BD LSRFortessa using FACSDiva Software (BD 
Biosciences).

Assessment for TEGs persistence

Mouse peripheral blood samples were obtained via cheek vein (max. 50-80 µl/mouse) 
once a week. Human cells in peripheral blood were quantified using Flow-count Fluoro-
spheres (Beckman Coulter). Red blood cell lysis was performed for blood samples using 
1X RBC lysis buffer (Biolegend) before cell staining. Blood samples were stained with a 
mixture of antibody panels as listed above. The persistence of TEG cells was measured 
in peripheral blood by quantifying for absolute cell number by flow cytometry using 
specific markers huCD45+γδTCR+CD8+.

Preparation of single cell suspensions

At the end of the study, extramedullary tumor (if any) sections were isolated and 
processed into single cell suspensions as previously described (26). A small section of 
the extramedullary tumor masses was minced and passed through a 70µm cell strainer 
(BD); cells were washed in PBS and resuspended in RPMI media. A total of 106 cells were 
stained and analyzed for tumor burden (determined by GFP+ cells) by flow cytometry 
analysis (BD LSRFortessa). Human cells were measured by quantifying absolute cell 
numbers from a total of 106 cells using Flow-count Fluorospheres (Beckman Coulter).

4
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Histology staining and analysis

Histopathologic evaluation was performed by hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining for 
the following mouse tissues: liver, spleen, small (duodenum, jejunum, ileum) intestine, 
bone marrow, and extramedullary tumor masses. When present, histological lesions in 
major organs were semi-quantitatively evaluated based on the following criteria: 1) 
white pulp atrophy; 2) extramedullary hematopoiesis and cell type (including blasts, 
erythroid precursors, band cells, and megakaryocytes); 3) the presence of pigment 
and apoptotic cells. Bone marrows were evaluated based on the following criteria: 1) 
cellularity (percentage of hematopoietic cells relative to marrow fat); 2) ratio of the 
myeloid and erythroid precursors (M/E ratio); and 3) the presence of megakaryocytes. 
The grading system was used as follows: 0 = absent; 1 =minimal; 2 = mild; 3 =moderate; 
4 = marked.

Extramedullary tumor masses were evaluated based on the following histological fea-
tures: number of mitotic figures and apoptotic cells (express as a range per high-power 
fields (HPFs), calculated in the same, randomly selected 5 HPFs, 40X); extension of 
the necrotic tumor tissue and associated inflammation were graded from 0 to 4 (0: no 
lesions; 1: minimal; 2: mild; 3: moderate; 4: severe).

Images were taken using an Olympus BX45 microscope with the Olympus DP25 camera 
and analyzed using DP2-BSW (version.2.2) software.

Double immunofluorescence staining

Formalin-fixed extramedullary tumor masses were embedded in paraffin and cut into 
4 μm sections. After deparaffinization and dehydration, slides were pretreated with 
10 mM citrate buffer pH 6.0 for 15 min, followed by cooling at room temperature for 
30 min. Immunofluorescent staining was done using anti-human Anti-Nuclei Antibody 
(dilution 1:100; clone 3E1.3, Merck Millipore BV, North-Holland, The Netherlands) and 
anti-human CD3 polyclonal antibody (dilution 1:250; Agilent Technologies, Amstelveen, 
The Netherlands). Slides were mounted in VECTASHIELD® Antifade Mounting Medium 
with DAPI (Vector Laboratories, Peterborough, United Kingdom). Images were taken 
using a Leica LMD7 fluorescence microscope and analyzed using LAS X (Leica Application 
Suite X) imaging software.

Statistical Analyses

Data were analyzed using GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Software Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA) 
and represented as mean ± standard deviation (SD) or standard error of mean (SEM) 
with * P < 0,05 and ** P < 0,01. Differences between groups were assessed using a 2-way 
ANOVA with repeated measures, a mixed-effects model with repeated measures, a 
non-parametric Mann-Whitney t-test, or Kruskal-Wallis test where indicated.
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RESULTS

TEG011 do not exhibit off-target toxicity in major organs of non-tumor bearing 
NSG-A24:02 mice
The introduction of a novel allo-HLA-restricted and CD8α-dependent Vγ5Vδ1TCR in 
the concept of TEGs (αβT cells Engineered to express a defined γδTCR) (6, 19), hereby 
known as TEG011, has shown its efficacy against HLA-A*24:02 expressing malignant cells 
in vitro as well as in vivo (24). However, to date, in vivo efficacy and toxicity studies 
are limited but essential for a first-in-men study with TEG011. Therefore, we extended 
our in vivo analysis to assess in more detail the safety profile of TEG011 in a separate 
set of non-tumor bearing NSG mice, which express human HLA-A*24:02 (NSG-A24:02). 
Non-tumor bearing NSG-A24:02 mice received either two infusions of TEG011 or mock 
control TEG-LM1 cells. γδTCR expression for both TEG011 and TEG-LM1 mock was com-
parable (Supplementary Figure S1A) and most of the transduced αβT cells expressed 
Vδ1+ TCR for TEG011 (Supplementary Figure S1B). Mice were subsequently monitored 
for T cell persistence and any possible manifestation of graft-versus-host disease (GvHD) 
and any other signs of toxicity (experimental outline Figure 1A).

Figure 1 Humanized NSG-A24:02 transgenic mice models. Schematic overview of the in vivo experiment 
for non-tumor bearing (A) and K562 HLA-A*24:02 tumor-bearing mice (B). Non-tumor bearing NSG-A24:02 
mice were irradiated at day -1 and received 2 injections of TEG011 or TEG-LM1 mock on day 1 and 6. 
Irradiated tumor-bearing NSG-A24:02 mice were injected with K562 HLA-A*24:02 luciferase tumor cells on 
day 0 followed by received 2 injections of TEG011 or TEG-LM1 mock on day 1 and 6. Mice were monitored 
weekly and sacrificed at Day 72 or earlier when humane endpoint (HEP) is reached.

4
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Figure 2 Weight loss, overall GvHD scoring and histopathology analysis of bone marrow and mouse 
vital organs (spleen, liver, intestine) of non-tumor bearing mice. (A) Percentages of weight change 
measured weekly during study period for non-tumor bearing mice treated with TEG011 (filled black 
circle) and TEG LM1 mock (open grey circle) tabulated on left Y axis. A total of 20% weight loss from 
initial weight measured on day -1 were considered humane endpoint (HEP) and indicated by black tick 
line. Overall GvHD scoring was tabulated on right Y axis for non-tumor bearing mice treated with TEG011 
(filled black rectangle) and TEG-LM1 mock (open grey rectangle). Scoring was calculated based on fol-
lowing parameters: hunching, activity, fur texture, skin integrity, and diarrhea. Score range from 0 to 10 
(see Supplementary Table S1 for detail scoring system) , where total overall score of 4 were considered 
HEP and indicated by black tick line. Score 0 depicts normal appearance for all GvHD parameters. Data 
represent mean ± SEM of all mice per group (n = 5 mice/group). (B) Representative photomicrographs 
H&E stained of mouse bone marrow from both TEG-LM1 mock (left panel) and TEG011-treated group 
(right panel). Magnification: 20X; (C) Representative photomicrographs for H&E stained of mouse liver 
for both TEG-LM1 mock (left) and TEG011-treated group (right) with apparent no histological lesion. 
Magnification: 20X; (D) Representative pictures for H&E staining of mouse intestine for both TEG-LM1 
mock (left) and TEG011-treated group (right) with apparent no histological lesion. Magnification: 20X; (E) 
Representative photomicrographs for H&E stained of female mouse spleen for both TEG-LM1 mock (left) 
and TEG011-treated group (right) with a higher number of erythrocyte precursors and megakaryocytes. 
Magnification: 20X; Shown are representative photomicrographs from individual mice of both TEG011 
and TEG-LM1 mock group (n = 5 mice/group) with no observable differences in overall histology features 
between treatment groups.

GvHD-like symptoms were monitored twice weekly for all mice using a scoring system 
based on hunching posture, activity, fur texture, skin integrity, and diarrhea (See Sup-
plementary Table S1 for GvHD scoring system) ranging from 0 (normal behavior and 
posture), 1 (slight decreased in fitness), and 2 (moderate decreased in fitness). Score 
2 of an individual parameter or an overall score of 4 was defined as humane endpoint 
(HEP) and mice were sacrificed. All mice did neither experience weight loss, nor any 
abnormality observed in relation to GvHD symptoms during the entire study duration of 
72 days (Figure 2A). In addition, all mice did not exhibit any observable discomfort and 
survived throughout the entire study duration (24). Persistence of TEGs was assessed 
by measuring viable huCD45+γδTCR+CD8+ in mouse peripheral blood by flow cytometry 
(Supplementary Figure S2A). In non-tumor bearing mice, T cells persisted in peripheral 
blood up to 48 days after infusion and had although not significant a second peak of ex-
pansion after administration of IL-2 which was more pronounced in TEG011-treated mice 
(Figure 3A). To evaluate in more detail possible off-target toxicity of TEG011 against 
human HLA-A*24:02 expressing healthy tissues, we collected bone marrow, liver, intes-
tine, and spleen from both treatment groups of non-tumor bearing mice at the end of 
the study period (Day 72) for further histopathology analysis (Figure 2B). No differences 
were observed in terms of bone marrow cellularity (percentage of hematopoietic cells 
relative to marrow fat) nor in the ratio of the myeloid and erythroid precursors (M/E 
ratio) for both treatment group (Supplementary Table S3). Furthermore, no abnormal 
histological lesions were observed in liver (Figure 2C) and intestine (Figure 2D) of all 
mice in the study. We observed slightly increased extramedullary hematopoiesis (EMH) 
in the spleen of TEG011-treated female mice when compared to TEG-LM1 mock-treated 
mice (Figure 2E), which was determined by a higher number of erythrocyte precursors 
and megakaryocytes.

4
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On the other hand, a minimal decrease of EMH was observed in the spleen of the 
TEG011-treated male group compared to mock-treated mice (Supplementary Table S3). 
Importantly, all spleen samples from both TEG011 and TEG-LM1 mock groups showed a 
comparable population of cells, including normal blasts, band cells, erythrocyte precur-
sors, and megakaryocytes. Hence, these observations on spleen were deemed minimal 
and not associated with an evident increase of histological toxicity of TEG011. In con-
clusion, our data show no relevant GvHD manifestation in all mice and no histological 
signs of toxicity in the major organs of all healthy tissues upon TEG011 treatment. Thus, 
we conclude that TEG011 does not associate with off-target toxicity in an HLA–A*24:02 
environment.

In vivo dynamic of TEG011 in tumor-bearing mice

Clinical data for anti-CD19 CART therapy highlight the correlation of antitumor effects 
with their in vivo persistence (27-29). To assess whether persistence of TEG011, which 
carries a CD8α-dependent Vγ5Vδ1TCR (24), is also key in long-term tumor control, we 
studied in more detail CD8+ TEG persistence in tumor-bearing NSG-A24:02 mice inject-
ed with K562 HLA-A*24:02 luciferase tumor cells and subsequently treated with either 
TEG011 or TEG-LM1 mock cells (experimental outline Figure 1B). Thereafter, we mea-
sured viable huCD45+γδTCR+CD8+ in mouse peripheral blood by flow cytometry (Supple-
mentary Figure S2B). While non-functional TEG-LM1 cells diminished in all tumor-bearing 
control mice 29 days after infusion (Figure 3B), TEG011 cells expanded and remained 
detectable in peripheral blood up to 64 days. However, only 44% of TEG011-treated 
mice (4/9) showed significant long-term persistence of T cells until the end of the study 
period, while the remaining 56% of the mice (5/9) did not show long-term persistence. 
Therefore, we subsequently defined TEG011-treated mice into two subgroup: “per-
sisters” and “non-persisters”, respectively (Figure 3C). TEG011 “persisters” showed 
significantly higher TEG cell counts on Day 22 until Day 37 upon expansion compared to 
“non-persisters”, where TEG cells were no longer detectable after Day 48 and did not 
recover even after IL-2 injection on Day 50. Given the fluctuating persistence profile of 
TEG011, we analyzed further the difference between TEG011 “persisters” and “non-per-
sisters” by calculating area under curve (AUC) of absolute cell counts TEG011 for both 
“persisters” and “non-persisters” subgroup and also confirmed significant difference in 
T cell persistence (Figure 3C, D).
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Figure 3 Long-term persistence of TEG011 cells in peripheral blood of tumor-bearing mice and its 
association with tumor burden. (A) TEG persistence was measured in peripheral blood by quantifying 
for absolute cell numbers by flow cytometry for TEG LM1 mock (open light-grey rectangle) and TEG011 
(filled black circle) in non-tumor bearing mice. Data represent mean ± SEM of all mice per group (n = 5 
mice). Statistical significances were calculated by mixed-effects model with repeated measures; *, P 
< 0.05. (B) TEG persistence was measured in peripheral blood by quantifying for absolute cell numbers 
by flow cytometry for TEG LM1 mock (open light-grey rectangle; n = 10 mice) and TEG011 (filled black 
circle; n = 9 mice) in tumor-bearing mice. Data represent mean ± SEM of all mice per group. Statistical 
significances were calculated by mixed-effects model with repeated measures; *, P < 0.05. (C) Area 
under the curve (AUC) of CD8+ TEG011 persistence were calculated for both TEG011 “persisters” (black 
line, dark grey area; 4/9 mice) and TEG011 “non-persisters” (grey line, light grey area; 5/9 mice) up to 
64 days after infusion. Data represent mean ± SEM of all mice per group. 95% Confidence Interval (95% 

4
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CI) were tabulated for AUC of both subgroup. (D) Mean AUC of CD8+ TEG011 per-
sistence from individual mouse of both TEG011 “persisters” (filled dark grey bar; 4/9 mice) and TEG011 
“non-persisters” (filled light grey bar; 5/9 mice) groups were tabulated and shown as mean ± SEM of all 
mice per group. Statistical significances were calculated by non-parametric Mann-Whitney t-test; *, P 
< 0.05. (E) Tumor burden for K562-HLA*A24-luciferase was assessed in vivo by bioluminescence imaging 
(BLI) measuring integrated density of the entire area of mice with abdomen facing up. Data shown as 
mean ± SD of all mice per group (TEG011 “persisters” (filled black circle; 4/9 mice), TEG011 “non-per-
sisters” (open dark-grey circle 5/9 mice), and TEG-LM1 mock (open light-grey rectangle; n = 10 mice)). 
Statistical significances were calculated by non-parametric Mann-Whitney t-test in comparison to TEG-
LM1 mock control; *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01. (F) Tumor burden for K562-HLA*A24-luciferase and infiltrating 
CD8+ TEGs were assessed from isolated extramedullary tumor masses by quantifying for absolute cell 
number GFP+ cells by flow cytometry. Each symbol represents an individual mouse per treatment group 
that developed extramedullary tumor masses. Readouts on infiltrating T cells are set to 5 cells/ml for 
individual mouse in the Y axis for data visualization purpose. Data represent mean ± SD of all mice per 
group (TEG011 “non-persisters” (open dark-grey circle; 2/5 mice) and TEG-LM1 mock (open light-grey 
rectangle; 3/10 mice)). FACS analyses of extramedullary tumor mass from TEG-LM1 group were only 
obtained from 3 out of 4 mice.

TEG011 persistence and its association with tumor control

Next, we assessed whether TEG011 persistence was associated with overall tumor con-
trol and analyzed tumor burden over time measured by bioluminescence imaging in the 
tumor-bearing mice injected with K562 HLA-A*24:02 luciferase tumor cells. In line with 
our hypothesis that the immune effector persistence is key to achieve long-term tumor 
control, the TEG011 “persisters” associated with a better tumor control as compared to 
TEG-LM1 mock group, as well as a trend of lower tumor burden in comparison to TEG011 
“non-persisters” subgroup (Figure 3E). Approximately 40% of mock-treated mice (4/10) 
and 40% TEG011 “non-persisters” mice (2/5) developed extramedullary tumor masses, 
while interestingly, none of the TEG011 “persisters” mice developed any extramedullary 
tumor masses. Tumor burden was comparable between extramedullary tumor masses 
isolated from TEG011 “non-persisters” and TEG-LM1 mock-treated mice and no tumor 
infiltrating CD8+ TEGs could be observed in all isolated tumor masses (Figure 3F).

To measure possible discomfort due to tumor growth, all mice were monitored for 
weight loss and a scoring system based hunching posture, activity, fur texture, and pi-
loerection (See Supplementary Table S2 for clinical appearance scoring system) ranging 
from 0 (normal behavior and posture), 1 (slight decreased in fitness), and 2 (moderate 
decreased in fitness). Similar to GvHD scoring system for non-tumor bearing mice, score 
2 of an individual parameter or an overall score of 4 was defined as HEP and mice were 
sacrificed. While TEG011 treatment significantly decreased tumor progression, TEG-LM1 
treated mice experienced diminished fitness and significant weight loss over time (Figure 
4A). Extramedullary tumor masses were analyzed in further detail and histologically 
characterized by undifferentiated tumor cells of human origin, with a solid and invasive 
growth pattern (Figure 4B, C), consistent with a myeloid sarcoma development in line 
with previous reports (30, 31). We also performed immunofluorescence (IF) staining to 
detect any presence of human T cells within the inflammatory infiltrate associated with 
the multiple tumor masses observed in the xenograft mouse models. However, while 
we confirmed that tumor cells are of human origin, no human T cells were observed in 

Figure 3 (Continued)
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Figure 4 Weight loss, overall clinical appearance scoring, histopathology and immunofluorescence 
(IF) staining analysis of extramedullary tumor masses. (A) Percentages of weight loss measured weekly 
during study period for tumor-bearing mice treated with TEG011 (filled black circle; n = 9 mice) and 
TEG-LM1 mock (open grey circle; n = 10 mice) tabulated on left Y axis. A total of 20% weight loss from 
initial weight measured on day -1 were considered HEP and indicated by black tick line. Overall clinical 
appearance scoring was tabulated on right Y axis for tumor-bearing mice treated with TEG011 (filled 
black rectangle; n = 9 mice) and TEG-LM1 mock (open grey rectangle; n = 10 mice). Scoring was calcu-
lated based on following parameters: hunching, activity, fur texture, and piloerection. Score range from 
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all evaluated samples, as scattered positive CD3+ T cells observed within the multiple 
tumor masses were all negative for the human nuclear antigen (Figure 4D). Thus, no 
TEGs could be observed by immunohistochemistry in extramedullary tumor masses as 
also confirmed by flow cytometry analysis (Figure 3F). Overall, our data indicate that 
TEG011 persistence associates with a reduced chance for developing extramedullary 
tumor masses in vivo without harming healthy compartments.

DISCUSSION

TEG011 has been reported to target HLA-A*24:02 expressing hematological tumors with-
out harming healthy tissues (24). Within this study, we now extend previous in vivo 
analyses followed by pathological studies to further assess the efficacy-toxicity balance 
of TEG011 prior to clinical testing. Major findings of our study are that TEG011 treatment 
does not associate with any discomfort nor histopathological evidence of toxicity in 
an HLA-A*24:02 background. In addition, we report on an association between TEG011 
persistence and lack of extramedullary tumor growth.

Toxicity studies of compounds targeting metabolic changes remain a major challenge 
as such changes cannot be readily studied in detail in all organs (3). Therefore, we 
proposed efficacy-toxicity models for TEGs targeting joint spatial and conformational 
changes in CD277 (later referred as CD277J) (3) through a γ9δ2TCR (TEG001) by co-in-
cubating TEG001 with healthy and diseased tissues in an artificial 3D bone marrow niche 
(32) or in a mouse model where either healthy cord blood-derived CD34+ progenitor 
or primary leukemia cells were engrafted (26). These models partially overcome the 
absence of the natural ligand CD277J in mice (3, 7, 33) and allowed the initiation of 
a first-in-men study (NTR6541) (18, 19, 34). With TEG011, we could utilize transgenic 
mice expressing human HLA-A*24:02 (25), allowing thereby more extensive toxicity 
studies of TEG011 in different tissues as compared to TEG001 (26, 32). Although we did 
not investigate all organs, and despite the fact that TEG011 did not persist until day 72 
in the peripheral blood of all mice, we provide strong evidence that TEG011 does not 

0 to 8 (see Supplementary Table S2 for detail scoring system), where total overall 
score of 4 were considered HEP and indicated by black tick line. Score 0 depicts normal appearance 
for all clinical appearance parameters. Data represent mean ± SEM of all mice per group. Statistical 
significances were calculated by non-parametric Mann-Whitney t-test; *, P < 0.05. (B) Representative 
photomicrographs H&E stained of multiple areas of hemorrhages and necrosis from both TEG-LM1 mock 
(left panel - stated as control) and TEG011-treated group (right panel). Aberrant mitotic figures were 
frequently observed in all samples. Magnification: 2X; (C) Representative photomicrographs H&E stained 
tissues of high mitotic rate tumor cells from both TEG-LM1 mock (left panel) and TEG011-treated group 
(right panel). No evident differences were observed comparing the extension of necrotic areas in the 
tumor tissue, associated inflammation, number of apoptotic cells and mitotic figures. Magnification: 20X. 
(D) Representative double IF staining of extramedullary tumor masses from both TEG-LM1 mock (left 
panel) and TEG011-treated group (right panel). Tumor mass of human origin (human nuclear antigen 
positive cells, green) with scattered CD3 positive cells (red; pointed by arrows) with DAPI (blue) staining 
for the nuclei. Magnification 63X. Shown are representative pictures from an individual mouse of both 
TEG-LM1 mock (n = 4 mice) and TEG011 (n = 2 mice).

Figure 4 (Continued)
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induce toxicity against human HLA-A*24:02 expressing non-tumor healthy tissues. This 
is also supported by our observation that tumor control in mice did not associate with 
any signs of toxicity against healthy tissues.

Considering the natural properties of T cells to proliferate and migrate in tissues, T 
cell expansion and persistence are commonly used to determine the pharmacokinetics 
properties of cell-based therapy (35). Our models also allowed us to investigate TEG011 
kinetics in tumor-bearing mice in more detail. TEG persistence until the end of the study 
period was only observed in tumor-bearing mice treated with TEG011 but not TEG-LM1 
cells, suggesting that antigen presence and cognate recognition through the TCR are 
key for long-term persistence of TEG011 in this model. Higher T cell exposure observed 
between day 22 to day 36 after TEG infusion correlated with superior tumor control 
of TEG011 (“persisters”). These data align with a recent study that showed complete 
response in leukemia patients that receive CART therapy when high T cell exposure has 
been observed in the first 48 days of infusion (36).

However, TEG011 long-term persistence was only observed in 44% of tumor-bearing 
mice. Within the limitation of our model, we could not identify the exact factor(s) that 
determine the difference between TEG011 “persisters” and “non-persisters”. Most likely 
this is the consequence of a stochastically driven intrinsic T cell fitness and composition 
of the infused product. The presence of memory (stem) T cells have been reported to 
correlate with long-term persistence (37, 38) and complete response in patients receiv-
ing adoptive transfers of CART or antigen-specific T cells (37, 38).

Furthermore, in non-tumor bearing mice some advantage of the TEG011 product has 
been observed when compared to T cell bearing the non-functional receptor, though 
no long-term persistence has been observed. This might be the consequence of some 
residual TCR signal via HLA-A*24:02 which is sufficient to maintain some homeostatic 
proliferation but does not induce toxicity in healthy tissues. In particular, after ad-
ministration of IL-2 T cell survival of cognate T cells in tumor-bearing mice has been 
prolonged suggesting that additional help through e.g. CD4+ engineered T cells could 
further improve potency of TEG011. Indeed, the presence of antigen-specific TCR-en-
gineered CD4+ T cells synergistically enhances persistence and long-term tumor control 
when infused together with antigen-specific TCR-engineered CD8+ T cells (39). Similarly, 
in vivo persistence of CD4+ CART cells provides helper signal, which then increases CD8+ 
CART cell persistence (40).

As TEG011 is CD8α-dependent and consequently in the current design lacking support by 
antigen-specific CD4+ T cells (22, 24), equipping engineered TEG011 with CD8αα could 
be a strategy to further enhance T cell persistence and long-term tumor control. The 
precise molecular interaction between CD8αα with its specific ligand in our context 
remains however elusive. Possible ligands are the classical MHC-I molecule HLA-A*24:02 
itself or alternative candidates such as the non-classical MHC molecule HLA-G (41, 42) 
and CEACAM5 (43).

4
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Overall, we demonstrate that TEG011 does not show signs of off-target toxicity in more 
detailed toxicity studies. In addition, long-term persistence of TEG011 associated with 
lower tumor burden without harming healthy tissues, thereby highlight the potential 
of TEG011 for clinical application.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES

Figure S1 γδTCR expression of TEG011 and TEG-LM1 mock. (A) Representative flow cytometry plots for 
γδTCR expression of TEG-LM1 mock (top panel) and TEG011 (bottom panel) prior to infusion into mice 
after 2 weeks expansion. (B) A representative flow cytometry plot for Vδ1 TCR expression of TEG011 as 
quality control for flow cytometry panel using pan-γδTCR monoclonal antibody.
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Figure S2 Gating strategy for flow cytometry analysis of TEGs persistence in peripheral blood. (A) 
Representative flow cytometry plots of peripheral blood in non-tumor bearing mice model on Day 29. TEG 
persistence was measured by quantifying absolute cell number of viable huCD45+γδTCR+CD8+ for TEG011 
and TEG-LM1 mock group. (B) Representative flow cytometry plots of peripheral blood in tumor-bearing 
mice model Day 29. TEG persistence was measured by quantifying absolute cell number of viable huC-
D45+γδTCR+CD8+ for TEG011 and TEG-LM1 mock group.

Figure S3 Correlation between tumor burden and TEG011 persistence overtime. Tumor burden for 
K562-HLA*A24-luciferase was assessed in vivo by bioluminescence imaging (BLI) measuring integrated 
density of the entire area of mice with abdomen facing up. TEG persistence was measured in peripheral 
blood by quantifying for absolute cell numbers by flow cytometry for TEG011 in tumor-bearing mice. 
Each dot representing paired tumor burden vs. TEG011 persistence for individual mouse at any given time 
points up to Day 56 (n = 63 data pairs). The best-fit regression line, Pearson’s correlation coefficient and 
p-value are provided within the graph.
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ABSTRACT

γδT cell receptors (γδTCRs) recognize a broad range of malignantly-transformed cells 
in mainly a major histocompatibility complex (MHC)-independent manner, making them 
valuable additions to the engineered immune effector cell therapy that currently fo-
cuses primarily on αβTCRs and chimeric antigen receptors (CARs). As an exception to 
the rule, we have previously identified a γδTCR, which exerts antitumor reactivity 
against HLA-A*24:02-expressing malignant cells, however without the need for defined 
HLA-restricted peptides, and without exhibiting any sign of off-target toxicity in hu-
manized HLA-A*24:02 transgenic NSG (NSG-A24:02) mouse models. This particular tu-
mor-HLA-A*24:02-specific Vγ5Vδ1TCR required CD8αα co-receptor for its tumor reactive 
capacity when introduced into αβT cells engineered to express a defined γδTCR (TEG), 
referred to as TEG011, thus it was only active in CD8+ TEG011. We subsequently ex-
plored the concept of additional redirection of CD4+ T cells through co-expression of 
the human CD8α gene into CD4+ and CD8+ TEG011 cells, later referred as TEG011_CD8α. 
Adoptive transfer of TEG011_CD8α cells in humanized HLA-A*24:02 transgenic NSG (NSG-
A24:02) mice injected with tumor HLA-A*24:02+ cells showed superior tumor control 
in comparison to TEG011, and to mock control groups. The total number of functional 
TEG011_CD8α cells persisted significantly longer in mice peripheral blood up to 4 weeks 
after TEG infusion, mainly due to a dominance of CD4+CD8+ double positive TEG011_
CD8α which resulted in higher total counts of functional T cells in spleen and bone 
marrow. We observed that tumor clearance in the bone marrow of TEG011_CD8α-treated 
mice associated with better human T cell infiltration, which was not observed in the 
TEG011-treated group. Overall, introduction of transgenic human CD8α receptor on 
TEG011 improves antitumor reactivity against HLA-A*24:02+ tumor cells, and further 
enhances in vivo tumor control.

Keywords: cancer immunotherapy, TEGs, mouse model, preclinical, TCR engineering, 
human leukocyte antigens, persistence, efficacy
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INTRODUCTION

γδT cells share the properties of both innate and adaptive immunity and play an essen-
tial role in cancer immunosurveillance (1, 2). Unlike conventional αβT cells, γδT cells 
recognize their cognate antigens in an MHC-unrestricted manner, targeting stress-in-
duced and malignantly-transformed self-antigens (3, 4). As such, γδT cells represent an 
attractive cell subset to substantiate T cell-based immunotherapeutic strategies that 
still mainly focus on αβT cells.

Based on their TCRδ chain repertoire, γδT cells can be distinguished into two major 
subsets: Vδ2+ and Vδ2- cells. Vδ2+ cells mainly reside in human peripheral blood, repre-
senting up to 5% of total circulating T cells, and sense metabolic changes in tumor cells 
with intracellular accumulation of phosphoantigens (pAgs) level. Vδ2+ T cell recognition 
is facilitated by butyrophilin (BTN) family molecules, including BTN2A1 and BTN3A1 
(5-10). On the other hand, Vδ2- cells mainly localize in mucosal and epithelial tissues, 
but their antitumor properties are scarcely known (4). Vδ2- cells recognize broad range 
of stress-induced ligands, such as the MHC-associated proteins MICA and MICB, foreign 
lipid antigens presented on CD1c/d molecules in classical HLA-like manner, and CMV-as-
sociated UL16-binding protein (ULBP) family members, that are upregulated in stressed 
or malignant cells (11-15).

Vδ1+ T cells, one of the major Vδ2- subsets, have been shown to exert antitumor reac-
tivity against leukemia and solid tumors (16-21), indicating their potential in cancer 
immunotherapy. Adoptive transfer of in vitro expanded Vδ2+ cells only showed marginal 
clinical responses to date (4, 22), while adoptive transfer of Vδ2- cells is yet to be tested 
in the clinic (23). Translational efforts using γδT cells and their receptors outside the 
context of allogeneic stem cell transplantation (24, 25) face substantial hurdles, due to 
their limited proliferative capacity, underestimated diversity in co-receptors expression 
and function, as well as scarce information on how γδTCRs interact with their targets.

To bypass these major drawbacks of translating γδT cells-based immune therapies into 
clinical practice, we developed the concept of TEGs: αβT cells engineered to express 
a defined γδTCR, allowing the introduction of highly tumor-reactive γδTCR, both Vδ2+ 
(26, 27) or Vδ2- (28, 29) subsets, into proliferatively-proficient αβT cells (27, 30, 31). We 
previously identified an allo-HLA-restricted and tumor-specific Vγ5Vδ1TCR, introduced 
in TEG concept as TEG011, which was, although not dependent on a defined peptide, 
selectively targeting HLA-A*24:02+ tumor cells without impairing the healthy tissues 
(32). Within this scope, we also highlighted the function of CD8α as costimulatory re-
ceptor required for antitumor reactivity of FE11 γδTCR and showed that both CD8αα 
on the original clone FE11 and CD8αβ on transduced αβT cells are capable of providing 
co-stimulation to the FE11 γδTCR (32).

Human CD8 is a membrane glycoprotein classified in an immunoglobulin-like super 
family consisting of hetero- or homodimer of α and β chains, making up for the CD8αβ 

5
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or CD8αα co-receptor on the cell surface. CD8αβ predominantly expressed on αβT cells, 
while CD8αα mainly expressed on the cell membrane of innate immune cells, including 
macrophages, dendritic cells, natural killer (NK) cells, and γδT cells (33). Within this 
context, we addressed the implication of CD8αα-dependency of FE11 γδTCR in relation 
to its tumor immunity. Importantly, we demonstrate that introduction of transgenic 
human CD8α co-receptor into CD4+ TEG011 cells successfully enhanced its antitumor 
efficacy in vitro and in vivo, and thus did not require CD8β. Furthermore, we show that 
the co-expression of CD8α in CD4+ TEG011 provides additional survival signal and facil-
itates better T cell persistence and infiltration in vivo, both of which are essential to 
sustain long-term tumor control of adoptively transferred TCR-based immunotherapy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell lines

Daudi, SW480, and Phoenix-Ampho cell lines were obtained from ATCC. K562 with 
HLA-A*24:02-transduced cell line was kindly provided by Fred Falkenburg (Leiden Uni-
versity Medical Centre, the Netherlands) and subsequently transduced with luciferase 
for in vivo imaging purposes. EBV-LCL was kindly provided by Phil Greenberg (Seattle, 
WA). Phoenix-Ampho and SW480 cells were cultured in DMEM supplemented with 1% Pen/
Strep (Invitrogen) and 10% FCS (Bodinco), whereas all other cell lines in RPMI with 1% 
Pen/Strep and 10% FCS. All cell lines were authenticated by short tandem repeat pro-
filing/karyotyping/iso-enzyme analysis and were passaged for a maximum of 2 months, 
after which new cell line stocks were thawed for experimental use. Furthermore, all 
cell lines were routinely verified by growth rate, morphology, and/or flow cytometry 
and tested negative for mycoplasma using MycoAlert Mycoplasma Kit (Lonza, Breda, The 
Netherlands). Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) from healthy donors were 
isolated by Ficoll-Paque (GE Healthcare, Eindhoven, The Netherlands) from buffy coats 
supplied by Sanquin Blood Bank (Amsterdam, The Netherlands).

Cloning of TEG011_CD8α and TEGLM1_CD8α

Clone FE11 was generated as previously described (28). FE11 and LM1 (non-functional 
γ9δ2TCR with length mutation on the complementary determining region 3 (CDR3) of 
the δ2-chain (31)) γδTCRs were subcloned to pMP71 retroviral vectors containing both 
γTCR and δTCR chains, separated by a ribosomal skipping T2A sequence. pU57 con-
structs containing a ribosomal skipping P2A sequence, followed by full-length human 
CD8α were purchased from Baseclear (Leiden, The Netherlands). Thereafter, CD8α was 
subcloned into pMP71 vector using XhoI and HindIII restriction sites downstream of 
γ115TCR-T2A-δ115_LM1 sequence to generate a TEGLM1_CD8α construct that contained 
NcoI and XhoI restriction sites up- and downstream of LM1 γδTCR chains. NcoI and XhoI 
restriction sites were then inserted up- and downstream of FE11 γδTCR sequences by 
site-directed mutagenesis PCR, after which this sequence was ligated to P2A-CD8α se-
quence in pMP71 vector using the introduced NcoI and XhoI sites, generating a TEG011_
CD8α construct (Supplementary Table 1). Where indicated, CD4+, CD8+, CD4+CD8αα+ and 
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CD4+CD8αβ+ TCR-transduced T-cells were sorted using a FACSAria II (BD) flow cytometry 
to >99% purity. Expression levels of CD8α mutants were measured by flow cytometry 
using anti-CD8α antibody (clones RPA-T8).

Functional T cell assays

IFNγ ELISPOT was performed using anti-human IFNγ mAb1-D1K (I) and mAb7-B6–1 
(II) (Mabtech) per the manufacturer’s protocol. 15,000 TEG cells (TEG011, TEGLM1, 
TEG011_CD8α, or TEGLM1_CD8α) were co-incubated with 50,000 target cells (E:T ratio 
1:3) for 18-24 hours in nitrocellulose-bottomed 96-well plates (Millipore). IFNγ spots 
were visualized with TMB substrate (Sanquin) and subsequently the number of spots 
was quantified using ELISPOT Analysis Software (Aelvis). Where indicated, blocking of 
CD8α was performed using 10 μg/ml anti-CD8α antibody clone OKT8 (eBioscience) and 
blocking of CD8β with 10 μg/ml anti-CD8β clone 2ST8.5H7 (Abcam).

Retroviral transductions of T cells

TEGs were generated as previously described (30). Briefly, Phoenix-Ampho packaging 
cells were transfected with gag-pol (pHIT60), env (pCOLT-GALV), and pMP71 retroviral 
constructs containing both γTCR and δTCR chains separated by a ribosomal skipping T2A 
sequence and followed by CD8α sequence separated by P2A sequence where applicable, 
using FugeneHD reagent (Promega, Leiden, The Netherlands). PBMCs from a healthy 
donor pre-activated with 30 ng/mL anti-CD3 (clone OKT3, Miltenyi Biotec) and 50 IU/mL 
IL-2 (Proleukin, Novartis, Arnhem, The Netherlands) were transduced twice with viral 
supernatant within 48 hours, in the presence of 50 IU/mL IL-2 and 6 µg/mL polybrene 
(Sigma-Aldrich, Zwijndrecht, The Netherlands). TCR-transduced T cells were expanded 
by stimulation with anti-CD3/CD28 Dynabeads (500,000 beads/106 cells; Thermo Fisher 
Scientific, Breda, The Netherlands) and 50 IU/mL IL-2. Thereafter, transduced T cells 
were depleted of the non-engineered T cells.

Depletion of non-engineered T cells

Non-engineered T cells was depleted as previously described (27). In brief, transduced 
T cells were incubated with a biotin-labeled anti-αβTCR antibody (clone BW242/412; 
Miltenyi Biotec, Leiden, The Netherlands) and then incubated with an anti-biotin anti-
body coupled to magnetic beads (anti-biotin MicroBeads; Miltenyi Biotec). Thereafter, 
the cell suspension was loaded onto an LD column, and αβTCR+ T cells were depleted by 
MACS cell separation per the manufacturer’s protocol (Miltenyi Biotec). After depletion, 
TEGs were expanded using a T cell rapid expansion protocol (REP) (30).

Separation of CD4+ subsets of TEGs

The separation of CD4+ TEGs was performed using CD4 Microbeads (Miltenyi Biotech) as 
per manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, TEGs were incubated with magnetic microbeads 
cells and loaded into LS column for MACS cell separation. Thereafter, CD4+ selected or 
bulk (with CD4:CD8 ratio 50:50) TEGs were expanded separately using REP. TEG expres-
sion was monitored prior to functional assays or in vivo infusion by flow cytometry using 
anti-αβTCR-APC (clone IP26, eBioscience), anti-pan-γδTCR-PE (clone IMMU510, Beckman 
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Coulter), anti-CD8-PerCP-Cy5.5 (clone RPA-T8, Biolegend), anti-CD4-PeCy7 (clone TPA-
R4, Biolegend), anti-CD4-FITC (clone TPA-R4, Biolegend), and Vδ1-FITC (clone TS8.2, 
Thermo Fisher Scientific) antibodies.

Animal model

The NOD.Cg-PrkdcscidIl2rgtm1WjlTg(HLA-A24)3Dvs/Sz (NSG-A24:02) mice (34) were bred 
and housed in the breeding unit of the Central Animal Facility of Utrecht University. 
Experiments were conducted per institutional guidelines after obtaining permission 
from the local Ethical Committee, and performed in accordance with the current Dutch 
laws on Animal Experimentation. Mice were housed in individually ventilated cage (IVC) 
system to maintain sterile conditions and fed with sterile food and water. After irradi-
ation, mice were given the antibiotic ciproxin in the sterile water for the duration of 
the experiment. Both male and female mice were randomized with equal distribution 
among the different groups, based on age and initial weight (measure on Day -1) into 
10 mice/group. Adult NSG-A24:02 mice (11-20 weeks old) received sub-lethal total 
body irradiation (1,75 Gy) on day -1 followed by intravenous injection of 1x105 K562-
HLA-A*24:02 luciferase tumor cells on day 0, and received 2 intravenous injections of 
TEG011, TEG011_CD8α or TEGLM1_CD8α cells on day 1 and 6 as previously reported (32). 
Together with the first TEGs injection, all mice received 0,6 × 106 IU of IL-2 (Proleukin; 
Novartis) in 100µl incomplete Freund’s adjuvant (IFA) subcutaneously and subsequently 
administered every 3 weeks until the end of the experiment. Mice were monitored at 
least twice a week for any symptoms of disease (sign of paralysis, weakness, and reduced 
motility), weight loss, and clinical appearance scoring (scoring parameter included 
hunched appearance, activity, fur texture, and piloerection). The humane endpoint 
was reached when mice showed aforementioned symptoms of disease, experienced a 
20% weight loss from the initial weight (measured on day -1), developed extramedullary 
solid tumor masses (if any) reached 2 cm³ in volume and when clinical appearance score 
2 was reached for an individual parameter or a total score of 4.

Flow cytometry analysis

The following antibodies were used for flow cytometry analysis: huCD45-PB (clone HI30; 
Sony Biotechnology), pan-γδTCR-PE (clone IMMU510; Beckman-Coulter), mCD45-APC 
(clone 30-F11, Sony Biotechnology), αβTCR-FITC (clone IP26; Biolegend), CD4-PeCy7 
(clone RPA-T4, Biolegend), CD8-PerCPCy5.5 (clone RPA-T8, Biolegend), PD-1-BV711 
(clone EH12.2H7, Biolegend), and TIM3-BV650 (clone F38-2E2, Biolegend). To exclude 
non-viable cells from the analysis, Fixable Viability Dye eFluor506 was used (eBiosci-
ence). All samples were analyzed on a BD LSRFortessa using FACSDiva Software (BD 
Biosciences).

Assessment for TEGs persistence

Mouse peripheral blood samples were obtained via cheek vein (max. 50-70 µl/mouse) 
once a week. Red blood cell was lysed using 1X RBC lysis buffer (Biolegend) and were 
then stained with a mixture of antibody panels as listed above. The persistence of TEG 
cells were counted as absolute cell number of huCD45+γδTCR+CD8+ population in mouse 
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peripheral blood using Flow-count Fluorospheres (Beckman Coulter) measured by flow 
cytometry.

Preparation of single cell suspensions

At the end of the study period, bone marrow (mixed from tibia and femur) and spleen 
sections were isolated and processed into single cell suspension. Femur and tibia from 
the hind legs were collected; bone marrow cells were collected by centrifugation of the 
bones at 10,000 rpm for 15 seconds and resuspension of the cells in phosphate buffer 
saline (PBS).

A small section of the spleen was minced and filtered through a 70µm cell strainer (BD); 
incubated with 1X RBC lysis buffer cells for maximum 4 minutes, and subsequently cells 
were washed and resuspended in PBS.

Absolute cell number of TEG cells were quantified using Flow-count Fluorospheres and 
measured from a total of 106 cells stained for the presence of TEG cells in spleen and 
bone marrow by flow cytometry analysis (BD LSRFortessa).

Histology staining and analysis

Formalin-fixed femur for bone marrow sections were embedded in paraffin and cut into 
4 μm sections. Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining was performed for the femur, for 
bone marrow section. Tissue sections were evaluated to assess for any differences in the 
presence, distribution and extension of neoplastic foci indicating tumor tissue. Tissue 
sections of the femur were evaluated for quantification of tumor tissue by dividing 
the area covered by the tumor cells by the total area of bone marrow tissue visible in 
the section using the ImageJ analysis system software (NHI, Bethesda, Maryland, USA) 
and expressed as a percentage. Images were taken using an Olympus BX45 microscope 
with the Olympus DP25 camera and analyzed using DP2-BSW (version 2.2) or ImageJ 
softwares.

Statistical Analyses

Experimental data were analyzed using GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Software Inc., La 
Jolla, CA, USA) and shown as mean ± standard deviation (SD) or standard error of mean 
(SEM) with *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; and ****P < 0.0001. Statistical significances 
between groups were assessed using a non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test, a two-way 
ANOVA, and a mixed-effects model with repeated measures where indicated.

RESULTS

Co-transfer of transgenic CD8α receptor is sufficient to re-establish tumor reac-
tivity of CD4+ TEG011 cells
We previously identified an allo-restricted CD8α-dependent Vγ5Vδ1TCR clone FE11 (28), 
which showed in vitro antitumor reactivity against HLA-A*24:02-expressing tumor cells 
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(32). We therefore investigated whether introduction of CD8αα or CD8αβ along with 
Vγ5Vδ1TCR derived from clone FE11 could re-establish antitumor reactivity of not only 
CD8+, but also CD4+ TEG011 cells. Hence, we co-transduced T cells with the FE11 γδTCR, 
and with either CD8α alone or CD8α together with CD8β (Figure S1). Subsequently, we 
sorted separate sets of CD4+ TEG011 cells that co-expressed either exogenous CD8αα 
(CD4+CD8α+) or CD8αβ (CD4+CD8αβ+) as well as TEG011 cells expressing only endoge-
nous CD4 and CD8 as negative and positive controls for tumor recognition, respectively 
(Figure 1A). Thereafter, TEG cells were co-cultured with SW480 and EBV-LCL target 
cells or healthy PBMCs as mock control. Both CD4+CD8α+ and CD4+CD8αβ+ TEG011 cells 
secreted significantly higher levels of IFNγ upon exposure to tumor targets than CD4+ 
TEG011 cells. The acquired antitumor reactivity of CD4+CD8α+ and CD4+CD8αβ+ TEG011 
cells could be blocked by CD8α and CD8β blocking antibodies (Figure 1B), confirming 
the strict dependence of FE11 γδTCR on introduced CD8 molecules. Taken together, we 
showed that introduction of CD8α alone is sufficient to re-establish antitumor reactivity 
of CD4+ T cells expressing FE11 γδTCR. Introduction of CD8β did not further enhance 
tumor recognition, but was functionally involved in the molecular interaction with its 
target when present.

For clinical administration, co-expression of both CD8α and the γδTCR in one vector is 
preferred to allow reproducible and cost-effective production processes (26, 27, 35). 
Moreover, co-expressing both CD8α and the γδTCR in one vector can also overcome the 
difference in transduction efficiency when they were transduced separately. Therefore, 
we generated new retroviral constructs carrying either FE11 γδTCR or a non-functional 
length mutant clone LM1 γδTCR ((31); served as mock control) followed by full-length 
human CD8α receptor sequences (TEG011_CD8α and TEGLM1_CD8α, Figure 1C). To elu-
cidate whether introduction of transgenic CD8α receptor adequately rescues TEG011 re-
activity in CD4-transduced cells once delivered by the very same vector, we co-cultured 
tumor target HLA-A*24:02-transduced K562, SW480, and EBV-LVL cells with either CD4+ 
TEG011_CD8α, CD4+ TEGLM1_CD8α, or CD4+ TEG011 (without introduction of the CD8α 
receptor). Healthy T cells and TEG011 bulk cells (with CD4:CD8 1:1 ratio) were used as 
the untransformed mock target and positive effector control, respectively (Figure 1D). 
CD4+ TEG011_CD8α cells produced a significantly higher IFNγ level compared to CD4+ 
TEG011, which was equivalent to those of TEG011 bulk cells against all tumor targets, 
without affecting healthy cells. Importantly, enhanced tumor recognition was strictly 
restricted to TEG011_CD8α cells and not TEGLM1_CD8α mock cells, highlighting the 
specific role of CD8α as co-stimulation for the introduced FE11 γδTCR. We concluded 
that introduction of transgenic CD8α receptor in combination with Vγ5Vδ1TCR derived 
from clone FE11 allowed reprogramming of CD4+ T cells towards HLA-A*24:02-expressing 
tumor cells in vitro.
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Figure 1 Introduction of transgenic CD8α receptor on TEG011 improves T cell activation. (A) TEG011 
were retrovirally transduced with either CD8α alone or CD8α in combination with CD8β. CD4+, CD8+, 
CD4+CD8α+ and CD4+CD8αβ+ subsets of T cells were subsequently sorted (left panel is a representative 
sorting plot for CD4+, CD8+ and CD4+CD8α+ cells; CD4+CD8αβ+ cells were sorted in a similar manner) and 
tested for recognition of SW480 and EBV-LCL target cells by IFNγ ELISPOT (right panel). Healthy PBMCs 
were included as untransformed mock control target cells. Data are of representative of four independent 
experiments and error bars represent mean ± SEM (**P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001) calculated by two-way ANOVA. 
(B) CD8α and CD8β blocking on CD4+ T cells were transduced with the FE11 γδTCR and CD8α alone, or 
CD8α with CD8β. TEG011 was co-incubated with SW480 target cells in the presence of a control antibody, 
or CD8α or CD8β blocking antibodies. IFNγ production was measured by ELISPOT. Data represent mean ± 
SD of replicates for each effector (**P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; ****P < 0.0001) calculated by two-way ANOVA. 
(C) Schematic diagram of pMP71 retroviral vector constructs containing codon-optimized human γδTCR 
sequences from either clone FE11 (referred as TEG011_CD8α) or non-functional LM1 chains (referred as 
TEGLM1_CD8α) in combination with full length of human CD8α receptor (top panel). Within the transgene 
cassettes, individual γTCR and δTCR chains have been linked with a self-cleaving thosea asigna virus 2A 
(T2A; black box) ribosomal skipping sequence, while the CD8α sequence was connected with a porcine 
teschovirus-1–derived 2A (P2A; grey box) ribosomal skipping sequence. (D) CD4+ αβT cells were transduced 
with either TEGLM1_CD8α, TEG011, or TEG011_CD8α γδTCR (as effector cells) and subsequently co-cul-
tured with HLA-A*24:02-expressing target cell lines or healthy T cells (E:T ratio is 1:3) for 18-24 h. TEG011 
bulk population with 50:50 ratio of both CD4+ and CD8+ TEGs and T cells from healthy donor were used as 
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positive and untransformed mock controls, respectively. Antitumor reactivity was 
measured by IFNγ ELISPOT, where 50 spots/15,000 cells were considered as a positive antitumor response 
and indicated by the dashed horizontal line. Data are representative of three independent experiment 
with replicates for each target and error bars represent mean ± SD (*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ****P < 0.0001) 
calculated by two-way ANOVA.

TEG011_CD8α improves in vivo tumor control and associates with higher per-
sistence of functional T cells
In previous studies, we have shown TEG011 efficacy against HLA-A*24:02-expressing tumor 
cells in vitro and an extended in vivo safety profile as well as peripheral persistence of 
TEG011, where long-term persistence of TEG associated with reduced probability for de-
veloping extramedullary solid tumor masses in vivo (32, 36). To assess the consequence of 
the additional expression of TEG011_CD8α, NSG transgenic mice expressing human HLA-
A*24:02 (NSG-A24:02) were irradiated, received luciferase-labeled HLA-A*24:02-trans-
duced CML tumor cells (K562) and subsequently obtained two infusions of either mock 
control TEGLM1_CD8α, TEG011_CD8α, or TEG011 cells. All infused TEG variants showed 
comparable γδTCR expression, where the transduced αβT cells expressed Vδ1+ TCR for 
TEG011 and TEG011_CD8α (Figure S2). Mice were monitored for tumor burden assessed 
by bioluminescent imaging, T cell persistence and infiltration, as well as any other signs 
of discomfort. Mice were sacrificed when the humane endpoints were reached (exper-
imental outline Figure 2A). TEG011_CD8α-treated mice had a significantly lower tumor 
burden over time compared to the mock control TEGLM1_CD8α and TEG011-treated 
groups (Figure 2B), indicating superior tumor control in vivo by TEG011_CD8α.

Next, we assessed CD8-expressing TEG cell product properties and persistence by mea-
suring viable huCD45+γδTCR+CD8+ single positive and huCD45+γδTCR+CD4+CD8+ double 
positive cells (present in mock TEGLM1_CD8α and TEG011_CD8α only) in mouse periph-
eral blood using flow cytometry. TEG cells persisted up to 4 weeks after infusion in the 
mouse peripheral blood (Figure 2C). Despite some repeated measure; (*P < 0.05; **P < 
0.01). (C) TEG cells were measured in peripheral blood using flow cytometry by quan-
tifying the absolute cell numbers of TEGLM1_CD8α mock (open light gray rectangle), 
TEG011 (open black circle), and TEG011_CD8α (open black triangle) in tumor-bearing 
mice. TEG cells are distinguished into different cellular compartments: CD8+ single pos-
itive (SP; white stacked bar), CD4+ single positive (SP; grey stacked bar), and CD4+CD8+ 
double positive (DP; grey dotted stacked bar). Black arrows indicate higher or lower T 
cell counts observed. Data are shown as mean ± SEM of all mice per group (n = 10 mice). 
Statistical significances were calculated by a mixed-effects model with repeated mea-
sures (*P < 0.05; ****P < 0.0001). (D) Functional CD8-expressing TEG cells was assessed 
in spleen and bone marrow by quantifying the total viable cells of huCD45+γδTCR+CD8+ 
and huCD45+γδTCR+CD4+CD8+ per one million single cell suspension by flow cytometry. 
Cell counts of individual mouse per treatment group are represented by each symbol. 
Functional TEG011 cells consist of two different cellular compartments: CD8+ single 
positive (SP; white stacked bar) and CD4+CD8+ double positive (DP; grey dotted stacked 
bar). Data are shown as mean ± SEM (*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01) calculated by a mixed-effects 
model with repeated measures.

Figure 1 (Continued)
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Figure 2 TEG011_CD8α improves in vivo tumor control against HLA-A*24:02+ tumor cells and enhanc-
es TEG persistence and infiltration. (A) Schematic overview of the in vivo experiment for NSG-A24:02 
tumor-bearing mice. Irradiated mice were intravenously injected with K562-HLA*A24:02-luciferase tumor 
cells on day 0 followed by two infusions of TEG011, TEG011_CD8α or TEGLM1_CD8α mock cells on days 
1 and 6. Mice were monitored regularly and sacrificed when the humane endpoint (HEP) was reached. 
(B) Tumor burden for K562-HLA*A24:02-luciferase was assessed in vivo by measuring integrated signal 
density per total surface area (count/mm2) using bioluminescence imaging (BLI) with the mouse abdo-
men facing up. Data are shown only up to week 3 for the TEGLM1_CD8α mock-treated group (open light 
gray rectangle) due to subsequent mouse dropout >50%, while data for TEG011 (open black circle) and 
TEG011_CD8α (open black triangle) are shown up to week 4. Data are shown as mean ± SEM of all mice 
per group (n = 10). Statistical significances were calculated by a mixed-effects model withimbalance in 
the CD4:CD8 ratio with lower numbers for CD8+ TEG011 infused (Figure S2), more CD8+ TEG011 persisted 
over time when compared to CD8+ single positive TEG011_CD8α. Vice versa, endogenous CD4 T cells for 
TEG011_CD8α were lower before infusion when compared to TEG011 prior to infusion, while CD4+CD8+ 
double positive TEG011_CD8α were higher in numbers over time when compared to both non-functional 
CD4+CD8+ TEGLM1_CD8α and non-functional CD4+ TEG011 cells (Figure 2C). As a net effect, we observed 
more functional CD8-expressing T cells for TEG011_CD8α cells when compared to TEG011 (Figure 2C and 
S3). Next, we investigated the expression of PD1 and TIM3 on CD8+ single positive cells and CD4+ single 
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positive or CD4+CD8+ double positive cells. Higher numbers of T cells expressing 
PD1 or TIM3 were observed on TEG011_CD8α cells, as compared to mock TEGLM1_CD8α and TEG011 cells 
(Figure S4A and B). CD8+ single positive TEG011 and TEG011_CD8α showed an increased PD1 expression 
when compared to CD8+ single positive TEG_LM1 (Figure S4A). A partial decline of TIM3 expression was 
most pronounced over time in CD8+ single positive TEG011_CD8α (Figure S4B).

Thereafter, we investigated infiltration of TEG cells into spleen and bone marrow on 
weeks 1 and 2 after infusion. Specifically, we compared the TEG011 and TEG011_CD8α 
groups to elucidate the contribution of transgenic CD8α co-expression in TEG011 in-
filtration in vivo, and focused on the total sum of functional CD8-expressing TEG011 
cells. We detected a significantly higher number of functional TEG cells infiltrating in 
the spleen and bone marrow of TEG011_CD8α-treated mice at both time points (Figure 
2D). Importantly, we did not observe rapid clearance of functional TEG011_CD8α cells 
in these tissues within these time points, whereas TEG011 cells were barely detected. 
Thus, we conclude that CD8α co-stimulation with TEG011 improves overall in vivo tumor 
control, T cell persistence and infiltration.

Figure 3 TEG011_CD8α effectively cleared tumor cells in bone marrow, without a significant differ-
ence in tumor infiltration observed in other major organs. (A) Representative pictures H&E stained of 
mouse bone marrow from where no neoplastic cells (black arrow) observed only in TEG011_CD8a treated 
group for each individual mouse. Magnification:10×; Shown are representative pictures from individual 
mice of each treatment group (n = 5mice/group); (B) Percentage cases of tumor infiltration in mouse 
bone marrow for each treatment group (n = 5mice/group). Calculation was performed by dividing the area 
covered by the tumor cells per the total area of bone marrow tissue visible in the section using ImageJ. 
Data are shown as mean ± SEM (*P < 0.05) calculated by non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test.

Figure 2 (Continued)
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TEG011_CD8α enhanced T cell infiltration and effectively cleared tumor cells in 
bone marrow
We previously reported an extensive in vivo safety profile of TEG011 against healthy 
tissues that express HLA-A*24:02 molecules, in which no significant histological lesions 
were observed in major organs, including liver, spleen, and intestine (36). For histo-
pathology analysis, we collected a femur bone marrow section from each treatment 
group at the end of the study period to further evaluate antitumor efficacy of the new 
TEG011_CD8α cells (Figure 3A). Tissue sections were assessed for the presence and ex-
tension of the neoplastic foci. The mock control TEGLM1_CD8α-treated group showed 
evident 19,2% neoplastic infiltration, whereas the TEG011-treated group showed up 
to 3,4% neoplastic infiltration of a homogeneous population of neoplastic cells in the 
bone marrow. Interestingly, we did not observe any neoplastic infiltration in the bone 
marrow of mice in the TEG011_CD8α group and the appearance of bone marrow cell 
composition and cellularity were normal (Figure 3B). In conclusion, here we report that 
TEG011_CD8α effectively cleared tumor cells in bone marrow, emphasizing the role of 
CD8α co-stimulation for better in vivo tumor control of TEG011 cells. Overall, our data 
indicate that introduction of transgenic CD8α on TEG011 cells effectively improves in 
vivo tumor control and better T cell infiltration into bone marrow.

DISCUSSION

TEG011 has been reported to specifically recognize HLA-A*24:02+ malignant cells while 
sparing the HLA-A*24:02-expressing healthy tissues with the requirement of CD8α 
co-stimulation (32, 36). While TEG011 has shown a favorable efficacy profile in vivo, 
we only observed in 44% of the mice long-term persistence of functional TEG011 cells, 
which could be due to the lack of support by antigen-specific CD4+ T cells (29, 36). 
To further improve the antitumor efficacy of TEG011, we introduced transgenic CD8α 
co-receptor together with TEG011 cells. In this study, we reported on the capacity of 
the introduced CD8α co-receptor to successfully redirect non-reactive CD4+ TEG011 
cells in vivo and in vitro against tumor targets that express HLA-A*24:02 molecules. 
Furthermore, TEG011_CD8α cells showed higher T cell counts and stable peripheral 
persistence in vivo, which was, however, mainly a consequence of the persistence of 
CD4+CD8+ double positive TEG011_CD8α and not an improved persistence of CD8+ single 
positive TEG011_CD8α. Regardless of the precise underlying molecular mechanism, for 
the first time we observed tumor clearance in the bone marrow by TEG011_CD8α, but 
not by TEG011 alone.

Reprogramming CD4+ T cells by genetic engineering has been reported to clinically 
impact efficacy and toxicity by high affinity receptors, like CARs (37). Vγ9Vδ2TCR (30) 
and CD8αβ independent αβTCRs (38) have been also reported to reprogram CD4+ T cells 
which have the not only the ability to exert tumor cell killing but also induce maturation 
of professional antigen presenting cells. Transfer of CD8αβ in combination with inter-
mediate affinity tumor reactive αβTCR has been reported to support tumor control in 
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vitro and in vivo (39, 40) and for high affinity αβTCR with artificial signaling domains 
adding CD8α alone has been shown to reprogram CD4+ T cells (41). Within this context, 
our data show that CD8αα in combination with a natural γδTCR functions serves as 
co-stimulatory receptor, as opposed to the well-described inhibitory function of CD8αα 
on αβT cells within the context of a natural αβTCR. Expression of that CD8αα on acti-
vated CD4+ and CD8αβ+ αβT cells has been reported to act as corepressor by competing 
with CD8αβ+ cells for p56lck signaling molecule (42). Though we investigated the role 
of CD8αα in the TEG concept, our data support the notion that CD8αα in combination 
with a γδTCR are synergistic on natural γδT cells, as activated CD8αα+ γδT cells were 
reported in supporting control of HIV infection (43). We have also previously reported 
significant increases in circulating CD8αα+ γδT cells in CMV-positive population (28). 
Thus, CD8αα appears to have opposing functions on innate and adaptive immune cells, 
where it acts as co-stimulatory receptor in the context of a γδTCR.

Using humanized transgenic mice expressing human HLA-A*24:02, we could study the 
implication of CD8α introduction to TEG011, referred to as TEG011_CD8α, elucidating 
their improved efficacy in vivo. We provide evidence that TEG011_CD8α effectively 
cleared tumor cells in bone marrow and elicited better tumor control against human 
HLA-A*24:02-expressing tumor cells. We cannot entirely exclude that superior tumor 
control in TEG011_CD8α may have been caused initially by more CD8 single positive cells 
in the TEG011_CD8α product compared to TEG011 product, as CD4+/CD8+ ratios could not 
be entirely controlled in the experimental set up prior to infusion. However, our mouse 
model also allowed us to investigate TEG011_CD8α kinetics in the presence of tumor 
cells; and we observed sustained long-term TEG persistence mainly for γδTCR+CD4+CD8+ 
double positive and a decline in γδTCR+CD8+ single positive TEG011_CD8α cells. Impor-
tantly, the sustained peripheral TEG persistence was only observed for TEG011_CD8α 
but not TEGLM1_CD8α, highlighting the key role of a functional tumor-reactive γδTCR. 
This observation rather argues against the classical helper function of γδTCR+CD4+CD8+ 
double positive TEG011_CD8α cells within the context of TEG011_CD8α. Hence, the con-
current expression of CD4+ and CD8+ co-receptor most likely provided additional survival 
signal for tumor-specific CD4+ T cells, which did not, however, translate into classical 
helper functions towards CD8+ T cells (36, 44, 45). CD4+ T cells have been reported to 
avoid expression of inhibitory receptors on CD8+ T cells (46) and as an important cell 
subset to induce memory T cell formation (47). Along this line we observed over time 
reduced expression of TIM3 in CD8+ single positive TEG011_CD8α cells compared to 
mock and TEG011 group. CD4+CD8+ double positive TEG011_CD8α cells had lower levels 
of TIM3 when compared to CD8+ single positive TEG011_CD8α cells. These data remain 
difficult to interpret, and most likely simply reflect different regulation and activation 
of functional and non-functional CD4+ and CD8+ TEG cells. We also acknowledge that 
xenograft mouse models do not allow to completely mimic all potential helper roles 
of human CD4+ T cells, due to the lack of human professional antigen presenting cells.

The precise molecular interaction between CD8αα and its specific ligand in our con-
text remains yet to be unraveled. The CD8αα receptor has been shown to bind to MHC 
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Class I molecules, including HLA-A*02:01, HLA-A*11:01, HLA-B*35:01, HLA-C*07:02, via 
protruding α3 domain loop of MHC molecules with lower affinity than the binding of 
a TCR-pMHC complex (48-51). Polymorphisms in the MHC α3 domain contributes to a 
binding variation of CD8αα to different HLA molecules, such as HLA-A*24:02. In this 
context, HLA-A*24:02 is one of the possible ligands for CD8αα on TEG011, in line with 
an earlier study that reported CD8αα interaction with HLA-A*24:02 in a similar way with 
HLA-A*02:01, involving binding to the α2 and α3 domains, as well as to the β2m domain 
of pMHC complex, but with different conformation that suggests CD8αα plasticity (52). 
The non-classical MHC molecules are also reported to interact with CD8α, such as HLA-G 
and HLA-E (53). HLA-G is a known ligand for CD8αα, which is expressed on some col-
orectal cancer (54-56), while HLA-E is mainly expressed in human endothelial cells and 
is highly expressed in tumor cells (53). Other studies also demonstrated the interaction 
between CD8 and CEACAM5, which support the possibility of CEACAM5 as CD8α ligands 
(57). Overall, we demonstrate that TEG011 equipped with human CD8α co-receptor elic-
its superior tumor control and long-term persistence, which mainly impacted numbers 
of functional γδTCR+CD4+CD8+ double positive TEG011_CD8α cells, and associated with 
better T cell infiltration. In addition, TEG011_CD8α cells successfully cleared tumor 
cells in the bone marrow, which highlights its potential for further clinical application.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES

Figure S1 Transgene expression levels on T cells transduced with the FE11 γδTCR in combination with 
CD8α alone or CD8α and CD8β. αβT cells were transduced with the FE11 γδTCR, and with either CD8α 
alone or CD8α combined with CD8β. Thereafter, CD4+, CD8+, CD4+CD8α+ and CD4+CD8αβ+ TEG011 cells 
were sorted, and the expression of γδTCR and CD8α was measured by flow cytometry.

Figure S2 γδTCR expression of TEG011, TEG011_CD8α, and TEGLM1_CD8α mock. Representative flow 
cytometry plots for γδTCR expression of TEGLM1_CD8α (top panel), TEG011_CD8α (middle panel), and 
TEG011 (bottom panel) prior to infusion into mice after 2 weeks expansion. Representative plots for Vδ1 
TCR expression of TEG011 and TEG011_CD8α were included as quality control for flow cytometry panel 
using pan-γδTCR monoclonal antibody.
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Figure S3 Overall functional TEG011 cells in periphery. Absolute number of CD8-expressing TEG011 cells 
were measured in peripheral blood by flow cytometry for TEG011 (open black circle) and TEG011_CD8α 
(open black triangle) in tumor-bearing mice. TEG cells are distinguished into two different cellular com-
partments: CD8+ single positive (SP; white stacked bar) and CD4+CD8+ double positive (DP; grey dotted 
stacked bar). Black arrows indicate higher or lower T cell counts observed. Data represent mean ± SEM 
of all mice per group (n = 10 mice). Statistical significances were calculated by a mixed-effects model 
with repeated measures (*P < 0.05).

Figure S4 PD1 and TIM3 expression on CD4+ and CD8+ TEGs. Absolute cell counts of PD1-expressing (A) 
and TIM3-expressing (B) huCD45+γδTCR+CD8+ single positive cells (left panel) and huCD45+γδTCR+CD4+ 
single positive or CD4+CD8+ double positive cells (right panel) were measured by flow cytometry for 
TEGLM1_CD8α mock (open light gray rectangle), TEG011 (open black circle), and TEG011_CD8α (grey 
triangle). Black arrows indicate higher or lower T cell counts observed. Data represent mean ± SEM of 
all mice per group (n = 10 mice). Statistical significances were calculated by a mixed-effects model with 
repeated measures (*P < 0.05; ****P < 0.0001).
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Supplementary Table 1. Complete sequence of TEG011_CD8α

(pMP71-TCR_FE11g-T2A-FE11d_P2A-CD8a)

       >>--TCR FE11γ-->
1081 gctcacttac aggcggccac gcgtggatcc gaattcacca tgggatgggc tctgctggtg 

 >---------------------------------TCR FE11γ------------------------------>
1141 ctgctggcct ttctgtctcc tgccagccag aagtccagca acctggaagg cggcaccaa 

 >----------------------------------TCR FE11γ------------------------------->
1201 agcgtgacca gacctacaag aagcagcgcc gagatcacct gtgacctgac cgtgatcaac 

 >--------------------------------TCR FE11γ------------------------------>
1261 gccttctaca tccactggta tctgcaccaa gaaggcaagg cccctcagcg gctgctgtac 

 >----------------------------------TCR FE11γ------------------------------>
1321 tacgatgtgt ccaacagcaa ggacgtgctg gaaagcggac tgagccccgg caagtactac 

 >---------------------------------TCR FE11γ------------------------------>
1381 acccacacac ctagacggtg gtcctggatc ctgatcctgc ggaacctgat cgagaacgac 

 >--------------------------------TCR FE11γ------------------------------>
1441 tccggcgtgt actactgcgc cacctgggat agacccgaga tctactataa gaagctgttc 

 >----------------------------------TCR FE11γ------------------------------->
1501 ggcagcggca ccacactggt ggtcacagac aaacagctgg acgccgacgt gtcccctaa 

 >--------------------------------TCR FE11γ------------------------------>
1561 cctaccatct tcctgccttc tatcgccgag acaaagctgc agaaggccgg cacctacct 

 >---------------------------------TCR FE11γ------------------------------>
1621 tgcctgctgg aaaagttctt cccagacgtg atcaagatcc actgggaaga gaagaagtcc 

 >----------------------------------TCR FE11γ-------------------------------->
1681 aacaccatcc tgggcagcca agagggcaac accatgaaga ccaacgacac ctacatgaa 

 >---------------------------------TCR FE11γ------------------------------->
1741 ttcagctggc tgaccgtgcc tgagaagtcc ctggacaaag aacaccggtg catcgtgcg 

 >---------------------------------TCR FE11γ------------------------------->
1801 cacgagaaca acaagaacgg cgtggaccaa gagatcatct tcccacctat caagaccgac 

 >---------------------------------TCR FE11γ------------------------------->
1861 gtcatcacaa tggaccccaa ggacaactgc tccaaggacg ccaacgatac cctgctgct 

 >--------------------------------TCR FE11γ----------------------------->
1921 cagctgacaa acaccagcgc ctactacatg tatttgctgc tgttgctgaa gtccgtggt 

 >--------------------------------TCR FE11γ------------------------------>
1981 tacttcgcca tcatcacatg ctgcctgctg cggagaaccg ccttctgctg caatggcga 

 ----->>------------------------------T2A linker------------------------------
2041 aaaagcgtcg acagcggctc tggcagatct ggctctggcg aaggcagagg ctctctgct 

 -------------------------T2A linker----------------------->>----------------
2101 acatgtggcg acgtggaaga gaaccccgga cctcgcttaa ttaacatggt gttcagcagc 

 >---------------------------------TCR FE11δ------------------------------>
2161 ctgctgtgcg tgttcgtggc ctttagctac agcggaagca gcgtggccca gaaagtgaca 

 >--------------------------------TCR FE11δ------------------------------>
2221 caggcccagt cctccgtgtc tatgcctgtg cggaaagccg tgacactgaa ctgcctgtac 

 >---------------------------------TCR FE11δ------------------------------>
2281 gagacaagct ggtggtctta ctacatcttc tggtacaagc agctgcccag caaagagat 

 >---------------------------------TCR FE11δ------------------------------->
2341 atctttctga tccggcaggg cagcgacgag cagaatgcca agagcggcag atactccgt 

 >--------------------------------TCR FE11δ------------------------------>
2401 aacttcaaga aagccgccaa gtctgtggcc ctgaccatct ctgctctgca actggaagat 

 >---------------------------------TCR FE11δ----------------------------->
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2461 agcgccaagt acttctgcgc cctgggcgat tcttatggcg gcggacctct gtacaccgac 
 >---------------------------------TCR FE11δ------------------------------->

2521 aagctgatct tcggcaaggg caccagagtg accgtggaac ctagaagcca gcctcacacc 
 >--------------------------------TCR FE11δ------------------------------>

2581 aagccttccg tgtttgtgat gaagaacggc accaacgtgg cctgcctggt caaagagttc 
 >---------------------------------TCR FE11δ------------------------------>

2641 taccctaagg acatccggat caacctggtg tccagcaaga agatcaccga gttcgacccc 
 >---------------------------------TCR FE11δ-------------------------------->

2701 gccatcgtga tcagccctag cggcaagtat aacgccgtga agctggggaa gtacgaggac 
 >---------------------------------TCR FE11δ------------------------------->

2761 agcaatagcg tgacctgcag cgtgcagcat gataacaaga ccgtgcacag caccgatttc 
 >----------------------------------TCR FE11δ--------------------------------->

2821 gaagtgaaaa ccgactccac cgaccacgtg aagcccaaag agacagagaa caccaagca 
 >---------------------------------TCR FE11δ------------------------------->

2881 cccagcaagt cctgccacaa gcctaaggcc atcgtgcaca ccgagaaagt gaacatgat 
 >--------------------------------TCR FE11δ------------------------------>

2941 agcctgacag tgctgggcct gagaatgctg ttcgccaaga cagtggccgt gaatttcct 
 >-------TCR FE11δ------->>-----------------P2A linker----------------

3001 ctgaccgcca agctgttctt tctgctcgag ggcagcggcg ccacaaattt cagcctgct 
 ----------------P2A linker--------------------->>----------------------------

3061 aaacaggccg gcgacgtcga agaaaatcct ggaccaatgg ccttaccagt gaccgcctt 
 >-----------------------------------CD8α------------------------------------->

3121 ctcctgccgc tggccttgct gctccacgcc gccaggccga gccagttccg ggtgtcgcc 
 >-----------------------------------CD8α------------------------------------->

3181 ctggatcgga cctggaacct gggcgagaca gtggagctga agtgccaggt gctgctgtcc 
 >-----------------------------------CD8α-------------------------------------->

3241 aacccgacgt cgggctgctc gtggctcttc cagccgcgcg gcgccgccgc cagtcccacc 
 >-----------------------------------CD8α------------------------------------->

3301 ttcctcctat acctctccca aaacaagccc aaggcggccg aggggctgga cacccagcg 
 >-----------------------------------CD8α------------------------------------>

3361 ttctcgggca agaggttggg ggacaccttc gtcctcaccc tgagcgactt ccgccgaga 
 >-----------------------------------CD8α--------------------------------->

3421 aacgagggct actatttctg ctcggccctg agcaactcca tcatgtactt cagccacttc 
 >-----------------------------------CD8α-------------------------------------->

3481 gtgccggtct tcctgccagc gaagcccacc acgacgccag cgccgcgacc accaacacc 
 ------------------------------------CD8α----------------------------------------

3541 gcgcccacca tcgcgtcgca gcccctgtcc ctgcgcccag aggcgtgccg gccagcggc 
 >-----------------------------------CD8α------------------------------------->

3601 gggggcgcag tgcacacgag ggggctggac ttcgcctgtg atatctacat ctgggcgccc 
 >-----------------------------------CD8α-------------------------------->

3661 ctggccggga cttgtggggt ccttctcctg tcactggtta tcacccttta ctgcaaccac 
 >----------------------------------CD8α------------------------------------->

3721 aggaaccgaa gacgtgtttg caaatgtccc cggcctgtgg tcaaatcggg agacaagccc 
 >-----------CD8α---------->>

3781 agcctttcgg cgagatacgt ctgatatgaa aagcttaaca cgagccatag atagaataaa

5
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Supplementary Table 2. Complete sequence of TEGLM1_CD8α

(pMP71-TCRG115γ-T2A-TCRG115δ_LM1_P2A-CD8a)

        >>--TCR G115γ-->

1081  gctcacttac aggcggccac gcgtggatcc gaattcacca tggtgtccct gctgcacgcc 

 >--------------------------------TCR G115γ--------------------------------->

1141  agcaccctgg ccgtgctggg cgccctgtgc gtgtatggcg ccggacacct ggaacagccc 

>--------------------------------TCR G115γ---------------------------------->

1201  cagatcagca gcaccaagac cctgagcaag accgccaggc tggaatgcgt ggtgtccggc 

>--------------------------------TCR G115γ-------------------------------->

1261  atcaccatca gcgccacctc cgtgtactgg tacagagaga gacccggcga ggtcatcca 

 >--------------------------------TCR G115γ--------------------------------->

1321  ttcctggtgt ccatcagcta cgacggcacc gtgcggaaag agagcggcat ccccagcggc 

>--------------------------------TCR G115γ-------------------------------->

1381  aagttcgagg tggacagaat ccccgagacc agcacctcca ccctgaccat ccacaacgt 

 >--------------------------------TCR G115γ---------------------------------->

1441  gagaagcagg acatcgccac ctactactgc gccctgtggg aggcccagca ggaactgggc 

>--------------------------------TCR G115γ-------------------------------->

1501  aagaaaatca aggtgttcgg ccctggcacc aagctgatca tcaccgacaa gcagctggac 

>--------------------------------TCR G115γ-------------------------------->

1561  gccgacgtga gccccaagcc taccatcttc ctgcccagca tcgccgagac caagctgca 

 >-------------------------------TCR G115γ-------------------------------->

1621  aaggccggca cctacctgtg cctgctggaa aagttcttcc ccgacgtgat caagatccac 

>---------------------------------TCR G115γ--------------------------------->

1681  tgggaggaaa agaagagcaa caccatcctg ggcagccagg aaggcaatac catgaaaacc 

>--------------------------------TCR G115γ--------------------------------->

1741  aacgacacct acatgaagtt cagctggctg accgtgcccg agaagagcct ggacaaaga 

 >--------------------------------TCR G115γ-------------------------------->

1801  cacagatgca tcgtccggca cgagaacaac aagaacggcg tggaccagga aatcatcttc 

>--------------------------------TCR G115γ--------------------------------->

1861  ccccccatca agaccgatgt gatcacaatg gaccccaagg acaactgcag caaggacgcc 

>------------------------------TCR G115γ------------------------------->

1921  aacgataccc tgctgctgca gctgaccaac accagcgcct actacatgta tctcctgct 

 >--------------------------------TCR G115γ------------------------------>

1981  ctgctgaaga gcgtggtgta cttcgccatc atcacctgct gtctgctgcg gcggaccgcc 

>------TCR G115γ------->>--------------------T2A linker-------------------

2041  ttctgctgca acggcgagaa gagcgtcgac agcggcagcg ggcgcagcgg cagcggcgaa 

------------------------------------T2A linker---------------------------------

2101  ggccgcggca gcctgctgac ctgcggcgat gtggaagaaa accctggccc gcgcttaatt 

---->>--------------------------TCR G115δ_LM1------------------------->

2161  aacatggagc ggatcagcag cctgatccac ctgagcctgt tctgggccgg agtgatgagc 

>-----------------------------TCR G115δ_LM1----------------------------->

2221  gccatcgagc tggtgcccga gcaccagacc gtgcccgtga gcatcggcgt gcccgccacc 

>-----------------------------TCR G115δ_LM1---------------------------->
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2281  ctgcggtgca gcatgaaggg cgaggccatc ggcaactact acatcaactg gtacagaaa 

 >----------------------------TCR G115δ_LM1---------------------------->

2341  acccagggca acaccatgac cttcatctac cgggagaagg acatctacgg ccctggcttc 

>-----------------------------TCR G115δ_LM1---------------------------->

2401  aaggacaact tccagggcga catcgacatc gccaagaacc tggccgtgct gaagatcct 

 >-----------------------------TCR G115δ_LM1------------------------------>

2461  gcccccagcg agagggacga gggcagctac tactgcgcct gcgacaccct ggccaccgac 

>------------------------------TCR G115δ_LM1----------------------------->

2521  aagctgatct tcggcaaggg cacccgggtg accgtggagc ccagaagcca gccccacacc 

>----------------------------TCR G115δ_LM1---------------------------->

2581  aagcccagcg tgttcgtgat gaagaacggc accaacgtgg cctgcctggt gaaagagttc 

>----------------------------TCR G115δ_LM1---------------------------->

2641  taccccaagg acatccggat caacctggtg tccagcaaga agatcaccga gttcgacccc 

>-----------------------------TCR G115δ_LM1----------------------------->

2701  gccatcgtga tcagccccag cggcaagtac aacgccgtga agctgggcaa gtacgaggac 

>-----------------------------TCR G115δ_LM1----------------------------->

2761  agcaacagcg tgacctgcag cgtgcagcac gacaacaaga ccgtgcacag caccgacttc 

>-----------------------------TCR G115δ_LM1------------------------------>

2821  gaggtgaaaa ccgactccac cgaccacgtg aagcccaaag agaccgagaa caccaagca 

 >-----------------------------TCR G115δ_LM1----------------------------->

2881  cccagcaaga gctgccacaa gcccaaggcc atcgtgcaca ccgagaaggt gaacatgat 

 >----------------------------TCR G115δ_LM1--------------------------->

2941  agcctgaccg tgctgggcct gcggatgctg ttcgccaaga cagtggccgt gaacttcct 

 >----TCR G115δ_LM1--->>----------------P2A linker----------------

3001  ctgaccgcca agctgttctt cctgctcgag ggcagcggcg ccacaaattt cagcctgct 

 -------------------P2A linker------------------>>----------CD8α---------->

3061  aaacaggccg gcgacgtcga agaaaatcct ggaccaatgg ccttaccagt gaccgcctt 

 >------------------------------------CD8α----------------------------------->

3121  ctcctgccgc tggccttgct gctccacgcc gccaggccga gccagttccg ggtgtcgcc 

 >-------------------------------------CD8α----------------------------------->

3181  ctggatcgga cctggaacct gggcgagaca gtggagctga agtgccaggt gctgctgtcc 

>------------------------------------CD8α------------------------------------>

3241  aacccgacgt cgggctgctc gtggctcttc cagccgcgcg gcgccgccgc cagtcccacc 

>-------------------------------------CD8α----------------------------------->

3301  ttcctcctat acctctccca aaacaagccc aaggcggccg aggggctgga cacccagcg 

 >-----------------------------------CD8α----------------------------------->

3361  ttctcgggca agaggttggg ggacaccttc gtcctcaccc tgagcgactt ccgccgaga 

 >----------------------------------CD8α--------------------------------->

3421  aacgagggct actatttctg ctcggccctg agcaactcca tcatgtactt cagccacttc 

>-------------------------------------CD8α------------------------------------>

3481  gtgccggtct tcctgccagc gaagcccacc acgacgccag cgccgcgacc accaacacc 

 >--------------------------------------CD8α------------------------------------>

3541  gcgcccacca tcgcgtcgca gcccctgtcc ctgcgcccag aggcgtgccg gccagcggc 

 >------------------------------------CD8α------------------------------------>

5
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3601  gggggcgcag tgcacacgag ggggctggac ttcgcctgtg atatctacat ctgggcgccc 

>----------------------------------CD8α--------------------------------->

3661  ctggccggga cttgtggggt ccttctcctg tcactggtta tcacccttta ctgcaaccac 

>------------------------------------CD8α----------------------------------->

3721  aggaaccgaa gacgtgtttg caaatgtccc cggcctgtgg tcaaatcggg agacaagccc 

>------------CD8α---------->>

3781  agcctttcgg cgagatacgt ctgatatgaa aagcttaaca cgagccatag atagaataaa
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Despite the surmounting clinical responses from immunotherapy against cancer, only 
some cancer patient populations benefit from the treatment (1). This is the consequence 
of our rather limited understanding of how to better engineer a balance between the 
targeted killing of malignant cells while protecting their healthy counterparts. Within 
this context, T cells are a major player which facilitates cellular immunity against 
different foreign proteins, including malignantly-transformed cells. If this delicate bal-
ance of cancer immunosurveillance failed, multiple reasons are accountable for tumor 
development. Reasons for immune escape are as follows, e.g., loss of antigens, because 
tumor-reactive T cells became anergic or deleted, or immune cells are kept outside the 
established immunosuppressive tumor microenvironment (1). To overcome these hurdles, 
better understanding of the interplay between the immune system, cancer cells, and 
healthy tissues is crucial for developing effective cancer immunotherapy options to offer 
better outcome for patients. With this perspective, multiple cancer immunotherapies 
have been developed in laboratories, as described in Chapter 1 (2, 3). However, a crit-
ical step in clinical translation is to substantially reduce the gap between laboratory 
findings and clinical exploration of novel therapeutic candidates. This thesis focuses on 
bridging the path from the laboratory findings to first-in-men studies by studying the ef-
ficacy and safety balance of two novel therapeutic candidates of cancer immunotherapy, 
namely αβT cells Engineered to express a defined γδTCR (TEG), expressing two distinct 
γδTCRs: a tumor-reactive γ9δ2TCR (TEG001) and a tumor-reactive γ5δ1TCR (TEG011). In 
this chapter, I will summarize my findings related to TEG-based therapies in the broader 
perspective of cellular therapy with respect to current literature.

Strength and weakness of TIL, αβTCR-engineering, CART-, and TEG-based therapies

The field of adoptive immunotherapies started by exploring the potential benefit of 
autologous ex vivo expanded tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs). Despite their initial 
clinical success, TILs are hindered by their scarce numbers of infiltrating T cells that 
can be isolated from cancer patients for a broader clinical administration. Moreover, 
clinical outcomes of adoptive T cell therapy (ACT) using TILs has shown only occasional 
efficacy in a small percentage of the patients (3, 4), which could be due to low tumor 
mutational load (5) or the effect of immunosuppressive tumor microenvironment im-
peding immune infiltration (1).

To partially override the aforementioned drawbacks, αβTCR-engineered αβT cell and 
chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) therapies were introduced. αβT cells recognize spe-
cific tumor antigens presented in major histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecules. 
αβTCR-engineered αβT cell therapy is performed by isolating tumor-specific αβTCR and 
genetically transfer them into polyclonal αβT cells, and thus redirecting their tumor 
specificity and broadening the applicability for larger patient populations (6). Using 
this approach, tumor-specific αβT cells expressing αβTCR with high avidity αβTCR could 
be generated bypassing the central tolerance mechanism. However, this approach is 
still impeded by the requirement of human leukocytes antigens (HLA)-matching donors 
that are vital to avoid possible graft-versus-host-disease (GvHD) manifestation (7). 
Moreover, it is challenging to identify tumor antigens that are exclusively restricted to 
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tumor cells, contributing to significant off-target or on-target off-tumor toxicities (8). 
Therefore, targeting neoantigens with tumor-specific αβTCR is heavily explored, but 
clinical logistics to identify a defined αβTCR and engineer αβT cells under GMP-grade 
conditions with individual receptors for each patient are major logistical and regulatory 
hurdles yet to overcome (9).

CAR T cells have been explored side by side with the aforementioned strategies and are 
to date the “winner” immunotherapeutic strategy, resulting in a clinically approved and 
reimbursed drug (10). CAR T cells carry a synthetic receptor with antibody-like spec-
ificity and CD3 signaling domain that allow tumor recognition in an MHC-independent 
manner and, therefore, not only applicable for a particular patient population with 
specific HLA alleles (11, 12). Based on the promising clinical results, CAR T cells directed 
towards CD19 antigen have been approved by FDA and EMA (13) to target B cells malig-
nancies, including acute lymphoblastic leukemia (14) and diffuse large B cell lymphoma 
(15). Inspired by this groundbreaking success that resulted in the introduction of living 
drugs as one of the standard-of-care arsenal to cancer patients across the globe, many 
additional clinical studies have been initiated for CAR T cells with different target anti-
gens across different type of malignancies (16, 17). However, CAR T cells only recognize 
surface antigens, unlike TCR-engineered T cells  that could recognize both surface and 
intracellular antigens presented on MHC molecules (18). As CAR T cells recognition is 
determined on tumor antigen expression, it also contributes to their on-target off-tumor 
toxicity where target antigens may be expressed on healthy cells in low density (19). 
Moreover, tumor cells downregulate or shed their targeted tumor antigens as a tumor 
escape mechanism and promote therapy resistance (20).

A recent novel cancer immunotherapy strategy arose by observing that enrichment of 
γδT cells in tumors was associated with improved clinical outcomes (21). This obser-
vation inspired the usage of unmodified γδT cells and engineering strategy, including 
TEGs, as further explored in detail in this thesis.

Strength and weakness of γδT cell-based versus TEG-based therapies

γδT cells recognize their targets mainly independent of MHC-restriction and thus target 
a broad range of malignancies, including cancer cells with a low mutational burden (22, 
23). γδTCR can differentiate between healthy and malignant cells mainly by recognizing 
stress-induced ligands or metabolic alterations, which are not restricted by one specific 
tumor antigen. Whether the antitumor property of γδT cell-based immunotherapy arises 
from the γδTCR (24, 25), other natural killer (NK)-types of receptors (26), or both, 
remains debatable. Clinical studies which aimed to harvest the antitumor reactivity of 
both γδTCR and NK receptors by harnessing autologous unmodified γδT cells showed 
rather disappointing clinical responses (27).

The lack of success of autologous unmodified γδT cell-based therapy could be contrib-
uted by the limited proliferative capacity and rapid clearance of circulating γδT cells 
in cancer patients, even in the presence of aminobisphosphonate and IL-2 (28-34) or 
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their underestimated diversity (35). Furthermore, some studies also observed scarce 
infiltration of γδT cells in target tissues (36). Nevertheless, these clinical studies showed 
a favorable safety profile of γδT cell-based therapy, including the absence of GvHDs in 
MHC mismatch background (37). However, without a well-defined antitumor efficacy, this 
lack of toxicity property is clinically not very meaningful. Therefore, careful selection 
of optimal tumor-reactive γδT cells, e.g., expanded γδT cells with defined cytokine 
cocktails (38) or extraction and expression of individual receptors, might be a critical 
parameter in designing γδTCR-based cancer immunotherapy (27).

Strong evidence that the γδTCR itself is a key for antitumor reactivity and thus can 
be used for clinical therapeutic concepts is shown in my thesis. Antitumor reactivity 
of TEG cells expressing a γ9δ2TCR sense joint conformational and spatial changes of 
target ligands on the surface of tumor cells, which does not occur on healthy cells (35, 
39, 40). Introduction of γδTCR into αβT cells do not cause TCR mispairing or promote 
alloreactivity, which might occur in antigen-specific αβTCR transfer or CAR T cells (24, 
41). Hence, this approach allowed studying tumor control efficacy in different models 
within the TEG concept as described in Chapters 2 to 5 (39, 42, 43).

However, the major limitation of γδTCR-based therapeutic is the frequently inadequate 
characterization of specific ligands involved in γδTCR tumor recognition, which obscures 
the assessment of their efficacy and safety profiles prior to first-in-men studies (27). 
With the TEG concept, we redirect αβTCR antitumor response using highly tumor-reac-
tive γδTCR and override the requirement of HLA-restriction while retaining the prolifer-
ative capacity (24, 41, 44). We also uncoupled innate-like receptors from the tolerance 
mechanism and mitigated the highly diverse γδTCR repertoire and their functions (27, 
45). Using the TEG concept, we could retain both CD4+ and CD8+ effector cell functions 
while exerting the antitumor reactivity from γδTCR, either from Vδ2+ or Vδ2- subsets.

Bridging the gap towards first-in-men studies: efficacy-safety balance of TEG001

The main focus of my research was the assessment of therapeutic efficacy and safety 
of novel cell-based therapy, which is classified as advanced therapy medicinal products 
(ATMP) consisting of ‘living’ medicinal products that are heterogeneous and far more 
complex than other biological products. Due to this characteristic, therapeutic assess-
ment of cell-based therapeutic can frequently not follow the established procedure 
for conventional drugs. Hence, ATMP products require distinct assessments involving 
advanced technology transfer from laboratory-grade processes into the implementation 
of Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP) for production processes (46, 47). Moreover, 
separate pharmacological and toxicological data are needed considering the desired 
interaction of the cellular product with surrounding normal tissues and cancer cells (48, 
49), as well as pharmacokinetics properties measured by biodistribution of the medicinal 
product itself, i.e., cell viability, growth, persistence, and migration (50, 51).

Due to these prerequisites, selecting suitable preclinical models to assess the nonclin-
ical efficacy and safety studies is rather challenging, taking into account the dissimilar 
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microenvironment and relevant receptors involved in the reactivity of the cell-based 
therapeutics (51). Moreover, the activity of cell-based therapy products in animal models 
may be limited or even absent due to the unrelated immunogenicity due to artificial 
immune reactivity against human cells, and therefore it has to be carefully considered 
(52-54).

In this manner, assessment of efficacy-safety balance for TEG001 adds further complexity 
as a result of its underestimated diversity in functions, receptors, and the nature of 
its targets, as outlined above. However, despite this complexity, the development of 
relevant preclinical models remains critical to enhance efficacy and minimize the risk 
of off- and on-target off-tumor toxicity (55, 56). To assess the efficacy and safety of 
TEG-based therapies, we developed different models where healthy and tumor cells are 
sequentially or simultaneously present in vitro and in vivo. Within this context, we first 
explored in Chapter 2 in vitro activity of TEG001 against several primary leukemic cell 
blasts and healthy tissues. Our data showed that induction of cellular stress, either by 
irradiation or exposure to inflammatory cytokines, and the presence of chemotherapy 
agents do not induce TEG001 off-target toxicity, even in the presence of monocytes as 
a physiological target of γ9δ2TCRs. However, the number of healthy tissues to be tested 
has been limited due to the scarce healthy tissues that can be isolated and tested in 
the laboratory. Also, the physiological environment does not entirely mimic the bone 
marrow niche. To overcome this shortcoming, we also simultaneously tested the efficacy 
and toxicity of TEG001 in a 3D model, which allowed additional stroma of the bone 
marrow niche. This model also enabled us to assess the effect of TEG001 antitumor 
activity against autologous stroma and tumor targets as described that seem otherwise 
impossible to test because of their low numbers, as only limited numbers of immune 
cells and tumor cells are needed in this autologous system (57). Yet, also 3D models 
do not mimic the complete hematopoietic niche and all counter-attacks of a tumor.

To partially overcome the limitations of in vitro 2D and 3D efficacy and toxicity models, 
we next moved to an in vivo model and explored TEG001 efficacy and toxicity in mice. 
However, as immunocompetent mice have different γδT cell subsets (58, 59), they are 
also devoid of the natural ligands CD277 in the context of γ9δ2TCR and TEG001 (27, 
40, 60). This created the need to work with immunodeficient NSG mice transplanted 
with human tumor cells or healthy tissues followed by infusion of TEG cells. I report in 
Chapter 2 on the therapeutic efficacy profile of TEG001 towards primary AML blast. We 
established a patient-derived xenograft (PDX) model by inoculating primary patient ma-
terials to better mimic human tumor characteristics and complexity, as well as maintain 
biological and histological features of the original tumor, including their intra-tumoral 
and inter-tumoral heterogeneity (61, 62). The major limitations of this model are the 
limited availability of primary patient materials and poor engraftment rates (63). In 
addition, donor variation influences the treatment outcome of the PDX tumor due to 
allogeneic response. Autologous PDX models would have been a more favorable tool 
to assess the efficacy and safety of immunotherapeutic agents; however, harvesting a 
sufficient amount of tumor cells and immune cells from one patient remains challeng-
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ing, particularly when requiring repetitions for statistics. Despite these restrictions, 
our PDX model allowed us to confirm a reduction of the leukemic burden by TEG001 in 
these rather more complex models and served as a positive control for toxicity tests, 
which were performed in a different set of mice. The toxicity of TEG001 against healthy 
hematopoietic compartments was explored after engrafting NSG mice with healthy cord-
blood derived CD34+ hematopoietic stem cells (HD-X). Our data showed that TEG001 
treatment does not impair the reconstitution of healthy hematopoietic compartments 
in the periphery, spleen, and bone marrow, even in the presence of physiological target 
of γ9δ2TCRs, such as monocytes, which were still detectable in vivo after TEG001 treat-
ment. Using humanized mouse models, we are able to perform a detailed evaluation of 
the therapeutic efficacy of immunotherapy. Nevertheless, careful evaluation for further 
translation into the clinics remains critical as these models may not fully represent 
human immune responses as seen in patients.

Bridging the gap towards first-in-men studies: efficacy-safety balance of TEG011

In the next set of chapters, I worked on the further drug development of TEG011. As 
described in Chapter 3, in contrast to classical γδTCR and peptide-MHC recognition 
for alloreactive αβTCRs, TEG011 recognizes spatial changes and alteration of HLA-
A*24:02 clustering on tumor cells irrespective of the specific peptide presented and 
thus contributing to their broad range reactivity against tumor cells. TEG011 follows 
an unconventional recognition pattern compared to the previously known tumor anti-
gen recognition via classical HLA molecules (64), whereby it recognizes target cells in 
an alloreactive-MHC class I-restricted fashion to discriminate healthy and tumor cells. 
Moreover, the contribution of HLA molecules expressed on tumor cells is mainly studied 
in relation to tumor escape mechanism from antigen-specific αβTCRs by downregulation 
or loss of Class I MHC expression (65). The differential HLA clustering on tumor cells in 
monomeric form suggests the possibility of a tumor escape mechanism from αβT cells, 
yet still targetable by an alloreactive γδTCR, including the identified FE11 γδTCR. Pre-
vious studies have suggested allo-HLA reactivity of γδT cells as a general occurrence 
and not limited to malignantly-transformed cells (66, 67). However, it is noteworthy to 
acknowledge that these studies did not investigate the γδTCR reactivity against healthy 
and tumor cells in detail.

The ability of TEG011 to differentiate healthy and malignant cells by sensing distinct 
spatial and conformational changes of HLA-A*24:02 molecules pose a very intriguing 
nature of alloreactive-γδTCR. Nevertheless, due to their mode-of-action, it is rather 
difficult to assess the safety profile of TEG011 properly. To mitigate this limitation, I 
evaluated the efficacy-safety balance of TEG011 in tumor-bearing and non-tumor bearing 
transgenic NSG mice expressing human HLA-A*24:02 (NSG-A24:02) as shown in Chapter 
3. Despite the advantages of the primary leukemic PDX mouse model as shown for the 
abovementioned efficacy-safety studies for TEG001, it is rather difficult to obtain pri-
mary patient materials with HLA-A*24:02-expressing tumors sufficient for in vivo studies 
due to their infrequent allele occurrence. Hence, I utilized HLA-A*24:02-transduced 
chronic myeloid leukemia (K562) cell line and developed a cell line-derived xenograft 
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(CDX) model. This model has been well-established, easy to control, and frequently used 
for efficacy study of therapeutic agents (68). Using cancer cell lines, we can generate 
tumor models that partially recapitulate the molecular and genetic diversity of cancer 
cells in vivo (69). However, we acknowledge the limitation of this model, in which they 
do not fully represent the stromal complexity and heterogeneity of human tumors (70). 
Despite these shortcomings, we observed a significant reduction of tumor progression 
and prolonged overall survival of tumor-bearing mice treated with TEG011 cells. Sep-
arately, we could also evaluate TEG011 toxicity in different tissues more extensively 
compared to TEG001. As shown in Chapter 4, we did not observe any histopathological 
evidence of toxicity against the investigated healthy tissues. All non-tumor bearing mice 
did not show decreased in physical fitness throughout the study period, suggesting the 
absence of autoimmunity or GvHDs development against healthy tissues.

Alongside the aforementioned efficacy and safety evaluations, our mouse models al-
lowed the extensive pharmacokinetics assessment of TEG011 expansion and persistence 
in vivo. As previously described, T cell persistence can be used to measure the pharma-
cokinetics of cell-based therapy. Furthermore, short-term T cell persistence in patients 
receiving TCR-engineered therapies has been shown to limit their antitumor activity 
(71). In Chapter 2, I showed that TEG001 persisted in mouse peripheral blood up to 
4 weeks after infusion, while in Chapter 4, I unexpectedly observed 44% of mice that 
showed the presence of TEG011 “persister” up to 9 weeks after infusion, which was 
then associated with the absence of extramedullary solid tumor growth in these mice. 
The difference between TEG001 and TEG011 persistence is most likely a consequence 
of the HLA-A*24:02 background when using TEG011, which could have provided tonic 
signaling, while no binding at all was possible to TEG001 as both BTN2A1 and BTN3A1 
are absent in mice (58, 60, 72).

Based on the observation of different TEG persistence in vivo, I was interested in investi-
gating which factor(s) influenced the long-term TEG persistence in vivo. The presence of 
both tumor-specific CD4+ and CD8+ αβT cells has been reported to significantly improved 
clinical responses compared to tumor-specific CD8+ αβT cells alone (73). Therefore, I 
further investigated the contribution of each αβT cell subset for in vivo persistence 
and antitumor reactivity of TEG011, which selectively redirected CD8+ αβT cells. The 
introduction of transgenic CD8α co-receptor in TEG011, referred to as TEG011_CD8α, 
successfully redirected non-reactive CD4+ TEG011 cell in vitro and in vivo against tumor 
targets. Interestingly, for the first time, we observed tumor clearance in mouse bone 
marrow after treatment of TEG011_CD8α, but not TEG011 alone. Also, TEG011_CD8α 
stably persisted with higher T cell counts consisting of mainly CD4+CD8+ double-positive 
T cells. This observation supports the notion that simultaneous expression of CD4+ and 
CD8+ co-receptor provides additional survival for tumor-specific CD4+ T cells. This finding 
is in line with clinical studies for CAR T cells directed against CD19 have shown that a 
mixture of both CD4+ and CD8+ T cells with 1:1 ratio facilitated better tumor remission in 
B-ALL patients that could be due to increasing T cell survival by CD4+ T cells that not only 
enhanced their own persistence but simultaneously improved CD8+ T cells persistence 
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(74, 75). Moreover, it has been indicated that CD4+ T cells are less prone to exhaustion 
and AICDs (76-79), leading to robust antitumor capacity than CD8+ T cells. While T cell 
persistence may indicate the biodistribution and longevity of cell-based therapeutics, 
it is important to acknowledge that the circulating compartment of T cells detected in 
the periphery neither accurately reflects the presence of T cells at the primary tumor 
or metastasis sites, nor does it indicates T cell dynamic and tumor trafficking.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, a careful choice of relevant preclinical models and appropriate study 
designs are pivotal to assess the efficacy-safety balance to support the successful trans-
lation of cell-based immunotherapy into the clinic. Within this context, I bridged the 
gap from preclinical development of different TEG formats to first-in-men studies. 
While 2D and 3D models provided some hints for efficacy and lack of toxicity, in vivo 
models are very valuable in studying the impact on the complete human hematopoietic 
compartment and studying important parameters that impact persistence, even in the 
absence of the appropriate target molecule. Within the limitation of our preclinical 
mouse models, we could proficiently assess the efficacy-safety profile of both TEG001 
and TEG011 against hematological malignancies and hereby provide sufficient nonclinical 
evidence prior to first-in-men studies, in which TEG-based therapy may have beneficial 
effects for cancer patients. As a result, TEG001 is currently tested in a first-in-men study 
(clinical trial registration NTR6541).
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SUMMARY

Conventional treatment options for cancer, including surgery, chemotherapy, radiothera-
py, and targeted therapy, can successfully eliminate cancer cells. To date, there are still 
significant relapses in cancer patients after these treatments. In addition, there are still 
substantial unwanted side effects that cause damage to the healthy tissues and reduce 
the quality of life over many years, even after the treatment has been completed. 
Thus, other treatment alternatives are needed. To overcome these limitations, cancer 
immunotherapy has been explored as one of the therapeutic options against different 
malignancies and implemented, due to its efficacy in safety profile into many daily 
treatment concepts. This strategy was based on the observation that the human immune 
system protects not only from infection but also has been shown to recognize and target 
malignantly transformed cells and prevent further developments of cancer cells.

Chapter 1 provides an overview on how cancer immunotherapy aims to stimulate antitu-
mor response without harming healthy tissues by using the patients’ own immune system 
to eliminate cancer cells. Furthermore, we elaborate on different immunotherapy op-
tions and focus on differences between conventional αβT cells and unconventional γδT 
cells. We emphasize that αβT cells recognize specific tumor peptides represented on 
Human Leukocytes Antigens (HLA) molecules and eventually eliminate the tumor cells. 
On the other hand, γδT cells express γδ T cell receptor (TCR) on the cell surface and 
recognize infected and tumor cells by sensing metabolic changes in these cells without 
the need of specific peptide representation on HLA molecules, making them applicable 
for a broader patient population compared to αβT cells. Our research group specifical-
ly interested in γδT cells for their ability to target cancer cells and without harming 
healthy cells, and thus focusing on the development of a new cancer immunotherapy 
approach based on potent antitumor reactivity of γδT cells. Furthermore, in this chap-
ter we introduce alternative treatment concepts based on the observation that despite 
their promising potential, clinical responses of adoptive transfer of ex vivo expanded 
unmodified γδT cells are relatively marginal. We propose to focus on new insights into 
γδT cell biology which uncovered the underestimated diversity in T cell functions and 
molecular activation modes. Considering these obstacles, we introduce the concept of 
TEGs: αβT cells engineered to express a defined γδTCR, where highly-tumor reactive 
γδTCR is introduced into αβT cell with superior proliferative capacity in cancer patients. 
Careful considerations of the efficacy-safety balance of cell-based therapeutic modali-
ties against cancer are critical prior to clinical implementation. Hence, this thesis mainly 
focuses on evaluating the efficacy-safety balance of our TEG-based cellular therapy in 
preclinical mouse models.

In Chapter 2, the efficacy-safety balance of TEG001 were evaluated against primary 
tumor tissues and primary healthy cells, respectively. TEG001 has been selected as the 
first clinical candidate of TEG-based therapy based on its ability to target a broad range 
of hematological malignancies in vitro and has previously shown in vivo to control tumor 
growth in mouse model injected with tumor cell lines. Here, I assessed for the first 
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time the efficacy of TEG001 treatment in clinically relevant model of leukemic mouse 
model that injected with primary AML blast derived from a patient. In parallel, I also 
assessed the safety of TEG001 treatment by injecting mice with cord blood-derived stem 
cells that reconstituted into complete healthy hematological cell subsets. In this way, I 
studied the effect of TEG001 treatment for any potential toxicity against these healthy 
cells. Overall, we showed that TEG001 effectively suppress the growth of primary AML 
blast without any indicative side effects against healthy cells in vivo. Thus, within the 
limitation of the current models, there are no data indicating increased safety risk for 
TEG001.

Chapter 3 focuses on the identification of the ligand for tumor-specific γδTCR that 
have been identified previously. Unlike αβT cells, γδT cells do not require antigen 
presentation via Human Leukocytes Antigen (HLA) molecules on the infected or ma-
lignantly-transformed cells. Here, we attempt to identify specific ligand for this FE11 
γδTCR and its recognition mechanism against tumor cells. We identified HLA-A*24:02 
molecule as ligand of tumor-specific FE11 γδTCR. We also uncovered the mode-of-action 
of this particular γδTCR that recognizes alteration in HLA-A*24:02 clustering on the cell 
surface of tumor cells, independent of a specific tumor peptide. When introduced into 
TEG format, subsequently named as TEG011, the antitumor reactivity of FE11 γδTCR 
was retained and thus able to differentiate healthy and malignant cells expressing 
HLA-A*24:02 molecules. I specifically focused on the assessment of therapeutic efficacy 
of TEG011 in humanized transgenic NSG mouse model expressing human HLA-A*24:02 
molecules. I reported an improved overall survival of tumor-bearing mice treated with 
TEG011. Since TEG011 is able to target many different HLA-A*24:02-expressing tumor 
cells, it is attractive to eventually use this γδTCR as immunotherapy. The sequence of 
FE11 and its potential applications have been patented by our group.

Chapter 4 describes further the efficacy-safety balance of TEG011 assessed in tu-
mor-bearing and non-tumor bearing NSG-A24:02 mice. I showed that TEG011 treat-
ment does not associate with any discomfort nor any clear evidence of toxicity in 
HLA-A*24:02-expressing non-tumor healthy tissues. I reported that no relevant graft-
versus-host disease (GvHD) manifestation in all mice and no signs of toxicity in the major 
organs of all healthy tissues upon TEG011 treatment. The pharmacokinetics properties 
of cell-based therapy can be determined by in vivo T cell expansion and persistence in 
the cancer patients. I also reported long-term persistence of TEG011 in approximately 
44% of the TEG011-treated mice, which were associated with the absence of solid tumor 
growth outside of the bone marrow, emphasizing the crucial aspect of T cell persistence 
to sustain long-term efficacy.

In Chapter 5, I extended the biological mechanism of TEG011 that is CD8α-dependent 
and investigated further their functions as coreceptor for FE11 γδTCR. Introduction 
of transgenic CD8α receptor on TEG011 cells is considered an additional strategy to 
further enhance T cell persistence and long-term tumor control. The new construct 
design is subsequently referred to as TEG011_CD8α. I showed that non-reactive CD4+ 
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Summary

TEG011 cells can be redirected to target HLA-A*24:02-expressing tumor targets after 
genetic introduction of human CD8α gene. In transgenic NSG-A24:02 mice engrafted 
with HLA-A*24:02-expressing tumor cells, TEG011_CD8α treatment showed stable pe-
ripheral persistence with higher T cell counts in comparison with TEG011 cells alone. 
Moreover, I showed that TEG011 equipped with human CD8α co-receptor elicits better 
tumor control, promotes long-term T cell persistence and associated with better T 
cell infiltration. In addition, I observed for the first time that TEG011_CD8α treatment 
successfully cleared tumor cells in bone marrow and thus further highlight its potential 
clinical application.

In the last chapter, Chapter 6, earlier findings in the afore-mentioned chapters were 
put in broader perspective of preclinical model development within the context of 
TEG-based therapy and in relation to current literatures.
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Conventionele behandelingen voor kanker zoals operatie, chemotherapie, radiothera-
pie en doelgerichte therapie kunnen kankercellen succesvol opruimen. Helaas keert 
de ziekte na deze behandelingen tot op heden nog steeds bij een aanzienlijk deel van 
de kankerpatiënten terug. Daarnaast treden er vaak ook ongewenste bijwerkingen op 
die schade toebrengen aan gezonde weefsels en de kwaliteit van leven gedurende vele 
jaren verminderen, zelfs nadat de behandeling is beëindigd. Er zijn dus nog andere 
behandelopties nodig.

Immunotherapie is onderzocht als een van de verbeterde therapeutische opties tegen 
verschillende soorten kanker. Tegenwoordig is het al geïmplementeerd in vele dage-
lijkse behandelplannen vanwege zijn werkzaamheid en veiligheid. Immunotherapie is 
gebaseerd op het vermogen van het immuunsysteem van de mens om niet alleen te 
beschermen tegen infecties maar ook om kwaadaardige cellen in een vroeg stadium te 
herkennen en op te ruimen en zo de verdere ontwikkeling van kanker te voorkomen.

Hoofdstuk 1 geeft een overzicht over hoe immunotherapie het eigen immuunsysteem 
van een patiënt tracht te stimuleren om kanker te bestrijden, zonder gezonde weefsels 
te beschadigen. Verder gaan we dieper in op verschillende vormen van immunotherapie 
en we richten ons op de verschillen tussen conventionele αβT cellen en de onconventi-
onele γδT cellen. We benadrukken dat αβT cellen specifieke tumor eiwitten herkennen 
die gepresenteerd worden door zogenaamde Humane Leukocyten Antigenen (HLA) mole-
culen, waarna de αβT cel de tumorcellen zal opruimen. Anders dan αβT cellen, brengen 
γδT cellen een γδT cel receptor (TCR) tot expressie, waarmee ze subtiele veranderingen 
herkennen in het metabolisme van tumorcellen, die vaak vroeg in de transformatie 
van een gezonde- naar een tumorcel ontstaan. Deze herkenning is onafhankelijk van 
de expressie van specifieke HLA moleculen, waardoor γδT cellen geschikt zijn voor een 
bredere patiëntenpopulatie dan αβT cellen. Onze onderzoeksgroep is voornamelijk 
geïnteresseerd in γδT cellen om hun unieke vermogen om tumorcellen te kunnen on-
derscheiden van gezonde cellen, en concentreert zich daarom op de ontwikkeling van 
immunotherapie tegen kanker gebaseerd op de antitumor activiteit van γδT cellen. 
Helaas is de klinische effectiviteit van kankertherapieën waarbij ex vivo geëxpandeerde 
en ongemodificeerde γδT cellen worden gebruikt tot nu toe gering gebleken. Om dit 
te verbeteren, introduceren we in dit hoofdstuk andere mogelijke behandelconcepten 
gebaseerd op γδT cellen. We richten ons op nieuwe inzichten in de biologie van γδT 
cellen die de onderschatte diversiteit in T cel functies, en moleculaire activeringsmodi 
onthullen. Onze groep heeft het concept van genetisch gemodificeerde cellen ontwik-
keld, ook wel TEGs genoemd. Deze afkorting staat voor het Engelse “αβT cells engi-
neered to express a defined γδTCR”, waarbij een geselecteerde hoge affiniteit tumor 
reactieve γδTCR geïntroduceerd wordt in een αβT cel die een hoge groeisnelheid heeft 
in kankerpatiënten. Een zorgvuldige overweging van de balans tussen werkzaamheid 
en veiligheid van cellulaire therapieën tegen kanker is van cruciaal belang voorafgaand 
aan de klinische implementatie. Daarom richt dit proefschrift zich met name op de 
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evaluatie van de balans tussen werkzaamheid en veiligheid van onze TEG-therapie in 
preklinische muismodellen.

In hoofdstuk 2 bespreken we de balans tussen werkzaamheid en veiligheid van TEG001 
tegen primaire tumorweefsels en primaire gezonde hematologische cellen. TEG001 is 
geselecteerd als eerste klinische kandidaat van TEG-therapie vanwege zijn hoge reacti-
viteit tegen verschillende hematologische tumoren in vitro en verminderde tumorgroei 
in muizen geïnjecteerd met tumor cellijnen. In dit hoofdstuk laat ik voor de eerste 
keer de therapeutische werkzaamheid van TEG001 zien, getest in een klinisch relevant 
leukemisch muismodel, waarbij de uitgroei van leukemische cellen van een patiënt in 
de muizen wordt gevolgd na behandeling met TEG001- of mock cellen. Tegelijkertijd heb 
ik ook de veiligheid van TEG001 behandeling beoordeeld door muizen te injecteren met 
stamcellen uit navelstrengbloed waaruit vervolgens de volledige gezonde hematologi-
sche cel subsets uitgroeiden. Op deze manier heb ik de mogelijke toxiciteit van TEG001 
tegen deze gezonde cellen onderzocht. Kortom, we hebben laten zien dat TEG001 de 
groei van primaire AML blasten effectief inhibeert, zonder enige aanwijzing van bijwer-
kingen tegen gezonde cellen in vivo. Dus, ondanks de beperking van de huidige muis-
modellen, zijn er geen data die wijzen op een verhoogd veiligheidsrisico door TEG001.

Hoofdstuk 3 beschrijft de zoektocht naar het ligand van een van de tumor-specifieke 
γδTCRs die we eerder hebben geïdentificeerd. In tegenstelling tot αβT cellen, zijn γδT 
cellen niet afhankelijk van de expressie van specifieke HLA moleculen voor herkenning 
en activatie. In dit hoofdstuk hebben we echter wel een HLA-A*24:02 molecuul geïden-
tificeerd als ligand van de tumor-specifieke FE11 γδTCR. We laten zien dat deze FE11 
γδTCR een verandering in de clustering van het HLA-A*24:02 molecuul op kwaadaardige 
cellen herkent, onafhankelijk van de presentatie van specifiek peptide. Als TEG, in het 
vervolg TEG011 genoemd, bleef de antitumor reactiviteit van FE11 γδTCR behouden. 
TEG011 is dus in staat gezonde en kwaadaardige cellen van elkaar te onderscheiden op 
basis van de clustering van HLA-A*24:02. Ik heb mij specifiek gericht op de beoordeling 
van de therapeutische werkzaamheid van TEG011 in een gehumaniseerd transgeen NSG 
muismodel dat HLA-A*24:02 (NSG-A24:02) tot expressie brengt, waarbij we een ver-
lenging van de levensduur hebben aangetoond voor muizen met tumor die behandeld 
werden met TEG011. Aangezien TEG011 in staat is om veel verschillende tumoren die 
HLA-A*24:02 tot expressie brengen te herkennen, is het een veelbelovende kandidaat om 
uiteindelijk als immunotherapie te gebruiken. De sequentie van FE11 en de mogelijke 
toepassingen zijn door onze groep gepatenteerd.

Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft de balans tussen werkzaamheid en veiligheid van TEG011, on-
derzocht in NSG-A24:02 muizen die al dan niet geïnjecteerd werden met HLA-A*24:02+ 
tumorcellen. Ik heb laten zien dat TEG011 behandeling niet gepaard gaat met enig 
ongerief voor de muizen, en ik vond geen bewijs van toxiciteit in gezonde weefsels die 
HLA-A*24:02 tot expressie brengen. Na TEG011 behandeling zag ik in geen enkele muis 
tekenen van graft-vs-host ziekte (GvHD), en ook geen toxiciteit in weefsels van de be-
langrijke organen. Verder rapporteer ik langdurige persistentie van TEG011 in 44% van 
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de met TEG011 behandelde muizen, wat geassocieerd is met de afwezigheid van groei 
van solide tumoren buiten het beenmerg. Dit benadrukt dat T cel persistentie belangrijk 
is voor langdurige werkzaamheid van de therapie.

In Hoofdstuk 5 heb ik mij verder verdiept in het biologische activerings mechanisme 
van TEG011, specifiek in de rol die CD8α speelt als co-receptor voor de FE11 γδTCR. 
De introductie van de CD8α receptor op TEG011 cellen kan leiden tot verbeterde T cel 
persistentie en tumorcontrole. Het nieuwe construct wordt in het vervolg TEG011_CD8a 
genoemd. Ik laat zien dat niet-reactieve CD4+ TEG011 cellen na genetische introductie 
van het humane CD8α-gen, tumorcellen die HLA-A*24:02 tot expressie brengen kunnen 
herkennen. In transgene NSG-A24:02 muizen met een HLA-A*24:02+ tumor zag ik na be-
handeling met TEG011_CD8α, een stabiele perifere persistentie van T cellen, met hogere 
cel aantallen in vergelijking tot TEG011. Verder heb ik aangetoond dat TEG011_CD8α 
zorgt voor een betere tumorcontrole, de T cel persistentie voor lange tijd bevordert, 
en zorgt voor een betere T cel infiltratie. Daarnaast heb ik voor de eerste keer gezien 
dat behandeling met TEG011_CD8α succesvol tumorcellen opruimt in het beenmerg. Dit 
benadrukt de potentiële klinische toepassing van deze behandeling.

In het laatste hoofdstuk, Hoofdstuk 6, worden de hierboven beschreven resultaten in 
een breder perspectief geplaatst en vergeleken met de resultaten die momenteel in 
de literatuur bekend zijn.
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